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Abstract
Distributed computing system (DCS) is a very popular field of computer science. DCS consists of various computers (processors)
located at possibly different sites and connected by a communication link in such a manner that it appears as one system to the
user. Tasks scheduling is a very interesting field of research in DCS. The main objectives of tasks scheduling problems are load
balancing of processors, maximization of system reliability, minimizing the system cost, and minimizing the response time.
Obviously, it is very complicated to satisfy all of the above objectives simultaneously. So, most of the researchers have solved the
tasks scheduling problem with one or more objectives. The purpose of this chapter is to produce an overview of much (certainly
not all) of tasks scheduling algorithms. The chapter is covering the little much valuable survey, tasks scheduling strategies, and
different approaches used for tasks scheduling with one or more objectives.

Chapter Preview
Top

Introduction
There are various causes for using DCS. The nature of equipment may involve the utilization of a communication network which
connected by some computers: for eg, data created in one site and needed in another site. There are various cases in which only
one computer is required, but DCS is very helpful for practical causes. For eg., it may be extra cost-efficient to get the inclined
level of performance by applying cluster of numerous low-end computers, in similarity with only high-end computer. DCS has no
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Introduction:
Retina is tissue layer at the back of the eye that responsible for light
detection. Retinas generated by many layers of photoreceptor and nerve
cells. The mathematical models used dates have reflected the dual
nature of the oxygen supply to the retina in most mammals [1]. The
Sign in to Continue Reading
retina receives its oxygen supply exclusively from the Choroid. In
applying existing oxygen supply and consumption models to these data,
we realized that the total dependency on chorodidal approach oxygen
delivery allowed a modified for approach to the mathematical analysis.
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Abstract— Pervious concrete is a zero droop solid, which
comprises of coarse aggregates, water and different
cementitious materials. As there is no fine utilized in the
concrete so it's at some point referred as no-Fine concrete.
Also pertaining to its water draining capacity it is also known
as called permeable concrete. Pervious concrete is special kind
of high porosity solid which permits water from precipitation to
either infiltrate into the ground water or to the other storage
facility. Since it provides better friction to vehicle tyres and hence
also prevents skidding. It utilized for asphalt since it gives a
genuine presentation against sliding for vehicles in stormy days
and a far superior sound retention property.In this examination
the concrete supplanted with silica fumes with different
mixing water temperature were tested, so as to arrive at an
optimum level of workability and strength. Concrete Blocks
of Standard Sizes were prepared and relieved at a standard
time period of 7, 14 and 28 days and then the compressive
strength was tested. Distinctive solid blend extents, for
example, OPC and SPC are set up to the check the
compressive quality of pervious concrete. The outcomes show
the Pervious Concrete containing 5%,10%,15% silica smoke
can accomplish compressive quality of 14.4 N/mm2, 17
N/mm2, 19.1 N/mm2 for 28 days of relieving individually and
at low mixing water temperature 10 0c the workability and
slum value enhances. With addition of more silica fume in
mixer the value of permeability was decreasing.
Keywords—OPC(ordinary pervious concrete); SPC( silica fume
pervious concrete);PC(pervious concrete)

INTRODUCTION
Pervious concrete is a specific kind of high porosity concrete.
Due to presence of voids, the required interlocking is not
achieved and its strength is less than conventional concrete.
However It can be used in areas of low traffic and high rainfall
accounting for its permeability. When mixed with asphalt, it
also provides better protection against skidding of vehicles.
However it is difficult to work with as no fine aggregates are
present, Also durability of this type of concrete can be put into
question. To encounter the solution, Pozzolanic materials like
silica fumes can be added to increase the mechanical
properties and strength. Different mixing water temperature
also has an effect of workability and strength [1]. Countries
like India have seasonal characteristics; hence the temperature

of the aggregates as well as water can vary with seasons.
Hence this study was carried out to check the compressive
strength, workability and permeability of the porous concrete
in the presence of silica fumes with different mixing water
temperatures. Silica fume is a byproduct resulting from the
reduction of pure quality of quartz with coal or coke and
wood chips in electric arc furnace during the production
of silicon metal or silicon alloy. The use of silica
fume is desirable as it enhances the durability of the concrete.
There are differences among researchers on how workability
is affected after addition of silica fumes as a cement
replacement. Strength and Wear Resistance of Sand -Replaced
Silica Fume Concrete Hamidou and gafoori 2007 [2],
Compressive quality of 10% SF supplanted pervious concrete
expanded around 30%. but the wanted porosity was not
accomplished so ideal level of silica fume for 20% porosity
was 8% [3], Khayat investigate that Blended silica fumes also
contribute to increased strength, cohesiveness and enhancing
scaling resistance. It also have a diminishing effect on
permeability [4], Kadri and Dual reported that workability
is increased when silica fumes is added as an replacement to
the cement [5], Vikas have discovered that an ideal degree of
silica fume expanded strength is around 5% by weight.
Anyway beyond that there is a misfortune in compressive
quality anyway the workability is seen as expanded [6] . The
experiment was done on OPC and SPC with varying water
temperatures as 10 degrees and 25 degrees. A fixed water
cement ratio i.e. 0.33 was used in all the experiment with
variation of silica fumes as 5% 10 % and 15 % of the total
cementitious materials. In the end, the permeability of the
attained concrete after 28 days was tested .This paper presents
the results of this investigation.
MATERIALS
SILICA FUME: It is a side-effect accomplished by gathering
fumes gas essentially of non-crystalline silicon dioxide (SiO2),
and the normal molecule distance across of every essential
molecule is around 0.1 to 1.0 μm. By including the superfine
particles of silica smoke to solidify and different materials, the
holes between the particles are filled. This impact picked up
the creation of thick, high-quality items.
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ABSTRACT: The city/district of Indore is

KEYWORDS:

located on the south edge of Malwa plateau in the
Madhya Pradesh state of India. The objective of
this study is to follow the change in the dynamics
of land use and land cover in the Indore District
from 1998 to 2019. The study was conducted
using the multi-spectral satellite image. It is
based on the pixel-based unsupervised
classification of Landsat satellite images of the
year 1998, 2009, and 2019 using ArcGIS pro.
The unsupervised classification of an image
using Arcgis pro gives the ability to support
image classification without the requirement of
the training sample which reduces processing
time and cost, but it has low accuracy which can
be reduced by reclassification methods
supervised by visual comparison of classified
images with their false-color composites(FCC)
image in different spectral band combinations.
The results obtained showed a negative overall
variation of the types of occupation of the
territory of our study area. Thus, over this period,
the study showed an increase in the areas of the
urban agglomerations, bare mountain, and crop
and/or grassland and water classes by 4.483% to
11.493%, 5.336% to 19.936%, 65.075% to
66.850%, 1.503% to 2.042% respectively, in
addition, there is a decrease in the area of
vegetation from 8.371% to 2.026% of the overall
area. The Anthropogenic activities due to rapid
urbanization, industrialization, and migration
and population growth contribute substantially to
this situation.

Land use land cover dynamics; Remote sensing;
unsupervised classification; Indore district; GIS;
ArcGIS pro; climate change.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Land and water resource degradation are the
major problems in the Indian sub-continental
region. The increase in the human population
intensifies the utilisation of land resource that
puts a significant load on the ecosystem and
environment. Poor land practices and their
management by concerned authorities’ results
in the loss of productivity, loss of organic rich
matters and nitrogen enrichment on the top layers
of soils which decrease the overall productivity
of the crop in the region. Since the economic
reformation in India dynamics of land use has
changed significantly, the acceleration of
urbanization and industrialization under this
process has led to serious ecological destruction
[1].
Indore district is one of the major districts of
India in terms of population and economy in the
central Indian region. It comes under India’s tier2 cities which make it one of the first cities which
are going through India’s “smart city mission”
program. Under these programs major
investment would come, expansion of urban
agglomeration and transportation has to be done
like metro railway and grand townships. But
nothing has come without sacrifices due to this
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Abstract. India is known as one of the most heavily settled countries in the
world. It appears to be the second country to have the highest number of
residents. With the total population of about expected data 1.37 billion in 2019.
The management of Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) in India has encountered
problems. Each year, the population grew by 3–3.5%, as this factor arises, the
rate of solid waste generation also rise up to 1.3% in Aligarh city, Uttar Pradesh
a large number of ingenious factors like, rapid urbanization, rapid population
density, rapid commercialization, uneven living standards and also enlargement
of industrialization has created destructive consequences in terms of
biodegradable and non-biodegradable waste generations which are estimated at
about 415 tons per day.
This paper emphasizes the waste characteristics, techniques, adverse environmental impacts, health risks, poor waste management practices and also
problems associated with the solid waste management system at the municipal
level.
The ﬁndings from this study indicates failure of the existing facilities due to
lack of concern, high volume of waste generation, deﬁcient collection space,
delayed sanctioning of new landﬁll sites and a number of open-dump sites
which generate ﬁres. The innuendos of the waste management practices in the
city are discussed.
Keywords: Sources of M.S.W
sustainable approaches
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Abstract
The rotary kiln waste (dolochar) generated in sponge iron plants has been converted into a low-cost adsorbent by heat
activation for the removal of chromium and lead from aqueous solution. The effects of pH, sorbent dosage, adsorbate
concentration, temperature, and contact time on the sorption of both the metal ions were studied in batch experiments.
Kinetic studies were also conducted to have an idea on the sorption mechanism of the process. The uptake of lead was
found to be more than that of chromium. Adsorption on dolochar followed Freundlich isotherm. The kinetics of the Cr (VI)
and Pb (II) adsorption on the kiln waste was found to follow a pseudo second-order rate equation. It was observed that the
sorption process was spontaneous and adsorbents is suitable for sorption of Pb(II) and Cr(VI). In addition, fixed-bed
studies were performed to simulate real-life conditions. The experiments were also performed to regenerate the column by
0.2N HNO3 for lead-dolochar system and 0.5M NaOH for chromium-dolochar system for reuse.
Key Words: Adsorption; Dolochar; Isotherms; Column study; Breakthrough curve
1. Introduction
Water pollution due to toxic heavy metals such as chromium, lead, manganese, copper, iron, zinc etc has been a major
cause of concern for the society. Among these heavy metals, chromium and lead are toxic metals found in several industrial
discharges and effluents (Dubey and Gopal 2007). Chromium is harmful heavy metal ion which exists in hexavalent and
trivalent forms. The permissible limits of Cr (VI) and Pb (II) in industrial effluents are stipulated 0.5 mg/l and 0.1 mg/l

respectively by the environment protection agency in India. But, these metal ions in the mining and industrial effluents are
often found to be more than the permissible limits (De Filippis and Pallaghy 1994). Safe disposal of heavy metal
contaminated wastewater is a challenging task due to the fact that techno-enviro-cost-effective feasible treatments are
scanty (Weng et al., 1994). Although number of methods such as ion exchange, reverse osmosis, precipitation, and
adsorption etc. exist to remove these toxic metal ions from industrial effluents, the literature survey suggest that most
versatile and widely method is the method of adsorption. Activated carbon has been a standard adsorbent for removal of
heavy metals from industrial wastewaters since long (Fornwalt 1966) despite being an expensive material. In last few
decades, the researchers have shown lot of interest to develop low-cost adsorbents as a substitute to activated carbon.

2. Material and methods
This study was conducted in the Environmental Engineering Laboratory, Department of Civil Engineering, Veer
Surendra Sai University of Technology Odisha in 2015-16. The details of materials and methods of the study are as
follows;
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ABSTRACT
Concrete is one of the most important engineering material and the addition of some other materials may change the properties of
concrete. With increase in trend towards the wider use of concrete for prestressed concrete and high rise buildings there is a growing
demand of concrete with higher compressive strength. Mineral additions which are also known as mineral admixtures have been used
with cements for many years. There are two types of materials crystalline and non-crystalline. Micro silica or silica fume is very fine
non crystalline material. Silica fume is produced in electric arc furnace as a by-product of the production of elemental silicones or
alloys containing silicon. It is usually a grey colored powder somewhat similar to Portland or some fly ashes silica fume is generally
categorized as a supplementary cementitious material. Silica fume or micro silica was initially vied as cement replacement material
and in some area it is usually used as replaced by much smaller quantity of silica fume micro silica may be used as pozzolanic
admixtures. Admixture is defined as a material other than cement water and aggregate that is used as ingredient of concrete and is
added to the batch immediately before or during mixing. Pozzolanic admixtures are siliceous or aluminous material which is themselves
possess little or no cementitious value but will in finely divided form and in the presence of water chemically react with calcium
hydroxide liberated on hydration at ordinary temperature to form compounds possessing cementitious properties. In our experiment
we are going to use micro silica as an artificial pozzolans. We are going to add 0%, 5%, 10%, 15% by weight of cement in concrete.

Keywords: Cementitious, Concrete, Crystalline, Micro silica, Pozzolanic admixtures, Strength
1. INTRODUCTION
Concrete is a most widely used building material which is a mixture of cement, sand, coarse aggregate and water. It can be used for
construction of multistory buildings, dams, road pavement, tanks, offshore structures, canal lining. The process of selecting suitable
ingredients of concrete and determining their relative amount with the objective of producing a concrete of the required strength
durability and workability as economically as possible is termed the concrete mix design. Nowadays engineers and scientists are trying
to increase the strength of concrete by adding the some other cheap and waste material as a partial replacement of cement or as a
admixture fly ash, micro silica, steel slag etc. are the few examples of these types of materials. These materials are generally by-products
from other industries for example fly ash is a waste product from power plants and silica fume is a by-product resulting from reduction
of high purity quartz with coal or coke and wood chips in an electric arc furnace during production of silicon metal or ferrosilicon alloys.
Nowadays whole world is facing a major problem of environmental pollution these materials fly ash micro silica, steel slag may become
a major pollution material. Micro Silica is one of the materials used to reduce the amount of cement in concrete because of the expenses
of cement but since the price of this material has increased in most of the countries it is not economical to apply it as a supersede of
cement. Silica is more usual these days as an additional material to obtain special properties of concrete. Micro silica is one of the most
active materials among all pozzolanic materials. We can reach to pozzolanic properties sooner in Micro silica than other pozzolanic
JETIRDH06014
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Abstract
Idea of Intelligent transport system comes from problem caused by traffic congestion. Due to rapid vehicular growth
with increasing population, rural to urban and economic upsurge has put immense pressure on transportation system in
INDIA. Traffic congestion reduces efficiency, increases travel time, causes air pollution and increases fuel consumption.
Due to development in transportation network it also leads to increase in number of road accidents all over India. This
paper, attempts to understand the application of INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM (ITS) as a solution of present
traffic congestion problem and how to decrease road accidents by the use of technology.
This paper will also explain various ITS applications and policy measures in India context and a brief about the issuses
and challenges of ITS in INDIA.

KEY WORDS : Intelligent transportation system, Traffic congestion, Fuel consumption, To reduce road
accidents, Probe and smart vehicles, Sensing technology, Wireless communications, Video vehicle detection,
Emergency management system, GIS, safety in public as well as private vehicles.
1. Introduction
Worlds population is increasing at a high rate and simultaneously the world economy is also growing. Hence
people are used to have greater mobility and when it comes to transportation, Road movement is considered
to be most convient and easy to everyone. There is no doubt in higher the people using the transportation
system more will be the road accidents hence there is a requirement of proper transportation system which
can handel a larger mass of people on wheels safely and it is make sure it should be envoirment friendly as
well. World wide various organizations are working on this problem and it is first setup in 1991 by US
Department of Transportation. Vehicle to vehicle communication, vehicle to infrastructure communication,
electronic toll collection are some of the very popular projects undergoing worldwide. When it comes to the
developing countries like India, Intelligent Transportation System is very helpul. Each nation whether
developed or developing, when implement the intelligent technologies the surface transportation system will
be safest, economical and last but not the least Environment friendly.
2. Overview
Intelligent transport system is one of the best method to simply or minimize traffic problems. The main aim of
ITS is to achieving traffic efficiency, reducing traffic congestion, to control environmental degradation, energy
conservation, reducing travel time, safety of passenger, increase travel comfort with the help of information
and communication technologies. Its covers all modes of transport and considers all elements of the
transportation systems like vehicle, infrastructure, and the driver or user, interacting together dynamically.
The overall application of ITS is to collect data, analysis of that data and use that analysis data into
operational, control and research concept for traffic management.
JETIRDH06013
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Abstract. Iglas and Beswan are the towns in Aligarh district in of Uttar Pradesh, India. These are located along Aligarh- Mathura high way at 24 km from
Aligarh. These are located at 27°43′ N 77°56′ E. It has an average elevation of
178 m. The town area extends from Karban River (towards Mathura) to old
Canal (towards Aligarh). In the present study Groundwater samples were collected from Iglas and Beswan town. The samples were collected without any air
bubbles. These bottles were rinsed before collection of water samples which are
sealed labelled and transported for Laboratory analysis. The dissolved oxygen
was measured in situ.
Results showed that pH level in the study area was 7.10 in Iglas and 7.79 in
Beswan. The total alkalinity 476 mg/L in Iglas and 350 mg/L in Beswan.
Similarly total hardness was 570 mg/L in Iglas, and 210 mg/L in Beswan. The
concentration of calcium was 82.50 mg/L in Iglas, and 120 mg/L in Beswan,
Magnesium concentration was 145.50 mg/L in Iglas and 90 mg/L in Beswan.
Conversely turbidity 0.31 mg/L in Iglas and 0.84 mg/L in Beswan. The concentration of chloride was 52 mg/L in Iglas and 368 mg/L in Beswan are
respectively. Overall, the results showed that groundwater sources in Iglas and
Beswan are suitable for drinking, except for high Cl in Iglas. Although, no
health based guideline value is suggested for Cl in drinking water. Cl concentrations above 250 mg/L can give rise to detectable taste in water. This study has
shown that Groundwater is comparatively suitable for drinking. However,
broader studies evaluating Groundwater over wider spatial and temporal scales
are recommended, since this analysis was based on few parameters and limited
spatial scale.
Keywords: Physico-chemical parameters
consumption

 Water quality  Human
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Review paper-Effect of crumb rubber tyre in
conventional concrete
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Department of Civil Engineering , KIET Group of Institutions (India)
Abstract
Disposal of waste tyre rubber has become a major environmental issue in all parts of the world representing a very serious threat to
the ecology. One of the possible solutions for the use of scrap tyre rubber is to incorporate it into concrete, to replace some of the
natural aggregate. The paper evaluates the influence of the rubber powder on material characteristics and durability of CRC. CRCs
with various contents of fine and coarse crumb powder were compared. The tested parameters were slump, air content, permeability,
resistance of concrete to water with deicing chemicals, compressive and splitting tensile strength. The tests showed that workability,
compressive strength and permeability decreased as the amount of rubber increased, but the air content increased as the rubber
content increased. Photos of air voids in cement matrix from electron microscope were captured (SEM is a type of electron
microscope that produces images of a sample by scanning the surface with a focused beam of electrons. The electrons interact with
atoms in the sample, producing various signals that contain information about the surface topography and composition of the
sample.) The results of laboratory tests showed that admixture of rubber powder in concrete could have a positive impact on
durability of concrete and concurrently contribute to sustainable development. Considering the lower compressive strength, CRC is
recommended for use in applications where the high strength of concrete is not required.

Keywords :Aggregates, Compressive strength, Crumb tyre, Flexural strength, Tensile strength, Weight loss.
1.Introduction
The vehicle tyres which are disposed to landfills constitute one important part of solid waste. Stockpiled tyres also present many types
of, health, environmental and economic risks through air, water and soil pollution. The tyres store water for a long period because of
its particular shape and impermeable nature providing a breeding habitat for mosquitoes and various pests [1–3] .Tyre burning, which
was the easiest and cheapest method of disposal, causes serious fire hazards [4]. In addition, the residue powder left after burning
pollutes the soil.
An estimated 1000 million tyres reach the end of their useful lives every year [1]. At present enormous quantities of tyres are already
stockpiled (whole tyre) or landfilled (shredded tyre), 3000 millions inside EU and 1000 millions in the US [2]. By the year 2030 the
number of tyres from motor vehicles is expect to reach 1200 million representing almost 5000 millions tyres to be discarded in a
regular basis. Tyre landfilling is responsible for a serious ecological threat. Mainly waste tyres disposal areas contribute to the
reduction of biodiversity also the tyres hold toxic and soluble components [3]. Secondly although waste tyres are difficult to ignite
this risk is always present. Once tyres start to burn down due to accidental cause’s high temperature take place and toxic fumes are
generated [4] besides the high temperature causes tyres to melt, thus producing oil that will contaminate soil and water.

Crumb rubber of different sizes
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ROLE OF CIVIL ENGINEERS IN GREEN
BUILDING
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2. Department of Civil Engineering, SRK University, Bhopal.
Abstract:- There are three Green Building Rating system operational in India. Although it is considered that design and
development of Green Buildings are Architects, Mechanical and Electrical Engineers job. It is the Civil Engineers create need and
chose site for Building. They are involved all the phases of building from planning, execution ,maintenance,addition alteration
and disposal of building. Apart of aesthetics and comfort creation by electro-mechanical means it is the civil engineering
profession who recognizes the reality of limited natural resources and directly responsible for strength and durability of buildings.
This paper discusses a framework of green building rating systems and civil engineering role in it. By providing a better
understanding of Green Buildings, civil engineers can provide proactive solution to competitive global infrastructures.

KEYWORDS: Sustainable construction, civil engineering, green buildings, Sustainable development.
Introduction
Globally, the construction industry is one of the main contributors to the depletion of natural resources and a major cause of
unwanted side effects such as air and water pollution, solid waste, deforestation, health hazards, global warming, and other
negative consequences.
In order to stay competitive and to meet upcoming stricter environmental regulations and customer requirements, designers have a
key role in designing civil infrastructure so that it is environmentally sustainable. These and other factors have compelled the
engineer to design with greater care and in more detail. The changing roles of engineers will be highlighted, in order to react to
changes in climate.
Conventionally the prime focus of a civil engineer is building strength and lifespan, but with present changing scenario ,
awareness and responsibility toward environment the characterization of civil engineer has changed from “The one who directs
nature great power source to convenience and use of man” to “the guardians of built and natural environment” (Ochsendorf,
2005).
A sustainable building, or green building is an outcome of a design which focuses on increasing the efficiency of resource use
— energy, water, and materials — while reducing building impacts on human health and the environment during the building's
lifecycle, through better sitting, design, construction, operation, maintenance, and removal. Green buildings are designed to reduce
the overall impact of the built environment on human health and the natural environment by:


Efficiently using energy, water, and other resources



Protecting occupant health and improving employee productivity



Reducing waste, pollution and environmental degradation

The `Green Building' concept is gaining importance in various countries, including India. In India there are two Systems of Green
Building Certification
I.
II.

CII- LEED INDIA (Indian green Building Council).
GRIHA system developed by The Energy and Resource Institute (TERI).
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Study of control the pollution by Road side
purifiers by water storage and through raw
material concept
Siddharth Jain
(Assistant professor, Civil Engineering, KIET Group of Institutions, Ghaziabad)
Vikas Kumar Upadhyay (Civil Engineer)
Abstract:-Now days we used the motor vehicle to travel one place to another place which is necessary to all
for to make the journey smooth and comfortable and we used daily consumption lots of fuel which cause of
main reason of pollution so can use the construct of purifier(Hepa filter and Electrostatic Precipitators
made of borosilicate glass fibers or plastic or fiber ) with air filter on road side which sucked the whole
gases and dust particle through fan mounted on the top of filter where the some specific raw material converts
the gases and dust particle collect into bottom of the tank mounted bottom of filter which direct connect to
main pipe of fan mounted on top, water tank dissolved all dust particle into water and another water purifier
bond to water tank purifies remain water here can use waste water reuse by filtration process for harvesting
and drinking purpose.
Keywords:-HEPA filter, electrostatic precipitators, settling water tank, Activated corbon
INTRODUCTION:-Air purifiers evolved in response to people’s reaction to allergens like pollen, animal
,dander ,dust ,and mold spores .Reactions like sneezing, runny nose and more severe consequences such as
asthma attacks are the result of antigens found in the home. These antigens are major triggers of asthma, and
there are more than 18 million asthmatics in the united states alone. Air purifiers remove a portion of these
particles, thus reducing allergic type responses.
Due to their extremely small size, allergens are able to pass through a standard vacuum cleaner bag and
redistribute into the air where they stay for days. Even a single microgram of cat allergens is enough to invoke
an allergic response in most of the six to 10 million Americans who are allergic to cats. Other airborne
particles such as bacteria and viruses can cause illness and some of which are fatal. There are many reasons
allergies, asthma, fatal. There are many reasons allergies, asthma, fatal, illnesses that millions of air purifiers
are sold in the united states every year.
There are two types of air purifiers that can remove some or all of the disease and allergy causing particles in
the air and the most effective are classified as high efficiency particulate air filter HEPA filter and electrostatic
precipitators.
Raw material:HEPA filters are made out of very fine glass threads with a diameter of less than 1 micron (micron is 0.00004
in 0.001mm). By comparison , a human hair has a diameter of about 75 microns (0.003 in 0.07mm).The fine
glass threads are tangled together and compressed to form a filter mat. Because the individual threads are so
microscopic, most of the mat consist of air. The openings in the mat are very small, generally less than 0.5
micron
(0.00002
in,0.0005mm).HEPA
filter
will
collect
particles
down
to
0.3
microns(0.00001in,0.0003mm)in diameter.
Electrostatic precipitator rely on electrostatic forces to remove particles from the air . They work by creating a
cloud of free electron through which dust particles forced to pass. Electrostatic precipitators can collect
particles down to a diameter of 0.01 microns (0.00001mm). A water tank planted bottom surface of the earth
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SUSTAINABLE APPROACH TO SOLID WASTE
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ABSTRACT

Sustainable development is not a product but it is a process, one of the most obvious impacts of rapidly
increasing urbanization and economic development can be witnessed in the form of heaps of solid waste. Solidwaste management has become an important issue in the Asia-Pacific region, and it needs to be resolved
through an integrated community, private sector and policy based approach. An attempt has been made to
establish that how these three factors –Sustainable development, Solid Waste management and Environment
plays a significant role in the construction of agro- based nation and also look at the relationship how solid
waste dumped in open space or landfill site can contribute to the generation of landfill gas and contribute to
climate as well as environment conservation in developing countries.
This study endeavors to understand the role of solid waste for the development of individual, society and
nation. It focuses on producing lasting impacts on the management of solid waste in developing countries.
Keywords: Solid waste Management, Environmental Conservation, Sustainable development, Landfill.
1. INTRODUCTION
Solid waste management is an important facet of sustainable development for any nation and
prioritizing solid waste management is greatly supported by global initiatives. Solid waste generation
is a continually growing problem at global, regional and local levels. Improper disposal of solid
wastes pollutes all the vital components of the living environment (i.e., air, land and water) at
local and global levels. Urban society rejects and generates solid material regularly due to rapid
increase in production and consumption. The problem is more acute in developing nations than in
developed nations, as their economic growth as well as urbanization is more rapid. This necessitates
management of solid waste at generation, storage, collection, transfer and transport, processing, and disposal stages in an
environmentally
sound
manner
in
accordance
with
the
best
principles
of
public health, economics, engineering, conservation, aesthetics and environmental considerations.
Thus, solid waste management includes all administrative, financial, legal, planning, and engineering
functions (Ramachandra, 2006; Ramachandra and Varghese, 2003).
According to a United Nations Development Programme survey of 151 mayors of cities from
around the world, the second most serious problem that city dwellers face (after unemployment)
is insufficient solid waste disposal (UNDP 1997). Typically one- to two-thirds of the solid waste
that is generated is.not collected. The uncollected waste is dumped indiscriminately in the streets
and in drains, contributing to flooding, breeding of insect and rodent vectors, and spreading of
diseases. Even waste that is collected is often disposed of in uncontrolled dumpsites or burned,
polluting water resources and the air. Studies have shown that a high percentage of workers who
handle refuse and of individuals who live near or on disposal sites are infected with gastrointestinal
parasites, worms, and related organisms. Solid Waste Management (SWM) includes all activities
that seek to minimize health, environmental, and aesthetic impacts of solid waste.
Given the current developments, the generation of solid waste in India in the year 2047 has
been projected to exceed 260 million tons-a number more than five times the present levels.
While the quantity of solid waste generated by society is increasing, the composition of solid
waste is becoming more and more diversified. Thirty years ago, the composition of solid waste
generated by the Indian farmer was characterised by one-fifth non-biodegradable waste and fourfifths biodegradable waste. At present, this ratio is about to reverse; today, a mere 40 percent is
biodegradable while 60 percent is non-biodegradable. At the same time, many households do not
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Thermal Analysis of Submarine Power Cable
Considering Natural Convection
Zarghaam Rizvi * Yasir Karim Katrin Sembdner Ravindra Gautam
Land and Marine Geomechanics and Geotechnics, Kiel University, Germany
KIET, Ghaziabad, India.
Abstract: Conventional Energy production techniques consume fossil fuels and thus contributes to anthropogenic climate
change. Migration from conventional and centralized energy production centers to green energy have generated the demand
to look for alternate sources i.e. tidal and wind and location (ocean) for energy production. Ocean energy with vast
potential and varying methods of generation has emerged as an alternate to fulfil the energy demand. However,
transportation of this generated energy and distribution of energy across the marine environment require a new incite to the
existing methods of calculation for sea floor temperature rise due to buried power cables. These methods neglect the effect
of natural convection which is a significant factor for high permeable North and Baltic Sea surface composition. These
seafloor are largely composed of Gravel and coarse sand. This study encompasses two scenarios of heating of ocean floor
1) Energy production (Wind Power Station) 2) energy transmission across the seas connecting neighboring landmasses.
The simulation results show that neglecting natural convection underestimate the seafloor temperature rise which could be
disastrous to the flora and fauna in cable vicinity and can cause permanent change to the sea bed.
Keywords: Submarine power cable, Natural convection, FEM, Heat transfer, Power transmission.

1.

Introduction

The first submarine cable to carry electricity was laid across the Isar river in Bavaria, Germany during 1811. The
importance and development in technology and design of submarine power cables in terms of capacity and
length has increased since then and in the past two decades, with advent of offshore renewable energy such as
wind, marine and tidal installation, a network of cables are laid near and far from the shore line. The generated
energy from these decentralized power production centers, which are far from industrial/consumption centers has
generated the demand to reassess the power transmission systems. Submarine power cables are used to transmit
the power across or from a water body. The installation and maintained of this system is cheap and a huge
requirement is at horizon due to increasing demand of green energy. However, the generated energy is causing
minimum environmental damage but the transportation of this energy emitting heat into the surrounding seabed
can cause serious damage to the flora and fauna.[1 2]
Submarine power cables are of two type based on the current (i) High Voltage Alternating Current (HVAC) and
(ii) High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC). AC cables are either 3 phase bundled in core or three separate cable,
while HVDC may be monopolar (bundled together) or bipolar (separately lay).

Figure 1: Showing two different kind of submarine power cable system and arrangement.
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Algorithm
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ABSTRACT

In MANET, every hub isfitfor sending message (information) progressively without prerequisite of any fixed
framework. Portable hubs oftentimes move in/out from the system powerfully, making arrange topology
unsteady in portable specially appointed system (MANET). Therefore, it turns into an incredibly moving
errand to keep up stable system. In this chapter, the authors have proposed an upgraded stable bunching
calculation that will give greater soundness to the system by limiting the group head changes furthermore,
diminishing grouping overhead. In proposed optimum stable bunching calculation (OSBC), another hub is
presented which goes about as a reinforcement hub in the bunch. Such reinforcement hub goes about as group
head, when real bunch head moves out (or passed on) from the bunch. Last mentioned, the group head reelect
another reinforcement hub. This training keeps
DOI: 10.4018/978-1-7998-4685-7.ch008
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Abstract: The environment in which large numbers of distributed sites are connected with each other, without sharing their physical memory
is called distributed database system. The database systems that execute on each distributed sites are independent of each other. Replication and
fragmentation are the two important techniques used in the development of distributed database. The replicas of the data are stored in different
distributed sites for promoting the availability of data at all the distributed sites. Thus with the help of replication each distributed site can
request for the replica of the data and can store the entire copy of the same. The concept of fragmentation is commonly used for flooding the
data to various distributed sites. In this paper an attempts have been made to compare the results of Iterative Improvement (II), Simulated
Annealing (SA) and 2 Phase Optimization (2PO) algorithms. The 2PO algorithm is also known as hybrid approach since it is a combination of II
and SA. It is called 2 PO because it executes in two phase, in the first phase the II algorithm is applied, then in the second phase the SA
algorithm is applied. The results of the experiments obtained after implementing II, SA and 2PO algorithms are compared. Based on the
experimental result obtained it is oblivious that 2PO performs better than II and SA.

Key-words: Distributed database; Two Phase Optimization; Query Optimization.

1. Introduction
Replication and fragmentation plays a vital role in the establishment of distributed sites. Replication, replicates the data at
distributed sites where as fragmentations on the other hand divide the relation into different fragments i.e. horizontal, vertical and
mixed fragmentation [11]. The entire relation is divided into several small fragments and thus these small fragments are stored at
various distributed sites for availability of data. Each site may access same data from the distributed locations. Therefore
fragmentation is a better technique for storing the data at different distributed site as it takes lesser amount of memory space and
time too [13]. Also in fragmentation, only the required data is stored as compared to replication.
Randomized algorithms generates best optimal query plan [6]. It is called 2PO since it uses II in the first phase and applies the SA
in the second phase. The fundamental concept of the randomized algorithm is that it first selects some random plan and then it
compares the cost of randomly selected plan with the neighbor plan [13].The process of selecting random plan continues till it
obtains a plan with lower cost as compared to the final randomly selected plan[2]. Since the randomized algorithm adopts the
advantage of both the II and SA algorithm thus it produces the optimal query plan with the lowest cost [16].
The generation of optimal query plan depends on the two factors, i.e. the search strategies and the number of distributed site
participating [1]. There are various search
Electronic copy available at: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3579179
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Abstract

Due to the rapid growth of dependency over Mobile cloud system, the demand of high computational system
increases rapidly. Cloud computing gives the flexibility to users to use high computation system at nominal cost and
scalability in dynamic and on demand fashion. The term offloading has attracted the researcher to obtain the highly
capable cloud system with certain limitations such as minimum processing and communication time, make span,
minimum operational cost. Offloading of data and application have definite positive keynotes such as it can extend
the battery life of IOT devices also it is suitable for critical events (events those require minimum response time). In
today, numerous cloud services providers are offering customized services, they are dedicated to fulfill the demands
of user with negotiable service level agreement. But due to the inherent uncertainty involved in human judgment
and lack of learning capacity, a dynamic cloud selection and decision model is required to evaluate the user
preferences. That can recommend an optimal and redundant cloud system from the available pool of cloud service
providers. Resolving of uncertainties and ambiguity in human’s decision are solved through fuzzy set theory. In this
paper, an optimal and redundant cloud selection model has been presented on the basis of multi criteria decision
analysis under consideration. Weighted Sum Model, Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process and Fuzzy Revised Analytic
Hierarchy Process are evaluated on 10 different criterions. Overall the outranking result for the considered datasets
is similar, while the computation power of AHP method is ideally superior with comparison to revised AHP method.
© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)
Peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the International Conference on Computational Intelligence and Data Science
(ICCIDS 2019).
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Abstract
EHRs aid in maintaining longitudinal (life-long) health records constituting a multitude of representations in order to
make health related information accessible. However, storing EHRs data is non-trivial due to the issues of semantic
interoperability, sparseness and frequent evolution. Standard based EHRs are recommended to attain semantic
interoperability. However, standard based EHRs possess challenges (in terms of sparseness and frequent evolution)
that need to be handled through a suitable data model. The traditional RDBMS is not well-suited for standardized
EHRs (due to sparseness and frequent evolution). Thus, modifications to the existing relational model is required.
One such widely adopted data model for EHRs is Entity Attribute Value (EAV) model. However, EAV representation is
not compatible with mining tools available in the market. To style the representation of EAV as per the requirement
(i.e., relational table) of mining tools, pivoting is required. The chapter explains the architecture to organize EAV for
the purpose of preparing the dataset for use by existing mining tools.

Introduction
Electronic Health Records (EHRs) provide a digital support to the healthcare industry. A database of EHRs assembles
health data of a patient from various departments of a healthcare organization including administration, pharmacy,
clinical, radiology, laboratory and nursing. Contents within EHRs can be structured, semi-structured, unstructured, or
a hybridization of these. For example, the contents of EHRs can be in the form of plain text, basic types (such as
state variable and Boolean), time, date, date-time (including partial date/time), paragraphs, coded text,
encapsulated data (such as parsable and multimedia content), measured quantities (providing units with values),
uniform resource identifiers (URI) and container types (such as set and list) (Sachdeva S. & Bhalla S., 2012). EHRs aid
in exchanging patients’ health information electronically from one hospital to another. This electronic exchange of
EHRs diminishes the burden of patients to carry reports printed on papers and other health related documents.
However, exchange of EHRs needs to be semantic interoperable i.e. communicating parties must depict the same
meaning of the exchanged EHRs data without any ambiguity.
Semantic Interoperability

To attain semantic interoperability, distinguished standard organizations, such as ISO (ISO 13606-1. 2008. Health
informatics -- Electronic health record communication -- Part 1: Reference Model,.; ISO/DIS 13606-2 - Health
informatics -- Electronic health record

Hiding Text In Color Image Using YCbCr Color Model: An Image Steganography
approach
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Abstract— for the security related issues over internet two
main techniques are used first is Cryptography and second is
Steganography. Both are basically used for data security.
Cryptography transforms the data from one form to another form

of Steganography. Steganography term is similar to
Cryptography but there are some differences between
them•

while steganography hide data in an image such that its presence
cannot be detected by human visual system. This paper present
an approach for image steganography using YCbCr color model

•

based on least significant bit. Proposed method transform the
image from RGB to YCbCr color space then secret data is hidden
inside YCbCr color space using least significant bit and transform
it back to RGB color space after hiding the data. The said
technique is evaluated by objective analysis. Different techniques
of cryptography are compared using mean square error (M.S.E.)
and peak signal to noise ratio (P.S.N.R.). It is observed that the
proposed method have high P.S.N.R. and low M.S.E. which shows
the proposed approach is very efficient to hide data in an image.

Keywords— Image steganography. YCbCr color model, L.S.B.,
Objective analysis, M.S.E., P.S.N.R. Introduction
I. INTRODCTION

Cryptography always concern about keeping the
content message secret but Steganography is
concern about keeping the existence of message
secret.
The terms which are important in Image Steganography
are image quality after embedding the secret data and
ability of the image to keep maximum confidential data
as possible ease of use.

II Related work:

Different approaches were implemented previously for
secure steganography.
a)

Adaptive image steganography using pixel intensity
differences:
Here the entire color image scans row by row and cover
image is converted into binary format and stored in
buffer then max intensity pixel is searched. Secret text
is also converted into binary format. If there is intensity
difference then two MSB’s of secret text is replaced by
LSB and LSB-1 bits of lower intensity pixel of cover
image and contiguous high intensity pixel embeds data
only at LSB bit. Further if there is intensity difference
then we repeats this process until secret text not
completely embedded.

Steganography is the process of hiding data into another
data that cannot be detected easily through the human
visual system.

Limitation: The algorithm is not too secure. We can
implement more security by changing the encryption
technique.

Image Steganography is the part of Steganography in
which images are used for hiding the secret data. The
Word came

b) A novel image steganography approach for hiding text
in color images using HSI color Model:

from Greek words “stegos” which means “cover” &
“grafia” which means “writing” so “Covered Writing” is
the meaning

This method transform the image from RGB color
space to HSI(Hue saturation intensity) color space and
then embeds secret data inside the intensity plane(I
plane) and transform it back to RGB color model after
embedding.
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Abstract— In available studies of multi units based hybrid
electrical system, technical and operational issues are well taken
by several researchers to describe their benefits over single unit
based hybrid electrical system. However, economic issues are
almost not attempted in available literature for the same. To be
precise, economic investigations about the payment towards
hybrid compensation cost as one of the important ancillary
service to control the terminal voltage are not focused yet and
so, the same are being investigated in this work. For this work,
reactive power and compensation cost are being evaluated using
hybrid compensation of static and dynamic compensators in
wind diesel based hybrid electrical system developed for multi
units as well as single unit system. The main contributions of this
paper are; (i) optimization of reactive power quantity through
fixed capacitor and STATCOM in presence of composite load,
(ii) compensation cost estimation for changes in load and input,
and (iii) comparison of economic benefits for reactive power
compensation as ancillary service through multi units and single
units based system of same capacity.
Keywords—Multi units electrical system, dynamic
compensators, static compensators, composite load model, voltage
control, compensation cost as ancillary service, STATCOM

I. INTRODUCTION
In India, 139445 MW peak demand and 135184 MW peak
met was reported as on 31.01.2015 [1]. Development of
suburbs because of high population density in inner-cities is
the most rapidly increasing urban residential model in India
and therefore demands more electricity from the power
system. According to Central Electricity Authority (CEA)
annual report published at the end of financial year 2018,
installed generating capacity in India has reached up to
344002.39 MW [2]. These statistics represent the improving
life style and prosperity in India. In contrast of this situation,
there are still some such regions in India that cannot be
electrified efficiently through central power grid due to their
geological conditions. Almost 50% population living in rural
areas of India which is more than 40 Crores (400 million) in
numbers still had no reliable, continuous and secure access to
electricity. Government is putting all possible efforts to
provide electricity for such far located consumers. Also T&D
Losses, exponential increase in rural consumers demand and
congestion in distribution lines has already motivated to
private investors for using renewable based decentralized
power plants to enhance the electricity generation with the
support of several central and state government policies [3].
To provide continuous and reliable power in such remote
areas, renewable energy based generators along with
conventional fuel based generators are used without grid
connection. Such systems are called isolated hybrid electrical
978-1-7281-6664-3/20/$31.00 ©2020 IEEE
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system (IHES). Researchers have presented models in which
induction generator (IG) and synchronous generator (SG) are
used for fetching power through wind and diesel respectively
[4-9]. These IHES are designed by using single unit of SG
and single unit of IG. Typically the most efficient diesel
based SGs are allowed to run at their rated output. But, single
unit generator may have to work for a wide range of system
load demand during its operation. Evidently, a very rapid
cycling, on and off, of such large diesels would not be
efficient or sensible [10]. Though the continuous on-off
operations cause serious issues in system but still it is
preferable to avoid an inconvenient unloading of the diesel
engine. So, the power generation using diesel system must be
reduced during light-load periods or good wind conditions.
This can be achieved by replacing a single unit power
generation with multi units power generation. It is also
reported that multi diesel systems allow a variety of possible
operation and control strategies. Therefore, multi diesel
systems of small rating can give satisfactorily result compare
with single large rating unit.
It is also reported that multi wind systems can attenuate the
effect of power fluctuations produced due to wind
intermittent nature [11]. Need for short-term storage can also
be eliminated in IHESs with power generation capacity is
made up with multi wind and multi diesel machines [12].
Therefore, it can be concluded that configuration and
components rating in wind diesel based IHESs may be
decided depending upon the load type, pattern and resource
available at site. Available papers explain the operational
issues in installing the high rating wind and diesel systems.
The operation of high rating systems are not benefitted due to
several issues such as high maintenance, complex control
strategies and low flexibility to change in generation with
load change [13]. The use of multi generating units can
provide scale benefits to improve operation performances.
The above explained discussions clearly depict the
advantages of using multi units of wind and diesel system in
electrical system on the basis of their operational and
technical benefits. Still, there is a wide scope of analyzing the
economic issues of multi units’ electrical system as most of
such hybrid electrical systems are commissioned for remote
areas where consumers are not financially strong. Ref. [15]
suggests that a logical pricing of an ancillary service can lead
to market liquidity which in turn results in approaching the
optimal condition. Voltage control has prime importance in
the system along with other ancillary services like system
control, regulation, load following, energy imbalance. In
isolated hybrid electrical system, voltage can be supported
and controlled by the compensators with the help of
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the problem of emptying reserves & sky-rocketing cost of fossil
fuels. “Additionally, there is special focus on the major problem
of Global Warming and pollution. These issues prompt us to
reduce our dependence on fossil fuels as the primary source of
energy” [1]. Hence, it is high time that the world focus on other
sources of energy, and develop and promote renewable sources
like solar, wind, geothermal, and others.

Abstract— A stand-alone solar powered system is an
economic & effective alternative to provide electric power
at places in remote and difficult terrains. These setups
consist of an array of solar panels, dc-dc charge controllers,
dc-ac inverters & an energy storing element. This work
presents performance evaluation of an isolated photovoltaic
(PV) power plant roof-top installation located at Electrical
Department block, Krishna Institute of Engineering &
Technology, Muradnagar, U.P., India. The aim of this work
is to promote the utilization of mini isolated solar power
plants to provide electricity to schools & households in rural
locations & places with difficult terrains. The scope of this
paper is to acquire data from the installed setup & evaluate
performance of the system. In this work, we establish an
economic energy logging system for data logging &
monitoring. This energy management system uses a Wi-Fi
module for Internet of Things (IoT), which provides easy
access to the data anywhere around the world. After its
successful installation, the performance of the stand-alone
PV system is evaluated. The experimental data was
recorded from 1st August to 30th October, 2018 through the
IoT system. The assessed parameters of the PV installation
include performance ratio, Capacity utilization factor,
inverter efficiency and system losses.

Amongst the current renewable energy options, solar power
presents the highest potential. “The approximate emission power
from the sun is 1.8 x 1011 MW” [1, 2]. Because the nation of
India is situated in the sunny belt, it gets 300 days of sunlight.
As per NIWE estimates, “India has a solar energy potential of
750 GW” [3]. Under normal conditions, India gets 4-7kWh solar
radiation per m2 [4]. Under the National Solar Mission, “India
plans to build large grid connected solar power plants, with a
cumulative installed capacity of 20,000 MW by 2020” [5].
Photovoltaic (PV) modules or panels are made from
semiconductor materials which have the ability to directly
convert sunlight into electricity. Such modules offer us a secure,
reliable, low-maintenance and environmentally sustainable
source of electricity for a very long time. In order to properly
implement a solar PV powered system, prior data, knowledge &
understanding of their operation and running performance under
varying climatic condition is required [6].
In this work, performance analysis of a 4000W SPV system
which was setup on the roof-top of Electrical Department block,
Krishna Institute of Engineering & Technology, Muradnagar,
U.P., India. on July, 2018 is presented. The setup supplies power
to a laboratory in Electrical Department. “The performance of
this Photovoltaics (PV) system is assessed on daily basis. Data
logging & monitoring is done by Wi-Fi based IoT system that
can be accessed from anywhere. In this paper, the development
and performance of this PV system is presented for three months
from August to October 2018” [1].

Keywords- Renewable Energy; Solar energy; Internet of
Things; Performance Evaluation; EMS.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Electrical power plays an important role in this modern
civilization. In order to have proper and sustainable development
of a nation, it depends on the availability of energy for industries
and human civilization. Along these lines, it can be seen that
energy is a fundamental component for the financial
improvement of a nation. It is a significant part of our life and it
is impossible to imagine our daily routines without electricity.
“Yet, over 1 billion people in the world do not have access to
electricity. Of this, over 95% live in developing countries and
over 84% reside in rural areas” [1]. Meanwhile, the world has
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The aim of this work is to encourage the utilization of
isolated SPV systems in in rural locations & places with difficult
terrains. This project has a wide scope for the long-term benefits
as well. Once a large data-set is logged, this information can be
utilized by creating smart methods to analyze and predict
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In today’s world non-conventional energy resources are being considered as powerful resources in the field of power
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1.

Introduction:

1. to
Introduction:
In order
analyze the steady state performance of self-excited induction generators, per-phase equivalent circuit of
self-excited induction generator has been adopted which is analyzed using the loop impedance method whereas
In
order approach
to analyzebased
the steady
stateadmittance
performance
of also
self-excited
generators, analysis
per-phaseofequivalent
of
another
on nodal
may
be used induction
for the performance
SEIG [1].circuit
The roll
self-excited induction generator has been adopted which is analyzed using the loop impedance method whereas
another approach based on nodal admittance may also be used for the performance analysis of SEIG [1]. The roll
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Abstract— In available studies of multi units based hybrid
electrical system, technical and operational issues are well taken
by several researchers to describe their benefits over single unit
based hybrid electrical system. However, economic issues are
almost not attempted in available literature for the same. To be
precise, economic investigations about the payment towards
hybrid compensation cost as one of the important ancillary
service to control the terminal voltage are not focused yet and
so, the same are being investigated in this work. For this work,
reactive power and compensation cost are being evaluated using
hybrid compensation of static and dynamic compensators in
wind diesel based hybrid electrical system developed for multi
units as well as single unit system. The main contributions of this
paper are; (i) optimization of reactive power quantity through
fixed capacitor and STATCOM in presence of composite load,
(ii) compensation cost estimation for changes in load and input,
and (iii) comparison of economic benefits for reactive power
compensation as ancillary service through multi units and single
units based system of same capacity.
Keywords—Multi units electrical system, dynamic
compensators, static compensators, composite load model, voltage
control, compensation cost as ancillary service, STATCOM

I. INTRODUCTION
In India, 139445 MW peak demand and 135184 MW peak
met was reported as on 31.01.2015 [1]. Development of
suburbs because of high population density in inner-cities is
the most rapidly increasing urban residential model in India
and therefore demands more electricity from the power
system. According to Central Electricity Authority (CEA)
annual report published at the end of financial year 2018,
installed generating capacity in India has reached up to
344002.39 MW [2]. These statistics represent the improving
life style and prosperity in India. In contrast of this situation,
there are still some such regions in India that cannot be
electrified efficiently through central power grid due to their
geological conditions. Almost 50% population living in rural
areas of India which is more than 40 Crores (400 million) in
numbers still had no reliable, continuous and secure access to
electricity. Government is putting all possible efforts to
provide electricity for such far located consumers. Also T&D
Losses, exponential increase in rural consumers demand and
congestion in distribution lines has already motivated to
private investors for using renewable based decentralized
power plants to enhance the electricity generation with the
support of several central and state government policies [3].
To provide continuous and reliable power in such remote
areas, renewable energy based generators along with
conventional fuel based generators are used without grid
connection. Such systems are called isolated hybrid electrical
978-1-7281-6664-3/20/$31.00 ©2020 IEEE
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system (IHES). Researchers have presented models in which
induction generator (IG) and synchronous generator (SG) are
used for fetching power through wind and diesel respectively
[4-9]. These IHES are designed by using single unit of SG
and single unit of IG. Typically the most efficient diesel
based SGs are allowed to run at their rated output. But, single
unit generator may have to work for a wide range of system
load demand during its operation. Evidently, a very rapid
cycling, on and off, of such large diesels would not be
efficient or sensible [10]. Though the continuous on-off
operations cause serious issues in system but still it is
preferable to avoid an inconvenient unloading of the diesel
engine. So, the power generation using diesel system must be
reduced during light-load periods or good wind conditions.
This can be achieved by replacing a single unit power
generation with multi units power generation. It is also
reported that multi diesel systems allow a variety of possible
operation and control strategies. Therefore, multi diesel
systems of small rating can give satisfactorily result compare
with single large rating unit.
It is also reported that multi wind systems can attenuate the
effect of power fluctuations produced due to wind
intermittent nature [11]. Need for short-term storage can also
be eliminated in IHESs with power generation capacity is
made up with multi wind and multi diesel machines [12].
Therefore, it can be concluded that configuration and
components rating in wind diesel based IHESs may be
decided depending upon the load type, pattern and resource
available at site. Available papers explain the operational
issues in installing the high rating wind and diesel systems.
The operation of high rating systems are not benefitted due to
several issues such as high maintenance, complex control
strategies and low flexibility to change in generation with
load change [13]. The use of multi generating units can
provide scale benefits to improve operation performances.
The above explained discussions clearly depict the
advantages of using multi units of wind and diesel system in
electrical system on the basis of their operational and
technical benefits. Still, there is a wide scope of analyzing the
economic issues of multi units’ electrical system as most of
such hybrid electrical systems are commissioned for remote
areas where consumers are not financially strong. Ref. [15]
suggests that a logical pricing of an ancillary service can lead
to market liquidity which in turn results in approaching the
optimal condition. Voltage control has prime importance in
the system along with other ancillary services like system
control, regulation, load following, energy imbalance. In
isolated hybrid electrical system, voltage can be supported
and controlled by the compensators with the help of
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the problem of emptying reserves & sky-rocketing cost of fossil
fuels. “Additionally, there is special focus on the major problem
of Global Warming and pollution. These issues prompt us to
reduce our dependence on fossil fuels as the primary source of
energy” [1]. Hence, it is high time that the world focus on other
sources of energy, and develop and promote renewable sources
like solar, wind, geothermal, and others.

Abstract— A stand-alone solar powered system is an
economic & effective alternative to provide electric power
at places in remote and difficult terrains. These setups
consist of an array of solar panels, dc-dc charge controllers,
dc-ac inverters & an energy storing element. This work
presents performance evaluation of an isolated photovoltaic
(PV) power plant roof-top installation located at Electrical
Department block, Krishna Institute of Engineering &
Technology, Muradnagar, U.P., India. The aim of this work
is to promote the utilization of mini isolated solar power
plants to provide electricity to schools & households in rural
locations & places with difficult terrains. The scope of this
paper is to acquire data from the installed setup & evaluate
performance of the system. In this work, we establish an
economic energy logging system for data logging &
monitoring. This energy management system uses a Wi-Fi
module for Internet of Things (IoT), which provides easy
access to the data anywhere around the world. After its
successful installation, the performance of the stand-alone
PV system is evaluated. The experimental data was
recorded from 1st August to 30th October, 2018 through the
IoT system. The assessed parameters of the PV installation
include performance ratio, Capacity utilization factor,
inverter efficiency and system losses.

Amongst the current renewable energy options, solar power
presents the highest potential. “The approximate emission power
from the sun is 1.8 x 1011 MW” [1, 2]. Because the nation of
India is situated in the sunny belt, it gets 300 days of sunlight.
As per NIWE estimates, “India has a solar energy potential of
750 GW” [3]. Under normal conditions, India gets 4-7kWh solar
radiation per m2 [4]. Under the National Solar Mission, “India
plans to build large grid connected solar power plants, with a
cumulative installed capacity of 20,000 MW by 2020” [5].
Photovoltaic (PV) modules or panels are made from
semiconductor materials which have the ability to directly
convert sunlight into electricity. Such modules offer us a secure,
reliable, low-maintenance and environmentally sustainable
source of electricity for a very long time. In order to properly
implement a solar PV powered system, prior data, knowledge &
understanding of their operation and running performance under
varying climatic condition is required [6].
In this work, performance analysis of a 4000W SPV system
which was setup on the roof-top of Electrical Department block,
Krishna Institute of Engineering & Technology, Muradnagar,
U.P., India. on July, 2018 is presented. The setup supplies power
to a laboratory in Electrical Department. “The performance of
this Photovoltaics (PV) system is assessed on daily basis. Data
logging & monitoring is done by Wi-Fi based IoT system that
can be accessed from anywhere. In this paper, the development
and performance of this PV system is presented for three months
from August to October 2018” [1].

Keywords- Renewable Energy; Solar energy; Internet of
Things; Performance Evaluation; EMS.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Electrical power plays an important role in this modern
civilization. In order to have proper and sustainable development
of a nation, it depends on the availability of energy for industries
and human civilization. Along these lines, it can be seen that
energy is a fundamental component for the financial
improvement of a nation. It is a significant part of our life and it
is impossible to imagine our daily routines without electricity.
“Yet, over 1 billion people in the world do not have access to
electricity. Of this, over 95% live in developing countries and
over 84% reside in rural areas” [1]. Meanwhile, the world has
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The aim of this work is to encourage the utilization of
isolated SPV systems in in rural locations & places with difficult
terrains. This project has a wide scope for the long-term benefits
as well. Once a large data-set is logged, this information can be
utilized by creating smart methods to analyze and predict
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Abstract: In wired and wireless communication, providing security is extremely important and
challenging. But the flying evolution in communication technology and characteristics of wireless
network make this issue even more challenging. In Adhoc network, there is a huddle of autonomous
mobile nodes; which dynamically form a temporary multi-hopped, peer-to-peer radio network,
without any use of predefined infrastructure. Lack of fixed infrastructure, use of wireless link and
mobility of nodes make Ad-hoc networks extremely receptive to rival’s hostile attacks, blackhole
attack being one among them. This paper includes a brief description of black hole attack and
presented a comprehensive survey of its prevention techniques as given by some researchers. The
main aim is to find how, when, and why an Ad-hoc network was compromised or involved in
commitment with blackhole attack. At last we used ACO (Ant Colony Optimization) technique to
prevent the network from blackhole attack by using AOMDV protocol with fitness value (FVAOMDV). The fitness value is used to find the optimal and secure path from source node to
destination node. Conclude the result on the basis of some performance metrics i.e. Packet delivery
ratio, Delay, Generated packets and Received packets by using NS-2 simulator. The observed results
prove that there is a substantial.

Keywords: Wireless Network, Blackhole Attack, ACO, AOMDV, Intrusion Detection using Anomaly
based Detection

1. INTRODUCTION TO WIRELESS NETWORKS
A wireless network is a network which create by computer i.e. nodes by using wireless data
connection between them. Wireless communication is a method by which cost of wire is reduces [1]
Wireless medium is playing a vital role to provide communication to real world by allowing user to
take information and service electronically or digitally, spite their topographical site. Wireless
connection/communication provide by two types: Infrastructure based (contains Access point) and
Infrastructure less (without access point). MANET is infrastructure less network [2]. The wireless
links used for interconnection may be terrestrial microwave, communication Satellites, radio and
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Abstract -- As everyone knows that language has always been a barrier
in the path of communication for the people speaking different
languages. A person going to some other country can learn a new
language or carry a dictionary to communicate but, specially-abled
people such as deaf or profoundly deaf person can only use sign
language for communication. In a world where people barely
understand this language it does not helps a lot in curbing the issue.
So, the purpose of this proposed system is to develop a translation tool
which can reduce the communication gap by converting the real-time
gesture-based signs to text and finally to speech.This paper will first
at discuss the design to recognize the hand gesture as it is one of the1.
fastest way to communicate. And further the discussion will be about2.
recognizing the digit and perform operations in addition toa.
recognizing the English alphabets to form words. The paper reviewed
b.
the current study status of application aiming to recognize the hand
1.
gestures, symbols and movements to convert it into numbers and
2.
alphabets, and further into words and then sentences. According to
the research the application will work as a medium in between an 3.
aphonic person and a normal person or vice versa. This paper shows4.
the status of the application, customized hand gestures, the methods, 5.
analyzing the strength and week points and lists all the challenging
problems in current research of hand gestures used for aphonic people
school etc.

expressions to convey the speaker’s thoughts. The notion
behind this proposed system is to develop a hand-gestures to
speech conversion desktop-based application. The system
provides the user i.e., deaf, mute and profoundly deaf person
the ability to perform calculations based on hand gesture and
recognize alphabets to form words. Further, it conveys the
result to the normal people by converting the text result
tospeech. Following administrative activities should be
automated as follows: Gesture Calci
Instructions
Start Operation
Input through camera
Gesture to digitsconversion
N-Digitsformation
Arithmeticoperations
Text digits to speechconversion

Keywords: Hand Gesture, Study Status, Application, Aphonic
people school

I.

INTRODUCTION

A gesture can be described as the movements of hands or faces
that express an inspiration or a feeling such as arms crossed over
the chest, nail-biting or stroking chin, etc. Apart from body
language, hand gestures can be of great help, especially for the
deaf, mute or profoundly deafpeople.
The deaf, mute or profoundly deaf person use sign language
to communicate with other peoples. However, it is only those
people can understand the language who has undergone some
special training to learn the sign language. Sign language
makes the use of hand gesture along with other non-verbal
cues to convey their thoughts. It makes the use of hand
shapes, alignment, movements of hands, arms and facials
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Most of the smart phone users prefer to read the news via social media over internet.
The news websites are publishing the news and provide the source of authentication.
The question is how to authenticate the news and articles which are circulated among
social media like WhatsApp groups, Facebook Pages, Twitter and other micro blogs &
social networking sites. It is harmful for the society to believe on the rumors and pretend
to be a news. The need of an hour is to stop the rumors especially in the developing
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Abstract
In the world of technology, the Internet of Things (IoT) is a network to link entire things, that
is, people, devices, and systems, with each other through an approach of common networking.
This technology constructed a way, where many of the routine devices or things are
interrelated and easily communicated with, their surroundings to gather or transfer the
information over the network without the need of any human-to-system communication or
human-to-human communication. It is born with features such as dynamics, scalability, and
heterogeneity, and only that network solution can adapt to it which has strategy to incorporate
its features. And here comes data centric interaction paradigm, it applies an approach of data
naming to comprise the dynamics, scalability, and heterogeneity features to adapt to IoT and
composes NDN of things, that is, Named Data Networking of Things (NDNoT). This paradigm
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Hypertension is named as silent killer. It is considered as one of alarming factor for
chronic kidney disease, heart failure, impaired vision, Ischemic heart disease, Stroke etc.
Hypertension is divided into systolic and diastolic blood pressure. According to studies
90-95% cause of hypertension is change in lifestyle therefore Diet plays essential role to
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Hybrid Genetic algorithms are becoming reasonably important by its ever-increasing demand to solve real world problems. Genetic algorithm
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A large part of the world's population depends upon agriculture industry for its source of
livelihood. The growth of agriculture industry is bound to the two major parameters;
quality and quantity yield of the crops. Polyhouse farming is an excellent method which
enables the production of crops with minimum resources and efforts and maximum yield
by providing a controlled condition environment. Polyhouse is a methodology to grow
crops under controlled environment with continuous monitoring and analysis. In this
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Abstract
The HIV-AIDS, which is Human Immunodeﬁciency Virus-acquired immunodeﬁciency syndrome, is a disease of global concern in this era of
awareness about the disease spread. This disease infects the immune system of the human body and gradually destroys the immune system,
diagnosis of HIV/AIDS. The Government, under the “Test and Treat policy for HIV” provides free treatment to HIV positive patients. Research
delivery to obtain eﬃcient and eﬀective operations of the healthcare systems. There is high expectation regarding the successful execution of
of various models proposed to early diagnosis of HIV/AIDS patients and highlights their eﬃciency.
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Computers are being essential part of our daily lives. Different solutions came into
existence for exchanging information. One of the suited networks based on wireless
standard is wireless sensor networks (WSN). These networks comprise of nodes which
are randomly distributed in any environment. They operate over radio frequency and
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In the network of IoT, a huge amount of data is frequently generated, major messages
through complicated networks serving device-to-device communications are swapped
and also, sensitive smart world frameworks are controlled and monitored by thousands
of gadgets and sensors. To extenuate the acceleration of overcrowding of resources in
the network, as an approach edge computing, has risen as a modern approach to
resolve requirements of confined computing as well as IoT. In this paper, a brief
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Big Data, as the name suggests is a process of collection of information in a very large
amount and storing it in a multidimensional database of various organizations and
thereby performing Analytical operations on it to increase their efficiency and enhance
their ability of decision making. Strategies can be made using this technology which uses
real time using Big Data Analytics. The main advantage of the technology of big data is
that the user gets a complete and an accurate view of answers to all those questions
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We all are familiar with the problems a blind person faces while performing several daily
life activities. These problems are generally related to walking on roads, walking on
ramps, movement in staircases, looking for path in crowded streets and market places
and many other situations. Of course, many of us come ahead to help them by guiding
their way, but sometimes it becomes a matter of self-respect, or say, the person is not
willing to take help from others or even it is possible that nobody may be available to
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Abstract
Time series analysis and prediction have been widely accepted in various domains from last
two decades. Business analytics, Medical drugs & pharmaceutical, Dynamic Marketing,
Weather forecasting, Pollution measures, nancial portfolio analysis and Stock market
prediction are the favorite domains among research communities under time series analysis.
Since air quality is one of the paramount factors which make life possible on earth and
monitoring air quality data as time series analysis is a one of prime area. The most aected air
quality parameters on health are carbon monoxide (CO),carbon dioxide (CO2), Ammonia(NH3)
and Acetone ((CH3)2CO). In this paper we have taken the sensor’s data of three specic
locations of Delhi and National Capital Region (NCR) and predict air quality of next day using
linear regression as machine learning algorithm. Model is evaluated through four
performance measures Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Square Error (MSE), Root Mean
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Abstract
Auditing is one of the essential function in pharmaceutical
industries. It is one of the essential part of Quality
Management System. Quality audits are generally executed
by external or independent experts or any team designated
by management. Audits can also be performed for suppliers
and contractors also. A well-executed quality audit results
in overall improvement of the process and ultimate
beneficial for the organization in many ways. The weakness
and strengths of the process and quality assurance of any
procedure can be easily understood by quality audits. This
may be the reason that quality audits comprise important
part of GMP system not only for the improvement of the
internal procedure but also to comply with regulatory
authorities. This article includes principle, objectives,
various types of quality audits and preparation of audit
reports in pharmaceutical industry. The presented review is
not only beneficial for academicians but also to the
personnel involved directly or indirectly related to audits in
pharmaceutical industry.
Keywords: Quality audits, Pharmaceutical industry, Types
of Quality audits, GMP, Quality assurance, Quality defects

always proved to be in favour of industry because of sustain
improvement of the process.
Quality assurance and quality control are tow essential
process forming backbone of quality programs of
pharmaceutical industry and thus proper control of these
process will be beneficial in terms of quality end product
and customer satisfaction. With proper planning and
execution of Quality Audits any organization can achieve
its goals easily. Proper compliance will certainly help in
building of brand reputation and avoiding fines, deteriorate
public reputations, court fines etc.
3. Benefits of auditing [1]
The major benefits of an effective audit system can be
summarized as follows:

Quality management system management

Weak points detection in advance through
identification of deviations of process or
situations

Minimize quality related issues in product

Periodic data review decreases deviations and
improved understanding about process

Optimization of output through successful
audits

Continuous improvement of process

Combination of improvement of company’s
performance, compliance and successful audits
will reduce the failure cost

Improvement of understanding on quality
related aspects and increase level of compliance

Mutual confidence between partners, increase in
trade and reliability of product

1. Introduction
The purpose of conducting audit is to verify the validity and
reliability of the information: and to provide assessment of
control over any procedure or process. It provides basic the
understand organizations control over the quality of its
products and processes[1],[2]. The audit in simple term
defined as:
“The inspection of a process or a system to ensure that it
meets the requirements of its intended use”[1]
ISO defines quality audit as:
“Systematic, independent and documented process for
obtaining audit evidence and evaluating them objectively to
determine the degree to which the verification criteria are
met".[3]
Quality audits should not be considered as threats or review
of quality of products rather should be one of the
mechanism for quality control in pharmaceutical industry.
The results of audits and comments of experts for corrective
action provides basis for the improvement of quality of
process or products. Thus it should involve all parties to
work in accordance with established rules to gain the
maximum benefits of this practice. The quality audits also
serves means to fulfilling the objective of management for
assessment of compliance with the establish regulatory
guidelines and also provides basis for continuous
improvement program through feedback of every
successful audit. Any pharmaceutical company capable of
manufacturing drug should be capable of demonstrating
with absolute reliability under given optimum conditions
with uniformity allowing perfect reproduction of batches.
Audit of both compliance and performance is essential part
in both ISO and in FDA guidelines.[1]
2. Goals of an audit [2]
The important goal of quality audit is to evaluate existing
activities and documentation process ensuring meeting
required standards and compliance. Independent evaluation
of strength and weakness of quality management system

It is important to ensure preparation of clear documentation
of procedure of conduct of all kinds of audits. There should
be clear objective with brief explanation about the reason of
conduct of audit. Some more points of document shall be:
Frequency of Audit: Method of establishing frequency of
audit should be explained. Frequency of audit should be
followed and set according to the requirement.
Responsibilities: The responsibilities of every team
member od audit should be properly defined and every
person should be clear about the procedures and
interpretation of operations that are being audited. If
required they should be well equipped with the tools e.g.
tools related to sampling etc.
Documentation: Proper document should be prepared for
every audit which is also help auditors to review any
process and also important for regulatory perspective.
4. Types of audits
There are three types of quality audits
4.1. Internal Audits
4.2. External Audits
4.3. Regulatory Audits
4.1. Internal audits:
The other names of this type of audit are First party audit or
self audit. The auditors and the process or product being
audited belongs to same company. Self audit helps to
achieve goals of pharmaceutical industry in a professional
way by advising them in improvement of any procedure
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THE APPLICATION AND UTILIZATION OF GAMMA SCINTIGRAPHY AS
AN IMPORTANT TOOL FOR EVALUATING TARGETED DRUG DELIVERY
SYSTEMS
Anamika Rajput1, Debaprasad Ghosh2, Anushka Jain3, Ashu Mittal4, Jagannath Sahoo5
Department of Pharmaceutics1, KIET School of Pharmacy, KIET Group of Institutions, Ghaziabad, UP201206 (India).
Abstract
Gamma- scintigraphy has been derived from the Latin word
scintilla, meaning “spark”. It is also known as gamma scan. It is an
identification test in nuclear medicine. In this, radioisotopes are
attached to a drug(radiopharmaceuticals) that are taken internally.
It then travels to particular organ or tissue and the emitted gamma
radiation is captured by external detectors (Gamma cameras) to
form two- dimensional images in similar process to the capture of
x-ray images. Gamma Scintigraphy is a widely used technique for
development and evaluation of targeted drug delivery systems. The
radio labeling is generally achieved by the introduction of an
appropriate technetium- 99m or indium- 111 labelled radio
pharmaceutical into the dosage form. Pharmaco-scintigraphy
provides a sequence related to the site of drug release and
absorption. Gamma scintigraphy also provides the information
related to the disposition, diffusion and moment of the drug in to
the body. Gastro intestinal transit measurement can be accessed
through Pharmaco-scintigraphy technique. Pharmaco-scintigraphy
can also be used to study multiple-dose study. This review
discusses the implications of gamma scintigraphy in the estimation
of pharmaceutical formulations including the past applications,
current uses and future possible scopes of gamma scintigraphy in
the assessment of the performance of various targeted drug
delivery systems.
Key words: Gamma-scintigraphy, indium-111, iodine12,
technetium-99m.
Introduction
Gamma scintigraphy method is primarily used for the analysis of
the functioning of the organ, perfusion, receptor binding, etc. It
also provides us with some anatomical insight. Gamma
scintigraphy is a major tool that involves the introduction of
gamma emitting substance [1]. Visualization is possible by
introducing some of the gamma emitting radionuclides internally
[1]. The most commonly used radionuclides are Iodine 123,
Samarium 153, Indium- 111 (111 In) and technetium- 99m (99m
Tc).
Gamma scintigraphy has also been used in the estimation of
various drug delivery systems. It is usually applied to evaluate the
dosage form intended for the respiratory tract and gastrointestinal
tract [1]. For evaluating the amount of drug reaching the lungs, the
technique used is called the planar imaging. It is also known as
two-dimensional gamma scintigraphy [1]. Gamma scintigraphy
can be classified into several different individual techniques, one
of which is SPECT (Single photon emission computed
tomography). The SPECT technique involves the introduction of
cameras equipped with three-dimensional imaging data [2].
SPECT is further sub-divided into two different types based on the
resolution, these are Low Resolution Computed Tomography
(LRCT) and High-Resolution Computed Tomography (HRCT) [2].
SPECT is more advantageous than 2-D gamma scintigraphy
because it allows the determination of regional lung deposition
with high accuracy [3]
Gamma scintigraphy also plays an important role in oral drug
delivery. Active pharmaceutical ingredients are usually given to
the patients in the form of medications generally formulated as
either solid, semisolid or liquid dosage forms based upon optimum

route of administration, intended target of action, patient
palatability etc. So,during the design and development of a
particular dosage form, it is necessary to optimize the formulation
system correctly in order to obtain the approval for the formulation
from the concerned regulatory authorities [5].
This article primarily emphasizes on discussing the methodology,
application and utilization of gamma scintigraphy for evaluating
the targeted drug delivery system, along with its advantages and
disadvantages. This article also provides some brief information
regarding the recent advances and future prospects of this
technique.
Methodology
Gamma scintigraphy relies heavily upon the detection of the
radiation emitted from a radionuclide. The major equipment being
used for this purpose is known as a gamma camera. It is equipped
with a scintillator which transforms the gamma radiation into an
emission of light. The most widely used scintillator is a
monocrystal of sodium iodide activated by thallium [4]. The
thickness of the crystal is limited to approximately 10 mm to
optimize the detection efficiency. Joined to the crystal are the
hexagonal array of photomultiplier tubes. They detect the light
pulses. The whole arrangement is sheathed inside lead to shield the
crystal from superfluous radiation[5]. A collimator made up of lead
is placed straight away in front of the crystal to prevent any
radiations arriving at angle. Electronic circuitry is used for
amplifying the light signal produced in the crystal and for
quantifying the intensity of the incident gamma ray and also for
locating its origin. Thus, it becomes possible to determine the
distribution of the tracer on an image formed as matrix pixels
[4].The pulse height analysis improves disparity resolution of
gamma camera systems by somewhat eliminating scatter from the
final image. Photons travelling directly from their point of origin
will produce energy or Z pulses over a relatively narrow range [6].
The ability of a gamma camera to record a diagnostic image
depends on the scientific capabilities of the gamma camera and on
patient factors such as body habitus [7]. Nowadays, many of the
population has tended toward a higher body mass index due to
prevalence of obesity amongst the urban and semi-urban
populations [8].
While comparing the different gamma-imaging agents,67Ga has
several properties which are unacceptable for the clinical nuclear
medicine diagnostic imaging. These include the unacceptable
physical imaging characteristics of immense high energy emissions
(397 keV and 300keV) and a 78-h half-life [11].Indium-111 has
farbetter physical imaging characteristics compared toGallium-67
with lower energy emissions (247keV and 172 keV) and a slightly
lesser half-life of 67-h. But regrettably Indium-111is
comparatively expensive because it is being created by a cyclotron
[11].
In nuclear medicine,99mTc is the most widely used gamma-imaging
isotope as about 70% of all gamma-scintigraphy procedures are
being performed by using this isotope. It has an ideal short half-life
of 6-h and gamma photon energy of 140 keV. Due to these
properties the emitted photons of99mTc escapes the body of the
patient without an excessive dose of radiation being absorbed by
the body tissues.99mTc is being generated by its precursor 99Mo.
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE-HEALTHCARE, CURRENT TRENDS
ANDFUTURE
Sharma Anuj1, M.A. Sheela1, Kumar Deepak1
1.

Department of Pharmaceutics, KIET School of Pharmacy, KIET Group of Institutions, AKTU,
(India)
Abstract:AI the term broadly refers to computing
technologies that resemble processes associated with
human intelligence, such as reasoning, learning and
adaptation, sensory understanding, and interaction. There
is no universally agreed definition of AI. AI address to
imitate the human intellectual functions. It is bringing a
standard to healthcare sector, co-powered by increasing
availability of healthcare data and momentum of analytics
techniques. We present the current situation of AI
applications in public healthcare and discuss its future. AI
can be applied to various types of healthcare data for both
analytical and non-analytical areas. AI is being trialled for
a range of healthcare research purposes, such as detection
of disease, management of chronic conditions, delivery of
health services, and drug discovery. AI include the various
techniques such as machine learning methods used for
structured data, modern deep learning, and the classical
support vector machine and neural network, and the as
well as natural language processing for unstructured data.
Cancer, cardiology, and nerve system they are major
disease areas where AI tools are used. This full paper
presents a review on details of the AI application in early
detection and diagnosis, treatment, as well as conclusion
prediction and evaluation. We wind up with the correlation

of AI systems, such as IBM Watson, and hurdles for reallife deployment of AI.
Key words: Artificial Intelligence, analytics techniques,
healthcare- research, Prediction- prognosis evaluation,
sensory understanding.
1. Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI), a human intelligence cloning,
enables machines and computer systems to perform in a
remarkably intelligent manner. AI system excises in a way
that helps its analytical self to unimaginably maximize its
possibilities of success.[1]
AI is a modern technique useful in medical healthcare.
With the help of AI, doctors could easily diagnose and
treat the disease and related symptoms.[2] AI is not a
substitution of physicians but a catalytic tool that assists
the physician to make batter clinical decisions towards
individual patients thus boosting the customary decisions.
This article represents the current trends of AI and future
aspects as well. Day by day AI is getting increasingly
refined at doing the tasks, which are otherwise done by
humans, more competently, accurately, speedily, and with
competitive cost.[3] The potentiality of both robotics and
AI in the public healthcare sector is truly immense,
becoming an indispensable part of the healthcare
ecosystem.

Early
Detection
Research

Diagnosis

AI and
Robotics
Fig. 1
Nanotechnology Use In Artificial Intelligence
Decision
Treatmenthas an important role in AI. Nanodevices
Nanotechnology
Making
diagnose, treat, and repair human needs better contributing
to the quality of life in case of HIV and tumors treatments.
Nanotechnology providesAccuracy
a better understanding of the full

Fig. 2
functioning of the body. AI models help to understand the
health care system in humans by association or interaction
of biological proteins, enzymes even to genetic levels.
Nanotech with AI would be a win-win combination to
improve success rates at multi-levels research and
development in the Pharma sector.[4]

Disease
Diagnosis/Treatment
With
Artificial
Intelligence
In the case of chronic diseases, AI provides an early
diagnosis. Such as “Lab-on-a-chip” devices that are used
to detect and monitor the infected cells of bacteria or virus
an invention of AI. The following example does support
the argument.[5] an application of smartphone “AiCure”
that takes care of patient adherence to the medical
prescriptions. This in time reminding makes sure
especially for geriatric patients to take their medication on
the proper time to meet the tasks ordained by their doctors.
AI models can better use in treatment processes based on
patient’s history too.
Predicting the future with AI is no more a magic art.
Several platforms provide AI software development. For
exampleTensorflow, Cloud Machine Learningplayment,
Ayasd, etc.

AI is used in the working of the app Ada Health
Companion to operate a chat-bot, which combines the
information about symptoms, obtained from the user, with
additional data to offer plausible diagnoses.[6]
Applications Of Artifical Intelligence In Research And
Healthcare
Medical investigation
One of the uses of AI is in the analysis and identification
of patterns in large and complicated datasets at a faster rate
and better precision than has been possible previously. It
can be used in the search of the experimental literature for
related studies and also to even combine varied kinds of
data in the field of new drug discovery.
Clinical application
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NANOROBOTICS: APPROACHES, APPLICATIONS AND FUTURE
PROSPECTS
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1
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Abstract
Nanotechnology has major impact in many fields like medicine
and electronics. Nanorobotics is an emerging field dealing with
minute things at molecular level. They can perform a particular
function with precision at nano-scale dimension. Nanorobots in
medical and pharmaceutical field would particularly use in the
treatment of diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Cancer. Nanorobots
play a significant role in the field of biomedicine.Nanorobotic
technology is also used in the elimination of faulty part in our
DNA structure. These nanorobots can also be used as targeted drug
delivery system as they are able to carry and deliver drugs into
defective cells.Nanorobot is a magnificent tool for future medicine.
Various approaches, concepts of design of nanorobot are proposed
which shows rapid progression in this field. The aim of this review
is to providebrief information about the nanorobotic technology
with special focus on prospective applications in terms of
pharmaceutical and medical field and the future prospects of this
technology.
Keywords: Nanorobots, Nan robotics, Nanotechnology,
Biomedical.
Introduction
Nanorobotics is a science that deals with designing and developing
nano-size bio responsive system which are able to diagnose and
deliver the drug to the targeted size [1]. The components of
nanorobots consist of motors, power supplies, onboard sensors,
manipulators and molecular computers. Nanorobots could carry
and deliver drug to the target site. These Nanorobots will be
capable of repairing tissues, cleaning blood vessel and airway and
even likely to counteract the aging process. Nanotechnology
consists of characterization, production and utilization of
nanoparticles in medical field [2]. As the biomedical technologies
require innovative systems to replace the typical procedures, the
requirement for selective drug delivery system is increasing day by
day. We can replace the traditional methodologies and instruments
by designing a nano-scale delivery system. Nanorobots are the
feasible solution to this and can overcome some other medical
challenges. Nanorobots will have the ability of actuation, sensing,
signaling, information, processing, intelligence, manipulation and
surge behavior at nano-scale [3].

Nanorobot is the minute structure that can easily transverse the
human body. The scientific studies conclude that the exterior of the
nanorobotsismade from carbon atoms in a diamonded structure
because of its inert properties. Glucose and oxygen might be a
source of impelling force and nanorobot will have other molecular
components depending on its particular function [4]. Very large
number of Nanorobots are required to work together to perform
miniscule function as they would be microscopic in size. These
Nanorobots swarms both those which are not able to replicate and
which are capable of unconstrained replication in the natural
environment are found in many science fiction tale such as the
Borg, Nanoprobes in Star Trek [5].
Different approaches of nanorobot
Biochip
Biochip are applicable for fabrication of Nanorobots for
healthcare application such as for surgical instrumentation,
diagnosis and drug delivery. Currently Biochip is used for
manufacturing by electronic industries. Nanorobot with biochip
can be merged in nano-electronic devices which will make it
capable of teleoperation and allow advanced capabilities for
medical instrumentation [6,7].
Bacteria Based
This approach utilizes biological microorganism such as
Escherichia Coli bacteria. This model uses flagellum as driving
force for propulsion. In this biological integrated device,
electromagnetic is also applied to control the motion [6,8].
Positional Nano Assembly
Robert Freitas and Ralph Merkle in 2000 were developing the
agenda specially for developing positional-controlled diamond
mechanic synthesis that would be able to fabricate diamonded
medical nanorobots.
Nubots
Nubots is an abbreviation for “Nucleic acid Robot”. Nubots are the
molecular tools at nano-scale. Biological circuits gates based on
the DNA material have been fabricated as molecular machines to
allow in-vitro delivery of drugs for selective health problem [9].

Fig.2: Nano robot treating cancerous cell [10].
Mechanism of nanorobots
Nanorobots with implanted nano-bio sensors and actuators is
considered to be the latest prospects for providing the advanced
medical devices to doctor. Controls are sought to effectively

Fig.1: Nano robotics: Amultidisciplinary area [3].
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TELEPHARMACY: A NEW CONCEPT FOR PHARMACY PROFESSION
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Abstract
The word “tele” is a term of Greek language “Telos” which
is used for “at a distance”, so Telepharmacy is a distribution
of medication and providing pharmaceutical care using
telecommunications to patient at a distance by a registered
pharmacist. In telepharmacy profile pharmacist play a crucial
role in the supply of pharma services. Pharma professional
can minimize the adverse drug event by reviewing the
medication orders. This concept is rapidly growing field,
which has a very good focused impact on healthcare delivery
in many areas. Backwoods area and communities, generally
lack of easy access to Pharmaceutical care services due to
some geographical and demographical factors, thus it is a
rapidly increasing area in rural zone which include
communication between pharmacist and patient. The
objective of this review is to find out how telepharmacy is
recently being practiced within rural zone and community, its
usefulness, and how it is being control. on the other hand, it
can minimize travel time and other extra expense, which are
major obstacle for elderly and disabled veterans of rural
community. Now a day, it is still a new approach, and there
is a slow implementation of new laws to regulate this field,
although professional and technical innovations are being
used.
Keywords: Pharmacist, Pharmaceutical care, Patient
counseling, Rural area and Telepharmacy.
Introduction: Telepharmacy is providing the pharmaceutical
services to the patient by means of telecommunication in
such a way when there is no direct contact of patient with
pharmacist. In telepharmacy patient counseling is done
through videoconferecing [1]. "Telepharmacy is a novel
approach which can be used when pharmacist is physically
absent to supply the quality of pharmaceutical care which is
needed."
- Allie Woods, ASHP. Telepharmacy is still a new concept,
and there is a lack of laws, although pharama professionals
are being involved. The zones which include telepharmacy
services, there is a deficit of symmetry in rules and regulation
among various legal judgements. Accomplishment and
effectuation of complete and systemic telepharmacy rules are
still a challenge. The success of this services depends on an
efficient internet connection [2].
Kinds of Telepharmacy:
Indoor patient (remote order-entry review): This type of
pharmacy are related to inpatient pharmacy which runs under
the supervision of professional pharmacist at a remote
location of a hospital performing remote order-entry
services.
Remote dispensing (retail/outpatient/discharge): A Retail
telepharmacy, is a certified pharmacy staffed by a
professional pharmacy technician . A qualified pharmacist
controls the technician and reviews prescriptions. Remote
dispensing telepharmacy is just like a traditional pharmacy,
except the professionalist is located on off-site.
Intra Venous admixture: The JCAHO describe Intra Venous
admixture as, “the formulation of pharmaceutical related
brand which essentially requires the calculated addition of a
medicament to a 50 mL or larger bag or bottle of i.v fluid.”

Remote counseling: Remote-patient counseling balances to
pharma professional in providing patient guidance via a liveand-interactive video conferencing [3].
There is a very less chances in telepharmacies error rate just
about ≤ 1%, approximately 50% positive change over
traditional method. – United State Health and Human
Services department. In rural areas there is a need of
qualified pharmacist because of severe pharmacist storage. In
rural zone, some communities do not possess a pharmacist,
medicine center or pharmacy. Telepharmacy concept helps in
availabling resources to supply pharmaceutical care, product
and services to rural patients and remote zone of their states
[4]. Pharmacists have extensive knowledge and skills that
certify them to helps in reduction in the risk of medication
related errors and Adverse Drug Events and to balanced
medication-related outcomes in hospitalized patients [5].
Recent Telepharmacy Programs:
Pharmacist-Conducted clinics: Pharmacists, employed under
collective practice agreements with doctor and using
technology and the net, give patient care by checking lab test
results, adjusting and providing medications, and controlling
chronic diseases.
In house limited drug distribution organisation: Before
doctor can write prescriptions for some medicines (such as,
dofetilide and alpha one- proteinase inhibitor), professionals
must ensure the clearly defined criteria have been
encountered (i.e, lab tests are strickly performed or other
precautionary ways performed). Some sofisticated pharmacy
organizations show lab test record and other important
patient related info at the same time of prescription refill.
Computer and other personal digital assistant are utilized
during home visits. Pharma professionals and nurses can
become more effective when they use technology such as
lappy, hand-held computers, tablets and—ultimately—
wearable computers when they reach patient homes.
documentation is streamlined, paperwork is uniform, and
technical programs (including CDROMs) are available. High
effectiveness means that much more patients can be seen.
Patient information is downloaded routinely in every evening
and shared with other staff members. A link system is
developed between the patient and the care team staff
members that permits larger number of direct interactions
and Supportive knowledge-based relationships. Call centers
services and the net are being used to create supportive
educational-based relationships between patients and
healthcare professionals. The aim is to develop closer direct
interactions between healthcare professionals and patients or
consumers by providing suitable choice and well defined
access through branded programs and services [6].
Telepharmacy is a recent developing concept which appears
to be using technology that showed a unique and innovative
way to deliver quality pharmacy related services to rural and
regional field [7]. on the other hand it minimize travel time
and other expense, which are major obstacle for elderly and
disabled veterans of rural area[8]. A number of hospitals,
medical store, clinics, and medical centers in rural area are
currently facing the shortage of local pharmacy services
where medications are provided without the involvement of a
pharmacist[9, 10]
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FORECAST IN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY USING ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE, CURRENT AND FUTURE ASPECTS
Kumar Deepak1, M.A. Sheela1, Sharma Anuj1
1.Department of Pharmaceutics KIET School of Pharmacy, KIET Group of Institutions, AKTU,
(India)
will grow more to capture the 5th position of market size in
future. Largest sub-segment of the global pharmaceutical
industry is the anti-diabetics drugs worth over $85 billion in
2017; 2nd are the anti-viral and 3rd comes to the antihypertensive. Drugs for some of the less prevalent cancers
drugs are the fastest growing sub segments. Because the
USFDA has allowed a less rigorous regulatory procedure
and lower endpoint benchmark for cancer drugs, there are
all the chances of increasing the rate of innovation.

Abstract: “Forecasting” The term broadly refers to the
process of prediction as per the customer’s demand based
on the huge historical sales data in the pharmaceutics
industry. The aim of forecasting help to understand the
market value and enable to predict the optimum level of
customer demands. There by business management
facilitate to augment the future requirements from the
previous sales quantity documents by considering both
major and minor factors in broad spectrum. This full length
Paper discuss the details of marketing, new product launch
and specialized aspects such as orphans and bio-similar
drugs. Artificial intelligence(AI) plays a strategic role to
forecast the probable market requirements in advance for
the industry and prepares to face future challenges.
Forecasting could be multi directional, application based on
various approaches of pharmaceutical industry such as
Artificial neural network topology (ANN), Adaptive
Network Based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) which
can be applied as a neuro fuzzy approach and proposed
model approaches. This paper presents a detailed account
on the key role of AI pertaining to the techniques that help
pharmaceutical industry supported by applications,
illustrates, effectiveness and approach.
Key words: Artificial intelligence, Artificial neural
network topology, business management, forecasting
techniques, pharmaceutical industry.
Introduction
“Forecasting” is the process of using the pattern contained
in huge historical past sales data to predict future values.
Forecasts are helpful to predict the future levels of sales,
demand, inventories costs, imports, exports, and prices
among others in the forms of numeric. The aim of
forecasting is to guide the management to plan the
requirements for marketing effort, material, personnel,
production and market shares of the competitive products
as well as marketing conditions are assist. Clear and wellprepared forecasts should be accurate enough to allow for
better future planning and control could not be validated
without the forecast. Demand forecasting is one of the main
inputs when developing long-term strategic plans. It is a
method of analysing the past and current historical data to
determine future values. Hence, forecasting is the making
of predictions about the future performance based on past
and current huge data. Forecasting is necessary because in
recent era, health and treatment services are facing issues.
AI application in the pharmaceutical industry is beneficial
for attaining strategic records.
1.1 Forecasting in the Pharmaceutical Industry
In 2018, the Business Research Company has published a
blog in Market Research.com that examined the largest
pharma market globally is for major industries like
Piroxicam Glaxo, Dolonex, Felden and Piroxicam Pfizer
etc. Which are huge giants in the manufacturing of drugs
for long term treatments such arthritis, osteoporosis, tunnel
syndrome, tendonitis etc. This division counted for 14% of
the global total in 2017. Cardiovascular, oncology and antiinfective are the drugs rated as the 2nd, 3rd and 4th largest
markets.
Up to 2021, the fastest-growing segment of the global
pharma market will be occupied with drugs for treating
metabolic diseases, thyroid related and pituitary gland. This
segment would constantly grow at 9%rate and their recent
growth is of 11.6% high but, the forecast would be that it

Materials and methods
2.1. Structure of the pharmaceutical industry
It is one of the main process of planning for forecasting in
pharmaceuticals industry. It gives the information about
which products are purchased, when, where and in what
quantities. By incomplete forecasting techniques
pharmaceuticals manufactures are affected. In a developed
pharmaceutical market where predations are made using
large data comparisons and AI, are seen on both valuable in
terms of information and balanced market power about each
product. In other words obtaining the forecasting
techniques’ by using terms & conditions, systematically
sharing all available information and independently to
develop demanding scenarios from political terms and
conditions with greatest accuracy could be achieved by
modern technology of AI.
Fig2.1. Complex structure of pharmaceutical market

All pharmaceutical companies are in a close relationship
with pharmacy (wholesaler & retailer), doctors and patients.
All pharmaceutical formulation should manufacture
according to guidelines such as Food and Drugs
Administration (FDA) and Goods Manufacturing Practices
(GMP). For the new challenges of the modern economy.
For new drugs development manufacturing management
and supply chain cause the progressive effect on
pharmaceuticals companies that help the economy growth
for any country in the world.
2.2The proposed methodology
There exists an implicit and explicit assumption in direct
human judgements with limited quantitative data. Two
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QUALITY BY DESIGN (QBD) AND MULTIFUNCTIONAL EXCIPENTS: A
NOVEL HEAD-BRIDGE FOR THE RESEARCH &FORMULATION
DEVELOPMENT
Gaurav Bhardwaj1*, Shubham Sharma2, Amrita Mathur3 and Anuj Pathak4
1

KIET School of Pharmacy, KIET Group of Institutions, APJ Abdul Kalam Technical University
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.

Abstract
The pharmaceutical industry demands innovation in short
period of time so as to gain access to new products in market
and has undergone a paradigm shift from traditional quality
by testing (QbT) to the systematic quality by design (QbD)
approach for attaining efficient development of drug products
with enhanced quality and resource economics.
Pharmaceutical
formulators
are
demanding
more
performance and functionality from pharmaceutical
excipients. Basically formulation development is nothing but
playing with different additives of formulation. QbD and
multifunctional excipients give patients a more effective and
safe formulation. We play a critical role in ensuring
reliability, efficacy, cost reduction, increasing production
performance and helping to deliver a stable dosage type that
is unaffected by process parameter variations or other
ingredients. The need of the day is to improve drug
formulations by reducing the investment in number of
excipients. Implementing QbD and using multifunctional
excipients have become a widely applicable production
technique and go far beyond the pharmaceutical
industry.This work approaches to give a insight to
researchers that how working with multifunctional excipients
and following QbD methodology beneficial, safe and
effective formulation
Keywords: Quality by Design (QbD), Multifunctionality of
excipients.
Introduction
The changing scenario of the pharmaceutical industry to
fulfill global requirements is increasing the commercial
pressure on research and development sectors to reduce
duration of formulation development for increasing the
launch of new pharmaceutical product into the market [1]
while pharmaceutical QbD is an advanced methodical
approach in formulation and development that starts with
pre-deﬁned objectives and emphasizes process and product
understanding and quality control and risk management [2].
Sensibly all pharmaceutical products contain excipients,
which are added for the purpose of controlling release
profile, patient acceptability, improving statbility of
formulation and increase rate of production [3]. Therefore,
formulators are demanding more performance and
functionality from pharmaceutical excipients. Basically
formulation development is nothing but playing with
different the additives of formulation composition [1-3].
Excipients participates an important role in the formulation
development processes. They carry out an extensive range of
functions to offer desired properties for the finished drug
formulation. There are 13 categories of excipients for solid
dosage forms and more than 1200 types of excipients. As per
the International Pharmaceutical Excipients Council (IPEC)
the essential excipients are binders, disintegrants, fillers,
lubricants, glidants, compression aids, colors, sweeteners,
preservatives, suspending /dispersing agents, film
formers/coatings, flavors, and printing inks. In the similar
manner QbD has facilitate the advancement and continuous

development of drug product throughout the product
lifecycle [4].
According to ICH Guidelines the Quality By Design is
defined under the ICH guidelines as “A systematic strategy
to develop a better understanding of predefined aims and
emphasize on the product, manufacturing process and
process control, based on sound science and quality risk
managements”. It also draws a relationship between
pharmaceutical industrials and drug regulatory authorities to
move ahead in a holistic, scientific, risk based and practical
approach for pharmaceutical product development [6].
Also, these both approaches i.e. use of multifunctional
excipient and following QbD strategies offer more effective,
cheaper and safer finished products. They play a crucial role
in achieving improved manufacturing efficiency, stability,
cost effectiveness, and help to produce a robust formulation
that is impervious by changes in standards [7].
The aim of this systematic review is provide a insight
towards use of multifunctional excipients with following
guidelines of QbD as they both are well- characterized and
reliable development effort that can be established with a
high degrees of assurance to regularly control to produced
the data and finished product to meet out predefined criteria
when operated within defined precincts [8].
Definitions
Excipients
The approved pharmaceutical ingredients that are introduced
into the formulation to increase the bulk and stability are
inert in nature and safe for human use. Excipients of the
formulation also promote accuracy, stability and precision.
They are used in the formulation for masking of the taste,
enhance the flowability, improve the bulk density and control
the release rate of the drug [9].
Co-processed excipient
According to the IPEC (international pharmaceutical
excipients council) these are the combination of 2 or more
compandial or non compandial excipients. These excipients
are capable to modify the physical properties of the drug
product, which is not possible with simple mixing and
without chemical change [10].
Synthetic Excipients
These types of excipients are use for the prepration of tablet
and solid dosage forms. With the help of these excipients we
can improve binding ability, decreses the die wall friction
between tablet and tablet punching press and maintains the
pH also [10].
Multifunctional excipients
It is a combination of co-processed and preprocessed
excipients that provides more than one functions to the
formulations. For example silicified microcrystalline
cellulose processed combination of colloidal silicon-di-oxide
and micro crystalline cellulose [1, 9-10].
QbD
Quality by design is a systematic perception to widen a
quality based and predefined objective of pharmaceutical
finished product [11].
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DEVELOPMENT AND METHOD VALIDATION OF ORLISTAT BY UVVISIBLE SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC METHOD FOR ITS QUANTITATIVE
DETERMINATION IN BULK DRUG AND PHARMACEUTICAL
FORMULATIONS
Kiran Sharma1, Jagannath Sahoo1, Alka Verma1
1

KIET School of Pharmacy, KIET Group of Institutions, Delhi-NCR, Ghaziabad affiliated to Dr A.P.J.
Abdul Kalam Technical University, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh

Abstract
A simple, fast, selective, accurate and specific UV-Visible
spectrophotometric technique was developed for the
estimation of Orlistat in bulk drug and capsule dosage
formulations. The drug detection was carried out by using
UV-Visible spectrophotometer at λ max of 217.5 nm using
methanol as solvent and the procedure employed extraction
steps for the drug from the formulations. The method was
validated for specificity, linearity, accuracy, precision, limit
of detection (LOD), limit of quantification (LOQ), robustness
and ruggedness according to the present ICH guidelines. The
calibration graph was linear in the concentration range of 1 to
10 µg/ml with the correlation coefficient of 0.9993. The
accuracy was found to be in between 99.3 and 100.9 %. The
precision amongst six samples preparations was 0.42% with
LOD and LO Q values 0.07 and 0.238 µg/ml,
correspondingly. The percentage recovery of the drug was
found to be 100.2% which indicates that there was no
interference of the capsule excipients with the method and it
can be suitably employed for regular estimation of Orlistat in
bulk drug, marketed formulations and other dosage forms.
Key words: Orlistat, UV-Visible Spectrophotometer, ICH
guidelines, validation
1. Introduction
Obesity is very common problem with young generation, as
well as old people due to lifestyle changes and junk food. To
treat this problem now a day’s people uses a drug known as
Orlistat. Orlistat usually acts by blocking the lipase thus
reducing the aborption of fat that you eat or keeping it from
being absorbed by our body. This medicine reduced the total
calorie intake from the diet. It is mainly used with
consultation from a health provider to reduce body fat.
Xenical and Alli are some marketed drugs available for the
orlistat as OTC drug in some of the countries.
Orlistat is a saturated derivative of lipstatin as shown in
figure 1, which a storng innate inhibitor for pancreatic lipases
which was obtained from the bacterium Streptomyces
toxytricini. It was chosen over lipstatin for obesity treatment
due to its quality and safety [1].

excreted from the body without being absorbed through feces
[2].
Thioesterase domain of fatty acids synthase (FAS) was
recently found to be block by the Orlistat drug. These
enzymes were found to help in proliferation on cancer cells
but do not affect the normal cells of the one body [3]. The
probable adverse effects of orlistat are like blocking of the
cellular off-targets or low bioavailability. One study depicted
chemical proteomics approach to look for new cellular
targets of Orlistat including drug other targets [4].
Orlistat was normally taken as the dose of strength 120 mg
three times in a day previous to the meals as per the standard
prescription of the drug. It also reduces approximately
around 30% of intake dietary fat from being absorbed by the
body [5].
Various analytical methods have been reported using HPLC,
LC-MS, UPLC and other techniques for analysis of Orlistat
in plasma and urine. So many formulations are available in
market as single drug and in combination with other drugs,
which calls for the requirement for a method which is simple,
easy, fast, responsive, accurate, specific and reliable method
for the determination of Orlistat in pharmaceutical
formulations as well as in bulk drug. The main objective of
the current work is to prepare a method for the routine
analysis of Orlistat by UV-Visible spectrophotometer. The
proposed method decreases the analysis time for the drug
while avoiding any interference from the excipients or other
ingredients of the formulation [6].
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
Orlistat was obtained as a gift sample from CMG Biotech
Pvt. Ltd, India. Methanol AR Grade used was of Merk
Chemicals, India. Marketed formulations (A, B & C) are
purchased from the local market with drug equivalent to 60,
120 & 120 mg of orlistat. All the supplementary chemicals
and reagents used in the study were of high quality grade.
2.2. Method development
2.2.1. Instrumentation
Double beam UV-Visible spectrophotometer model (Kyoto,
Japan) 1601 with 10mm cell length and quartz cells were
used for the analytical purpose and method development.
2.2.2. Standard stock solution
The Orlistat stock solution with concentration of 10µg/ml
were prepared in methanol. The various dilutions were
prepared from the stock solution by diluting 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9 and 10 ml upto 10ml with methanol to get the different
dilutions of the drug from 1 to 10 µg/ml.
2.3. Method optimization
2.3.1. Selection and Optimization of Solvent
Solvents have a very profound effect on the quality and the
sharpness of the peak. Various solvents like methanol,
chloroform, acetine, water were used to get the best peak in a
particular solvent. All solvents were optimized and out of
them methanol was found to give satisfactory results relating
to quality and shape of the peak. Methanol also showed no

Figure 1: Structural formula for Orlistat
Orlistat acts by blocking the gastric and pancreatic lipase,
these are the enzymes which break down the fat present in
the intestine into triglycerides. When the function of these
enzymes are blocked, then triglycerides from the diet are not
able to get hydrolyzed into free fatty acids and thus get
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NANO-PARTICULATE CARRIER SYSTEMS IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
MANAGEMENT
Monika Kaurav1, Satyender Kumar2
1

2

KIET College of Pharmacy, Greater Noida, U.P. 201206, India
Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Indira Gandhi University, Meerpur, Rewari, Haryana, 123401,
India.

Abstract
In modern practice rheumatoid arthritis is a well known
autoimmune disease. The main aim of this review is to
establish the evidence in favour of nanocarriers over
conventional therapeutic approaches to treat the various
pathologic conditions of arthritis efficiently. This review
provides a complete account that why the nanocarriers are
more preferable over other delivery system used in arthritis
treatment for delivery of various therapeutic agents. In this
review all those characteristic features are mentioned which
are responsible for making the nanocarriers more efficient to
deliver a therapeutic agent at desired site in various
biological condition inside the body. In this review, all those
aspects are discussed which are responsible for maintaining
the pharmacokinetic challenges inside the body. This review
is helpful to understand all the patients’ complaints which
mainly occur due to treatment by drugs given by
conventional drug delivery system.
Key words: Rheumatoid arthritis, Nano-particulate carrier
systems, nanoparticles, Gene therapy
1. Introduction
Inflammation, joint pain and degeneration mainly occurs in
synovial lining but inflammation also occurs in other organs
and tissues e.g. lungs, pericardium, pleura and sclera. About
1% of world population is affected by rheumatoid arthritis
(RA) and women are affected three times more often than
man. Onset is most frequent between the ages of 40 to 50
years, but the people of any age can be affected. It is Arthritis
is a systemic, progressive and degenerative autoimmune joint
disease. In arthritis well understood that there is no single
cause for development of the rheumatoid arthritis in any men
[1].
The development of arthritis is showing multi
interacting mechanism. Genetic components, environmental
condition, hyper activity of immune system against self
molecule are some causes that can develop the disease.
Actually the main cause of RA is auto reactivity of immune
system against self molecule due to environmental trigger
and genetic susceptibility [2, 3]. Genetic susceptibility causes
majority of RA cases (40-60%) [4], specific genes on
chromosome-6 play role in genesis and severity of RA. HLA
(Human Leukocyte Antigen) is defined as special type of cell
surface protein encoded by MHC. 70% of arthritis patients
(Caucasian) have HLA-DR4 class-2 antigen but Native
Americans those have HLA-DR9 (3.5 times greater)
Polymorphic gene causes the development of RA [2, 5]. In
addition environmental trigger like Smoking, alcohol,
periodontitis, infectious agent may also cause RA [2, 5, 6].
2. Infectious agent causing RA
The microbial agents which cause infection via which RA
further occurs includes P. gingivalis, parvovirus, hepatitis
virus, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), P. mirabilis,
Epstein-barr virus (EBV), mycoplasma, cytomegalovirus
(CMV),herpes virus, human T-lymphotropic virus 1 (HTLV1),
enterobacterium,
mycobacterium,
Streptococcus,
pyogenes (S. pyogenes) and Salmonella. Inflammatory
processes in condition of RA are induced by T-cell, B-cell

and Macrophages, Plasma cell including cytokines, growth
factor, and adhesion molecule and matrix metallo-protein.
After presentation of antigenic peptide the T-cells become
activated, initially causing pain and swelling [2, 7].
Separately two sets of T-cells called CD4+-Th1 and Th2 cell
release the various cytokines by which inflammatory
responses are propagated. Th1-cell releases IL-2, IFN-γ,
TNF-α, GMSF (Granulocyte Macrophage colony Stimulating
Factor) which causes the delayed hypersensitivity seen
during early onset RA and Th2-cell releases IL-4, IL-5, IL-6,
IL-10 affects B-cell differentiation and activation which
mediate the enhanced production of Rheumatoid factor (Anti
IgG- antibody). Separately IL-1, IL-6, IL-8 and TNF-α cause
bone and cartilage destruction [2, 4, 5, 7]. RF-IgG complex is
dangerous because it cannot be cleared by complement
system and so this complex causes inflammation by
stimulating macrophages. RF-IgG complex binds on the
surface of macrophages by receptor FcR-шa (CD-16a). These
receptors present only on surface of RA affected tissue
macrophages.
3. Therapeutic option for RA treatment After understanding the pathophysiology of RA several drugs
have been used widely. There are many categories as
mentioned NSAID’S, immunosuppressant, glucocorticoids,
biologics and last one is kinase inhibitors. Previously
NSAID’S were used most widely in RA treatment for
lessening the pain, but it is not used longer owing to its
several limitations such as limited effectiveness, serious
adverse effects, and inability to modify disease course.
Hence, Immunosuppressive drug are used for RA treatment
in combination with NSAID’S [8]. Except corticosteroids all
immunosuppressive drugs can be possibly used for
suppressing the rheumatoid process and bring about an
emission. Immunosuppressive drugs do not possess the antiinflammatory and analgesic action. These drugs are also
called as disease modifying anti rheumatic drugs (DMARD)
or slow acting anti rheumatic drug (SAARD). Corticosteroids
are especially employed as adjuvant to NSAID’S alone or
along with DMARD’S. In modern practice, combination
therapies of NSAID’S and suppressive drug have been used
increasingly to suppress the disease as soon as possible or to
induce remission. Corticosteroids are an effective therapeutic
option for RA treatment used in combination-therapy along
with NSAIDS or DMARD. Glucocorticoids are more
effective than DMARD’S and biologics in early phases of
RA [9]. Biologics in RA treatment may create a revolution in
treatment strategies. Biologics include mainly inhibitor or
antagonist of those cytokine that are interlinked with the
pathogenesis of RA. Basically these are TNF-α, IL-1β and
IL-6 inhibitors or antagonist such as B-cell depleting agents
and T-cell costimulator or modulators. The success ratio of
biologics based therapy is generally 60-70%. TNF-alpha
inhibitor-MTX combination has been investigated for
improving arthritic threat [10].
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ROLE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCEIN TREATMENTOF
HYPERTENSION- A REVIEW
Pratham Verma1, Sanjeev Kumar Chauhan2
1

KIET School of Pharmacy, KIET Group of Institutions, Ghaziabad, India

Abstract

genuineneuron which sends a new signal if it receives
anadequately strong input signal from the other nodes to
which it is connected [5]. Neural networks are based on
invented neurons, which are joined together in a type of
way to form networks. The Neural Network relates the
human brain in the following two ways: I- A neural
network acquires data throughout learning. II- A neural
network’s data is stored inside the interconnection strength
known as synaptic weight. These weights describe the
strength of the connection within the neurons. Each neuron
has a united activation function which is performed on the
input to get the output.

Nowadays Artificial Intelligence methods are becoming
very popular in medical applications due to high reliability
and ease. Hypertension is a principal for cardiovascular
disease. Currently, around a third of people with
hypertension are undiagnosed and those who are
diagnosed in which around half of them are not taking
antihypertensive medications. The World Health
Organisation measures that high blood pressure directly or
indirectly causes deaths of at least nine million people
globally every year. The full article studies the capacity of
variously designed & trained Artificial Neural Network to
predict the possibility of occurrence of Hypertension in a
mixed (healthy & hypertensive or both sexes) patients. In
this review article, the introduction or survey of different
artificial intelligence methods adopted by researchers for
diagnosing or predicting hypertension will be explained in
detail.
Keywords: Artificial Neural Network, Hypertension,
Health Surveillance, Fuzzy system, Self-monitoring
Introduction:
Hypertension has been distinguished by WHO as one of
the most vital risk factors for mortality worldwide and is
responsible for the deaths of nearly nine million people
annually. In the UK, the National Institute for Health and
Care Excellence defines high blood pressure also known
as hypertension, as a clinic blood pressure of 140/90
mmHg or higher confirmed by thefollowing ambulatory
blood pressure monitoring daytime average of 135/ 85
mmHg or higher [1]. Hypertension risk increases in older
age whilst its control becomes difficult with rising age. To
correctly evaluate the risk of permanent hypertension in a
patient, doctors analyzevarious other factors from physical
examinations of the patient. These factors incorporate
heart conditions, diabetes, renal conditions, etc.
Researchers have been suggesting artificial intelligence
techniques including Neural networks and Fuzzyto
estimate hypertension risk [2]. Artificial neural networks
render a sturdy tool to help doctors to analyze, model and
make sense of complicated clinical data across a wide
range of medical applications [3]. In the practice of
medication, Artificial neural networks are now being
actively applied in areas of cardiology, pulmonology,
genetics and clinical chemistry [4]. This articleisdesigned
within different sections as follows: The next two sections
present a brief introduction to Artificial Intelligence
techniques i.e. Artificial neural network and fuzzy
techniques respectively.

Fuzzy System
The methods of Artificial Intelligence have broadly used
in medical applications for diagnosis and treatments such
as Fuzzy expert systems, neural networks, etc. Henceforth,
this study is intended to apply in the fuzzy system to
diagnose hypertension disease. A human brain works with
fuzzy concepts, now those computers may be artificially
made fit with such concepts with the use of fuzzy systems.
A fuzzy system composes of a fuzzy rule base and a Fuzzy
Inference.

Artificial Neural Network
Artificial Neural Networks are electronic models based on
the neural arrangement of the brain. The brain learns by
experience. These biologically inspirited methods of
computing may be the progression in computing
application. Whenever we discuss a neural network, we
should alsousually say -Artificial neural network, they
typically consist of hundreds of simple processing units
that are wired mutually in a complicated communication
network. Each unit or node is a clear model of

The fuzzy system liesin four parts is fuzzy rule base, fuzzy
interference engine, Fuzzification, and defuzzification[6].
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ADOPTING IN SILICO DRUG DISCOVERY TECHNIQUES: NEED OF THE
HOUR
Preeya Negi*, Surya Prakash, Vaishali M. Patil
KIET School of Pharmacy, KIET Group of Institutions, Delhi-NCR, Ghaziabad, India
Abstract
Over
the
last
two
decades,
the
computer
modeling/simulation software has secured a reliable place
in various research labs involved in drug discovery and
development. The softwarehas found to be successful in
replacing the robots and reagents during high-throughput
screening to investigate potential drug or lead candidates.
The advantages of in silico methods are unlimited and
have contributed towards faster, efficient methods with
overcoming budgetary restrictions specifically for
academic labs. Some of the Government Agencies are
taking initiatives towards set up of the labs. With the
advent of artificial intelligence (AI) in health care, the
understanding and adopting application of in
silico/computational approaches is getting convenient. The
manuscript
describes
recent
developments
and
requirements for effective application of in silico tools for
drug development.
Keywords
In silico methods, Drug discovery, Drug development

Figure 1: General drug discovery process and related
in silico approaches
Stage 1
It involves selection of a target and preparing a
heterogeneous molecule library that is to be tested against
the target. This isdone through virtual screening either by
molecular docking or building structures at active site by
using De novo design methods.
Stage 2
The selected promising hits are then checked for their
specificity by docking at binding sites of previously
known drug targets.
Stage 3
Detailed in silico absorption, distribution, metabolism,
elimination and toxicity (ADMET) studies are done for
selected molecules and the molecules that pass these
studies are termed as leads.

Introduction
Over
the
last
two
decades,
the
computer
modeling/simulation software has secured a reliable place
in various research labs involved in drug discovery and
development. The software has found to be successful in
replacing the robots and reagents during high-throughput
screening to investigate potential drug or lead candidates.
The advantages of in silico methods are unlimited to
screen a library of thousands of compounds and predict
biological activity profile of non-synthesized compounds.
These can be used for predicting mechanism of action,
toxicity (carcinogenicity, teratogenicity, cardio toxicity,
skin sensitization, etc.), pharmacokinetic properties as well
as drug-likeness index. Some of the in silico methods
applied at various stages at drug discovery process are
shown in figure 1. This has contributed towards faster,
efficient methods with overcoming budgetary restrictions
specifically for academic labs that cannot afford purchase
or synthesize thousand of compounds for in vivo and/or in
vitro screening for various disease conditions. Various
academic in silico labs are functioning and have been
acknowledged for their efforts for drug discovery. Some of
the Government Agencies are taking initiatives towards set
up of the labs or making available required resources such
as Department of Biotechnology (India) [1], Organization
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) [2],
European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) [3] etc.
With the advent of artificial intelligence (AI) in health
care, the understanding and adopting applications of in
silico computational approaches is getting convenient. The
academic institutes rely on various open source
platforms/software to set up in silico facilities to give early
exposure to undergraduates and graduates from various
disciplines like applied sciences, pharmacy, biomedical
sciences and bioengineering. The four in silico methods
applied for drug design, lead discovery and modification
are depicted in figure 2. In silico drug discovery process
can be categorized in three stages [4].

Figure 2: In silico methods for drug design
Some of the in silico tools, techniques and software are as
narrated in Table 1.
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TROPANE ALKALOIDS ESTIMATION IN SUSPENSION CULTURES OF
Datura innoxia Miller.
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Abstract

under strictly aseptic conditions in laminar air flow bench fitted
with a bactericidal U.V. tube. The floor of the chamber was
thoroughly swabbed with cotton dipped in alcohol. The surface of
all the vessels and other accessories such as instruments (spatula,
forceps, scalpels, blade and gas burner) were also cleaned with
alcohol. The chamber was then sterilized with U.V. rays
continuously for 1hour. Body parts inside the inoculation
chamber such as hands and arms were scrubbed with alcohol
before inoculation.
For increase in % germination of seeds, they were treated
aseptically with gibberellic acid (10 ppm) and warm water for 1
hour. Then seeds were transferred aseptically with the aid of
sterile forceps into sterilized petridishes having sterile cotton pad
and filter paper, moistened with sterilized water and wrapped
with aluminium foil. These petridishes were then kept at room
temperature. The 12 days old germinated seedlings (Fig.1c) were
inoculated in sterilized solidified slants containing Murashige and
Skoog (MS) medium.

The tropane alkaloids present in Datura species mainly atropine
and scopolamine have been used in various pharmaceutical
preparations for their therapeutic activities and hence, these
alkaloids are in demand. The amount of solanaceous alkaloids
present in Datura innoxia is in small quantity, hence the aim of
present study was to develop a tissue culture technology to
produce its constituents in high concentration on liquid medium
and to estimate the production of these tropane alkaloids in the
cultured cells. A rapid, efficient and reproducible callus culture
protocol was successfully established for Datura innoxia
germinated seedlings on the MS medium supplemented with
various growth hormones, resulting in a creamy soft callus. The
callus developed was transferred onto a liquid MS medium and
was maintained for 100 days resulting in cellular aggregates. The
estimation of total Tropane alkaloids in D.innoxia plant organs
and suspension cultured cells was done using Vitali-Morin
reaction. The content of Tropane alkaloids was found to be higher
in genetically transformed culture. The results obtained revealed
that the suspension culture of Datura innoxia can be used as an
alternative source for production of Tropane alkaloids.
Keywords: Tropane alkaloids, Datura innoxia, Suspension
culture, scopolamine, Vitali-Morin reaction
Introduction
Datura innoxia has been used extensively in traditional system of
medicine as preanaesthetic agent, in ophthalmology, as
antispasmodic drug [1,2]. The natural source of these alkaloids are
a very few solanaceous plants and it has always been an effort of
the researchers to increase the content of these alkaloids in plants
either growing naturally or in cultured conditions. Datura species
have served as model plants for the development of tissue culture
technologies for understanding the process of plant regeneration
and a lot of work has already been attempted on increasing the
content of the alkaloids in Datura species [3,4]. The present study
deployed the plant Datura innoxia, developing a tissue culture
technology to produce its main product scopolamine, an
extensively used pharmaceutical, in high concentration on solid
and liquid medium. It was done by monitoring the effect of
different hormonal combinations on the development of fastgrowing cells and by studying the production of the tropane
alkaloids in the cultured cells of Datura innoxia in MS basal
medium.

Fig. 1a: Datura innoxia plant

Materials And Methods
The seeds of D. innoxia (Fig. 1a and 1b) were collected from the
plants growing in the Herbal Garden of Jamia Hamdard, New
Delhi, in the months of September and October. The
identification of plant material was done by Raw Materials
Herbarium and Museum, National Institute of Science
Communication and Information Resources, New Delhi.
The previously scarified obtained from disease free plants of D.
innoxia were treated with a very dilute soap solution for 1 min
and then washed thoroughly under running tap water followed by
rinsing with double distilled water for 3-4 times. D. innoxia seeds
were surface sterilized by 1% sodium hypochlorite treatment for
10 min, followed by repeated washings with sterile double
distilled water [5,6]. All the experimental work was carried out

Fig. 1b: Seeds of Datura innoxia
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SEPARATION AND ISOLATION OF SWERTIAMARIN FROM
ENICOSTEMMA LITTORALE BLUME BY USING FLASH
CHROMATOGRAPHY
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Abstract
Swertiamarin was successfully separated and isolated from
Enicostemma littorale by using flash chromatography
technique. Swertiamarin, was obtained as colorless
crystals with a yield of 10.25% with purity (~98%) from
the mixture containing swertiamarin. Identification and
structure elucidation of isolated swertiamarin was done by
melting point, TLC fingerprinting, HPTLC and different
spectroscopic techniques (MS, FTIR, and 1H-NMR),
respectively. In this study, the fast, simple and efficient
isolation of swertiamarin was carried out by flash
chromatography which can be applied to the preparation
of reference substance of Swertiamarin. So using this
method the pace of research on swertiamarin will be
increased.
Keywords: Swertiamarin, flash chromatography,
separation, isolation, Enicostemma littorale.
1. Introduction
Separation and isolation of pure phytoconstituents
from the extracts of natural sources mostly done by
applying chromatography. However, it is very difficult
that the pure phytoconstituents is obtained in a single step
purification process and it can be easily achievable by the
combination of one or more chromatography techniques
[1]. Here, we report the efficient isolation of swertiamarin
from Mamejava (Enicostemma littorale Blume) alcoholic
extract using flash chromatography (CombiFlash Rf 200
Teledyne Isco, Nebraska, USA). Swertiamarin is the
phtyoconstituent of plants like Anthocleista procera,
Enicostemma littorale, Swertia chiraytiya, Swertia davidi,
Swertia patens, Swertia mileensis, Swertia pseudochinesis
[2,3] and represented as a biological lead compound of
Enicostemma littorale. Swertiamarin displays a variety of
pharmacological actions [3,4,13–19,5–12]. The separation,
isolation and purification of bioactive compounds with
purity, good quality as well as in quantity from a crude
extract or fractions of an extract is a long and expensive
process. Flash chromatography gives a inexpensive
solution for the separation of mixtures from natural
products which require moderate resolution [20]. It
provides good separation in a short time under a proper
chromatographic condition [21,22]. Thus, the separation of
swertiamarin from Enicostemma littorale by flash
chromatography which has not been done earlier.
Isolation of swertiamarin was done by solvent
fractionation [18], column chromatography using silica gel
(60-120 mesh) [23–25] and by centrifugal partition
chromatography [25] from different Enicostemma and
Swertia species. In our previous report, isolation of
swertiamarin by using column chromatography with
improved yield of swertiamarin was done [19]. But,
column chromatography is considerable time consuming
[26] for the separation and isolation of swertiamarin from
different plants. In search of new fast and less time
consuming process, we developed a method for the
isolation of swertiamarin by fractionation of Enicostemma
littorale alcoholic extract by column chromatography.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Equipment’s and Materials
Rotary evaporator (R-210) was used for solvent
evaporation and pre-coated TLC plates (silica gel 60 F254
(E. Merck), p- anisaldehyde reagent (Spectrochem), UVcabinet (CAMAG), silica gel (particle size 40–60 μ/230400 mesh) (Merck, Germany), melting point apparatus
(VEEGO-VMP-PM), twin trough TLC chamber (10x10),
HPTLC (CAMAG) were used during swertiamarin
isolation. The solvents used for flash chromatography
were analytical grade and were purchased from Fisher
Scientific. The separation of SWR was carried out on an
automated flash chromatography system (CombiFlash Rf
200, Teledyne Isco, Lincoln, NE, USA).
2.2 Collection and authentication of plant material
Whole plant of Enicostemma littorale Blume (ELB) was
collected from Dharampur, Valsad district in November
2012, authenticated by a taxonomist and identity
confirmed by referring to Flora of Gujarat [26]. Voucher
specimen no. NIPER-A/NP/1112/05 was preserved at
NIPER- Ahmedabad, India. Plant material was dried in a
hot air oven at 37°C, powdered and stored in an air tight
container for further use [27].
2.3 Factionation of Enicostemma littorale Blume
alcoholic extract by column chromatography
Powdered material (100 g) was extracted with absolute
alcohol (5 x 200 ml) on a shaker at 70 rpm until the
extraction no observation of swertiamarin (SWR) was
found in thin layer chromatography (TLC). The solvent
was removed under reduced pressure at 40°C in a rotary
evaporator. The alcoholic extract obtained was treated
with cold diethyl ether to obtain 29.5 g of a precipitate.
The precipitate was loaded on a chromatography column
with slurry of silica gel (60–120 mesh, E. Merck,
Germany) and elution was done with petroleum ether
followed by gradient elution containing ethyl acetate (0–
80%). Ethyl acetate/petroleum ether (81:19 v/v) fractions
were monitored by co- thin-layer chromatography (coTLC) for swertiamarin. Fractions containing SWR were
pooled and concentrated to dryness. The weight of dried
mixture of compounds was 200 mg which was further
subjected to flash chromatography separation.
2.4 Sample Preparation for Flash chromatography
Before preparation of empty solid sample cartridge it was
assured that it had a bottom frit or not. The sample mixture
(200 mg) was dissolved in binary solvent system
(chloroform and methanol) and adsorbed on silica gel (4060 µm (240-400 mesh) by using rotary evaporator under
reduced pressure. The sample was loaded into cartridge
which was tapped on bench top to settle the mixture. The
frit was placed on the top of cartridge and forced down
against the mixture using plastic plunger. The extra
residual powder inside the cartridge was wiped out and
capped. The solid sample cartridge with cap was loaded on
the sample injection port.
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Abstract
Immediate release/fast distintegrating tablet has been
recognized ever increasing in demand during last some
decade inpharmaceutical field. Amlodipine is a longacting calcium channel blocker dihydropyridine derivative
commonly used for the treatment of angina and
hypertension. Oral bioavailability is restricted due to high
first-pass metabolism.To overcome this problem in the
present investigation immediate release tablet of
amlodipine
developedby
usingsynthetic
superdisintegrant(sodium starch glycolate) SSG and
natural superdisintegrant( locust bean gum)at different
concentration and their combination and the comparative
success of natural and syntheticsuperdisintegrant in
disintegration time by direct compression. Precompression
parameter like angle of repose, moisture content, particle
size estimation, bulk density, tapped density, carr’sindex,
hausner ratio and post compression parameter like
thickness ,drug content, wetting time , uniformity of
weight , friability, dispersion time, disintegration
time(DT), in vitro dissolution study , stability study are
studied. F5 formulation showing maximum optimum
activity optimize in form of immediate release tablet of
Amlodipine.
Keywords: AmlodipineDirectcompression ,Disintegrating
time ,Locust bean gum, Sodium starch glycolate .
Introduction
Oral route is highly appropriate and most favored route of
administration due to different factors such as ease of
administration, high patient compliance, self-medication,
accuracy in dosing one major drawback of this type of
dosage is dysphagia (difficulty in swallowing) in geriatric,
and another are
patient suffering fromAlzheimer
,Parkinson diseases , sudden allergic episode, thyroid
disorder ,motion sickness also result to non -patient
compliance. To solve this problem major new approach in
different form are present one of them is novel drugdelivery system main target to enhance the patient
compliance safety and efficacy profile of the dosage form
by formulating immediate release tablet .The development
of solid dosage immediate release tablet result to enhance
the oral dissolution fast absorption which ultimately
increase thebioavailability of the drug. Immediate release
tablet are formulated by various method such as
directcompression solid dispersion method, lyophilization
sublimation method, melt extrusion method , wet
granulation method, compression molding method
theyreveal the different disintegration property . The basic
method for the developingof immediate release tablet in
this paper use of
synthetic as well as natural
superdisintegrantad comparative success in the
disintegrating rate . In the research study SSGused as
synthetic superdisintegrant and locust bean gum use as
natural superdisintegrant screened out and using direct
compression method for the preparing of immediate
release tablet of amlodipine. .Angina pectoris is chest pain
that is caused by heart muscle ischemia due to coronary
artery obstruction or spasm. Amlodipine is a long-acting
derivative of dihydropyridine commonly used for treating
chronic stable angina, vasospastic angina and
hypertension.
It
inhibitsthe
calciumion
transmembraneinfluxinto vascular smooth muscle

and
cardiac
muscle. Peak plasma
concentrationsarereached 6-12 h.
It has oral
bioavailability of 64-90% and half-life of about 30-50 h.
Amlodipine belongs to BCS class 1 (Highly solubility
Highpermeability)More ever, drug molecule that
undergoes pre-gastric absorption when formulated as
immediate may show increased oral bioavailability.It
provides
good
stability,
appropriate
dosing,
easyproducing. In the present research we have deal with
the development of safe and effective immediate release
formulation of amlodipineby direct compression method
withlow disintegrating time andadequate hardness and
excellent release profile.
Materials And Methods
Material
Amlodipine and sodium starch glycolate is obtained from
the Aurobindo pharmaceutical, Hyderabad,mannitol,
microcrystalline cellulose PH 102, flavour, Locust bean
gum, Magnesiumstearate ,Talc obtained from KIET school
of pharmacy, Ghaziabad, India. The other ingredient
wereused of standard grade of laboratory.
Methods
Immediate release tablet containing 10 mg of amlodipine
were prepared by Direct compression method.It is one of
the simplest and cheapest method widely used to
formulate variety of tablet because it require less
processing steps as compared to another techniques. All
the required quantity of ingredients sodium starch
glycolate, locust bean gum in the different ratio, MCC PH
101, lactose pass through the 60 no sieve before mixing
and add 10 mg amlodipine the mix the blend thoroughly
magnesium stearate, talc and mint flavour were added in
the last and mixed. The powder blend evaluated for the pre
compression parameter and after the evaluation powder
blend punch by single stationary punching machine with 6
mm flat punch.
Table 1: Formulation of amlodipine immediate release
tablet.
Batch No.
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
Ingredients

Formula (mg per Tablet)

Amlodipine

10

10

10

10

10

SSG

2.5

1.5

3.5

2.5

3.5

1.5

2.5

2.5

3.5

4.5

95

93

90

89

85

Mannitol

46

48

49

50

52

Magnesium
Stearate
Talc

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

Total

150

150

150

150

150

Locust
Gum
MCC

Bean

Determination of λ max of amlodipine
The UV spectrum of amlodipine was obtained by using a
UV-visible
spectrometer
(UV-2450,
Shimadzu).
Accurately weigh 10 mg of the drug added to 100 ml of
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DEVELOPMENT AND CHARACTERIZATION OF A NANOEMULGEL
FORMULATION OF CURCUMIN FOR THE TREATMENT OF SKIN
INFLAMMATION
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1
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Abstract
The main objective of this study was to formulate and characterize
nanoemulsion gel formulation for poorly water soluble drug and to
improve the permeability and solubility and to sort out the issues
related to Curcumin. The Various Nanoemulsion constituents like
oil, surfactant and co-surfactant was carefully chosen on the basis
of their solubility and ability of emulsification with each other.
Nanoemulsion was prepared using spontaneous or self
emulsificationtechniquewhich was further incorporated into HPMC
K4M to convert it into nanoemulsion gel. The nanoemulsion gel
contains 1ml olive oil, 1ml Tween20 as a surfactant, 3ml PEG400
as a co-surfactant, 1ml water, 50mg drug, 5ml of Ethanol and 2%
of HPMC K4M. Drug loaded nanoemulsion gel were characterized
for particle size by using viscosity, percentage entrapment
efficiency, in-vitro drug release and spreadability.HPMCK4M
(2%) was found to be appropriate for forming a gel of prepared
nanoemulsion according to its ease on spreadability and
consistency. The in-vitro permeation of Curcumin was enhanced in
comparison to conventional Curcumin. The limitations of poor
bioavailability and low stability of Curcumin can be overcome by
the formulation of nanoemulsion gel. The hydrophobic drug like
curcumin can be effectively used in the nanoemulsion gel
formulation. Spontaneous or self emulsification technique was
found suitable for nanoemulsion gel formulation of curcumin.
Keywords: Curcumin, nanoemulsion, gel, spontaneous technique,
skin disorders.
Introduction
Skin inflammation is one of the most common issue in
dermatology. Inflammation is a defense mechanism of the body as
it is serves as the natural way of protecting itself against the injury
and various infections. Skin inflammation is the occurrence of
rashes followed by skin itching and redness and it may can lead to
chronic conditions like dermatitis, allergy, acne, sun burn, rosacea
and psoriasis. There are basically different types of skin
inflammation that is acuteinflammation and chronic inflammation.
Acute inflammation is the body’s instant response to negative
stimuli.While chronic inflammation is due to the environmental
stresses and unhealthy lifestyle habits. Curcumin (1,7-bis(4hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl)-1,6-heptadiene-3,5-dione) is
a
constituent of Curcuma longa family belonging to Zingiberaceae,
chemically known as diferuloylmethane is one of the famous
ingredient in Indian spice and recognized for its extensive
medicinal properties due to its anti-inflammatory, antimicrobial,anti-oxidative, anti-carcinogenic and anti-mutagenic.
There are some of the novel formulations of curcumin which have
being developed are Liposomes, transdermal patch, solid lipid
nanoparticles, nanoemulsion and microspheres etc.
The Oral administration of curcumin is hindered due to the poor
bioavailability as it undergoes extensive first pass metabolism
discovery process so that suitable data as such physical and
chemical data is attained. Melting point of curcumin was
determined using Capillary tube method.
Solubility Studies
The solubility study of the curcumin was carried out by taking 2ml
of different oils in small stoppered vials and the excess amount of
curcumin was added into it. The tightly stoppered vialswas kept in
mechanical shaker for 72hrs at 37±5ºC to reach the equilibrium.
From the mechanical shaker the sample was removed and
centrifuged for 15min at 2000rpm. After centrifugation supernatant
was taken and filtered by usingthe membrane filter of size 0.44μm

mainly due to unconjugated curcumin molecule, which is
hydrophobic in nature that means it is very poorly absorbed in
gastrointestinal tract after the oral ingestion of curcumin a very
lesser traces of curcumin is found in blood and tissues. Incontrast
topical formulation of curcumin showed better absorption through
skin specially when the skin barrier becomes weak as in case of
skin injury, infection and in diseased condition.Topical
formulations of curcumin are helpful in many of the skin
conditions but particularly associated with skin injury and skin
inflammation. Most of the inflammatory diseases occurs mostly
near the surface of the body(locally), topical application of
curcumin on the site of
inflammation can leads to advantageous effects of delivering the
drug directly to the diseased site and producing its local action.
These are the factors which are responsible for potential topical
therapeutic value of curcumin more promising than oral
administration ofcurcumin.
Nanoemulsion gel is basically is the combination of the emulsion
and the gel together where the emulsion can be used in both of the
types that is O/W and W/O as a vehicle for delivering the drug into
the skin. These nanoemulsion gel has many advantages over
classic emulsion or classic gel like easy spreadability, lesser
greasiness, thixotropic, water soluble, easy removal from the skin,
bio-friendly and longer shelf life of it. The nanoemulsion gel has
being formulated to overcome the low viscosity issues related to
nanoemulsion which restricts the topical application of it and the
another factor is the presence of ingredients of nanoemulsion gel
namely oil, surfactant and co-surfactant escalate the permeation of
the drug by enhancing the partition coefficient of the drug towards
the skin. The topical nanoemulsion gel is superior over the
conventional formulations of the hydrophobic drugs because of its
better permeation and enhanced therapeutic efficacy. Thus the
nanoemulsion gel has all the positive aspects to become safe,
effective and well accepted drug delivery system for topical
delivery of hydrophobic drugs.
Materials and methods
Materials
Curcumin was obtained from Central Drug House(New Delhi),
HPMC K4M was obtained from Sigma Aldrich (Delhi), PEG 400,
Tween 20 and Olive Oil was purchased from Central Drug House
(New Delhi). All other chemicals were of analytical grade.
Preformulation studies
Preformulation studies is the process of optimizing the drug
delivery through the determination of the physical and chemical
properties of the drug molecule that will affects the drug
performance and development of the safe and effective dosage
form. These preformulation studies confirms that there is no barrier
towards the product development. It is a initial step in the drug
and appropriately diluted with ethanoland amount of drug content
was measured using UV-visible spectroscopy at 424nm. The same
method was followed for determining the solubility in surfactant
and co-surfactant of curcumin.
Determination of melting point
For the determination of the melting point of the curcumin
capillary tube was being used. In a capillary tube a specific amount
of the curcumin was taken and was closed at one end of it and kept
in the apparatus used for melting point determination ,further the
temperature was recorded.
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ROLE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN HEALTH CARE
Sommay Bishnoi*, Urvashi Bhardwaj, Surya Prakash, Vaishali M. Patil
KIET School of Pharmacy, KIET Group of Institutions, Delhi-NCR, Ghaziabad, India
support purposes for about couple of decades and
still being widely use today [10].
d) Physical Robots:
About 200,000 of physical robots every year are
installed in industries across the world. USA became
the first country in 2000 to approve surgical robots
for their surgeons to enhancing their abilities to
create veracious and slightest incisions, wound
stitching etc. Gynaecologic surgery, prostrate
surgery, and neck and head surgery are the various
surgeries in which physical robots are involved [11].
Application of AI in Healthcare
AI is implemented in healthcare with the primary aim to
analyze relationship between disease prevention and
patient outcomes. Some of the major areas with effective
AI implementation are narrated below [12-14].
1. Management of medical record and other data.
2. Designing of treatment.
3. Digital consultancy.
4. Management of medications.
5. Creation and designing of drugs.
6. Monitoring of health.
7. Reduction in error of dose.
8. Participation in clinical trials.
Diagnosis
Artificial Intelligence can also be used for the detection of
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) as the doctors came to know
that by using artificial intelligence they have detected that
the patients suffering with this disease most often use
proper nouns instead of using pronouns in their early stage
of disease. Google is also helping artificial intelligence in
detecting the various deficiencies in human body just by
recognising their facial expressions. AI is focusing on
reducing the cost and improving quality of medicines for
patients [15-20].
Treatment
BENEVOLENT AI has identified the drug which can
prevent the death of neurons and prevents humans from
diseases of motor neuron. Scientists were not much
familiar with Artificial Intelligence at the early stage in the
terms of clinical trials for their identifications [21-26].
Patient Engagement and Adherence
Patient engagement and adherence has been the greatest
problem of health care and the ultimate barrier between
ineffectual and satisfying health outcome. Increment in the
active participation in their self well-being and care, the
better will be the results. Failing to make essential
behavioural acclimation and not following the treatment
course or not taking the prescribed drugs on time is the
biggest problem [28, 29].
AI Ethics in Health Care
In the last few years, AI has impacted the healthcare
sector. The requirements for ethical implications are
increasing as there is a need to minimize ethical risks
associated with AI implementation. Some of the risks are
threats to privacy and confidentiality, informed consent,
and patient autonomy. The ethical policies are needed to
be framed and implemented to consider integrate AI in
clinical practice. Some of the important points to be
considered for the need of AI ethics are as follows [30].

Privacy and data security of the patient.

Transparency towards patient.

Patient should not be discriminated.

Safety assurance of the patient.

The use of artificial intelligence must be
in the favour of the patient.

Abstract
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has wide-reaching potential and
deals with various technical tasks, which would otherwise
only be expressed in human brain. AI helps in
investigation of new drugs as well as target based drug
development, which reduces the cost and time consumed
for of research and development. There are several
pharmaceutical branches, where AI approaches
(algorithms, machine learning, natural language
processing, etc.) are used for the diagnosis and treatment
of diseases ultimately leading to benefits of human being.
AI based methods have been applied reasonably in various
pharmaceutical areas for development of biogenic eyes,
artificial taste buds and drug development and drug
discovery software. This paper gives a summarised
overview of role of AI in various sectors of health care
with its pros and cons.
Keywords
Artificial Intelligence, Healthcare, Drug Discovery,
Machine learning
Introduction
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is now becoming an important
part of drug development. As we have massive amount of
data which now looking for human genetic medicines
specifically for their treatment. Human Genome Project
(HGP) is one of the common example and most important
part of AI. As AI is considered be coming true of a fantasy
in pharmacy field with respect to designing of more
efficient drug by using human genetic code with the help
of different software. These kinds of evolutionary
practices in the field of health care, day by day leads to the
acceptance of AI in health system. Today AI is to be
considered more efficient and effective over human
beings. The ability of AI of recognizing patterns and
recalling from its previous data base for diagnosing
conditions is considered to be its greatest strength. AI can
also detect the right people for clinical trials. So if we look
at the stages of the drug development process for which AI
is being adopted [1-5].
Early stage includes the identification process of the drug
which you might have studied in HGP and also looking for
ways to improve different molecular reactions. AI can also
work’s biased in research by analysing the chemical,
molecular and medical data for identifying new targets.
Types of AI in Health Care
a) Machine Learning:
It is a method by which scientist learns the human
data in statistical form for predicting the patient’s
disease and its treatment. Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) is the advanced form of machine
learning which was inspired by the connectivity
pattern in between the neurons which represents the
formation of the animal visual cortex [6-10].
b) Natural Language Processing:
Understanding the human language and making its
sense has been the motive of AI researcher’s from
1950’s. Natural Learning Processing (NLP) basically
includes various applications such as recognition of
speech, text analysis, and translation and may more.
c) Rule-Based Expert System:
In the field of heath care rule based expert system is
being pre-dominantly used commercially since
1980’s. These rule based expert system were broadly
employed in health care field for clinical decision
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FORMULATION AND EVALUATION OF INTRAGASTRIC SUSTAINED
RELEASE MUCOADHESIVE ORAL TABLET OF BACLOFEN
Somya Sharma*1, Amrita Mathur1, Shubham Sharma1, Kartik Sharma1, Mr. Anuj Pathak1,
AbhayBhardwaj1, Daksh Bhatia1
KIET School of Pharmacy, KIET Group of Institutions, ABJ Abdul Kalam Technical University,
Ghaziabad, India
Abstract
Mucoadhesion occurs between two surfaces, one of which is
a mucous membrane and another is drug delivery system.
The bioavailability of baclofen by increasing the residence
time of the drug by preparing gastroretentive mucoadhesive
sustained release matrix tablet. Baclofen comes in the
category of skeletal muscle relaxant. It is slightly
Mucoadhesion had been a topic of interest in the design of
drug delivery system to prolong the residence time of the
dosage form with the under lying absorption surface to
improve and enhance the bioavailability of the drugs. soluble
in water, very slightly soluble in methanol, and insoluble in
chloroform.It inhibits monosynaptic and polysynaptic reflex
transmission at spinal level, probably by stimulating the
GABAB receptors which in turn inhibit the release of
found to be dependent on the composition of the polymer in
the tablet.
Keywords: Mucoadhesion, Bioavailability, Mucoadhesive
retention time, Mechanism of mucoadhesion
Introduction
Baclofen, a centrally acting skeletal muscle relaxant, it is
found to be fast absorption and elimination pattern and
having absorption window in the upper gastrointestinal tract
which may lead to low bioavailability[1].Gastro retentive
dosage forms are designed or formulated to sustained and
prolong the release of drug to the stomach[2].An ideal
dosage form is one, which attains the desired therapeutic
concentration of drug in plasma and maintains constant for
entire duration of treatment. This is possible through
administration of a conventional dosage form in a particular
dose and at particular frequency[3].Reduction in fluctuation
in steady state levels and therefore better control of disease
condition and reduced intensity of local or systemic side
effects [4].Fast GI transit results in an incomplete release of
drug in the absorption zone and diminishes the efficacy of
the dose[5]. Theadvantages of controlled drug delivery
system over the conventional dosage form are as follows

Improved patient convenience and compliance due to
less frequent drug administration.

Increased safety margin of high potency drugs due to
better control of plasma levels.

Maximum utilization of drug enabling reduction in total
amount of dose administered[6]
The present investigation aimed to improve the
bioavailability of baclofen by increasing the residence time
of the drug by formulating gastro-retentive mucoadhesive
sustained release matrix tablet [7]. Different formulations of
mucoadhesive Baclofen tablets were prepared using a
different concentration of guar-gum, carbopol 974P, and
combination of both.[8]
Materials and Methods
Materials
Baclofen was procured from KIET School of Pharmacy.
Carbopol, Guar gum, Lactose (Anhydrous), Magnesium
Stearate, Talc was obtained from KIET School of Pharmacy.

glutamate and aspartate. Tablets were prepared by direct
compression technique and evaluated for hardness, weight
variation, thickness, content uniformity, swelling index,
mucoadhesive force, mucoadhesive strength and in vitro drug
release. Formulation B3, containing carbopol and guar gum
was found to control the release of Baclofen for more than 12
hrs with cumulative percentage of drug release 70.67%. The
mucoadhesive studies revealed that batch B3 found to be
good mucoadhesive strength and mucoadhesive retention
period. For all formulation’s kinetics of drug release from
tablet followed by Matrix and Korsemever Peppas Model,
which states that the release of might follow Non-Fickian
diffusion as predominant mechanism of drug release. The
swelling
and
bioadhesion
ability
were
All other reagents and chemicals used were of analytical
reagent grade.
Methods
Preparation of Mucoadhesive Tablet using Direct
Compression Method
Sustained release mucoadhesive oral tablet of Baclofen was
prepared by Direct Compression Method.

All the ingredients of tablet are blended in mortar with
pestle to obtain uniform mixing.

The powder of the tablet was then compressed on 08
mm flat surface punch by tablet machine.

Tablets of Batch B1and B2 contain only single
mucoadhesive polymer.

While Batch B3 contain combination of mucoadhesive
polymer.
Table 2. Composition of Baclofen Mucoadhesive Tablet
Code
B1
B2
B3
Ingredients
Unit Formula (mg per tablet)
Baclofen
30
30
30
Carbopol
43
45
Guar-gum
30
15
Magnessium
1.5
1.5
1.5
Stearate
Talc
1.5
1.5
1.5
Lactose
72
87
57
Total
150
150
150
Evaluation Of Powder Blend
Bulk Density (Db)
It is the ratio between total powder mass and bulk powder
volume. It was measured by pouring the weighed powder
into a measuring cylinder (passed through standard sieve #
20), and the initial weight was noted. This initial volume was
referred to as bulk volume. According to the formula
mentioned below, the bulk density was calculated. It is in gm
/ ml, and is given by
Db = M/ Vb
Where, M and Vb are powder mass and bulk powder volume,
respectively.
Tapped Density (Dt)
It is the ratio of total powder mass to the powder volume that
is tapped. Volume has been measured 750 times by tapping
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DIFFERENT STRATEGIES IN DRUG DESIGNING INCLUDING
CHEMOGENOMICS
Sonia Goswami1, K. Nagarajan2, Ramesh B. Bodla3
1

KIET School of Pharmacy, KIET Group of Institutions, Delhi-NCR, Ghaziabad
2
Department of Medicinal Chemistry, College of Pharmacy, DIPSAR, New Delhi
Abstract
Chemogenomics unites the most influential ideas in
current science and Biology, connecting combinatorial
Chemistry with genomics and proteomics.chemogenomics
, or concoction genomics, is the foundational screening of
focused synthetic libraries of little particles against
singular medication target families (model : GPCRs,
atomic receptor, kinases and proteases and so forth.) With
a definitive objective of distinguishing proof of novel
medications and medications targets. Present day
chemogenomics is an extraordinary order concentrating
the organic impacts of substance mixes on a wide range of
natural targets. In the present science, finding of
medication structure any sort of malady put a significant
job. Medication Institute and Pharma Companies
continually doing research with new item under
bioinformatic ways. These looks into completed distinctly
for their business reason and beat the challenge.
Medication configuration, frequently alluded to as
reasonable medication configuration, is the creative
procedure of finding new medicine dependent on the
information on a natural objective. Furthermore, there are
various procedures are likewise used to structure a
medication.
Keywords: Chemogenomics , Drug design , Drug
targets , Strategies.
Introduction
Modern chemogenomics is a unique control concentrating
the organic impact of concoction mixes on a wide range of
natural targets. By and by, bits of knowledge from
chemogenomics are progressively utilized for the
reasonable aggregation of screening sets and for the sound
plan and combination of guided concoction libraries to
quickened tranquilize Discovery. Be that as it may,
thinking about enormous measures of existing synthetic
and organic information (mixes targets and examines),
investigation and compelling investigation of the
information speak to an intricate issue. Right now explicit
issues related with the chemogenomics based information
mining
methodologies
including
chemogenomics
databases. And furthermore examines about the systems of
medication configuration steps engaged with tranquilize
planning strategies of medication structuring and
procedure of medication planning.
Information mining procedures in the structure of
GPCR focused on compound libraries
There are a few strategies for projection calculation
dependent on neural and measurable methodologies .
uncommonly, topology and separation safeguarding
mappings model self arranging highlight guide of
Kohonen or separation saving non direct mapping of
Sammon. Utilized self sorting out maps (SOM) for
examination and of representation of various gatherings of
GPCR ligand based on7 determined atomic descriptors.
Right now, (1400 mixes). Adreno receptor agonists (433
mixes) had all the earmarks of being grouped at
unmistakably various zones of the guide. Such maps for
specific gatherings of ligands can be utilized for
anticipating potential subtype explicit movement. A virtual
screening technique dependent on a topological
pharmacophore comparability and SOM was applied to
streamlining a library of P1 purinergic human A2A
receptor enemies. At first, a SOM was created utilizing a

lot of organically tried atoms to built up a primer structure
movement relationship (SAR). A combinatorial library
configuration was performed by anticipating practically
collected new particles onto the SOM. A Small center
library of 17 chose combinatorial items was integrated and
tried. By and large satire planned structures yielded are
triple littler restricting consistent (33 versus-100 nm) and
3.5 - overlap higher specifically (50 versus 14) than the
underlying library.A most particular compound uncovered
a 121 crease relative selectivity for A2A versus A1. This
outcome exhibited that it was conceivable to plan a little,
action advanced centered library with an improved
property profile utilizing the SOM virtual screening
approach. The methodology may be especially helpful in
ventures where structure best plan can't be applied on
account of an absence of receptor structure data, for
instance in the numerous tasks targeting discovering
vagrant G protein coupled receptor (oGPCR) modulators.
By difference to SOM, non - straight maps (NLM) speak
to every single relative separation between all sets of
mixes in the 2D form of descriptors space. The separation
between two focuses on the guide straightforwardly reflect
likeness of the mixes.
Strategies in drug design

Structure based drug design
There must be integral restricting district present in
restricting site of receptor or catalyst.
The medication would then be able to be combined and
tried for movement. On the off chance that it demonstrates
dynamic, the objective protein can be solidified with the
new medication authoritative to restricting site and
afterward X-beam crystallography and sub-atomic
displaying can be utilized again to distinguish the structure
of complex and to check whether restricting occurred true
to form. This is called structure-based medication plan.
Denovo drug design
•
Involves the design of Novel drug structure
based on the knowledge of binding site alone.
•
This can lead to a novel lead compound
successfully, which can then be a start point of
structure based drug.
•
Position of atoms in crystal structure is
accurate to 0.2–0.4Å.
•
Flexible molecules are better than rigid as they
find alternative binding conformation
•
Hit and trial.
•
Chances of hitting ideal structure are poor.
•
Denovo does not identify whether the
structures identified will have favourable
pharmacokinetics/safety.
Analogue based drug design
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FORMULATION, EVALUATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF
ATORVASTATIN CALCIUM DISPERSIBLE TABLET
Varsha kumari Shrivastava1*, Jagannath Sahoo2, Anuj Pathak3
1

KIET school of pharmacy,KIET Group of Institutions, APJ Abdul Kalam Technical University, Ghaziabad,
India
Abstract
The main objective of the present study reported here was
to produce a formulation of dispersible tablet of
Atorvastatin calcium which provides rapid dissolution and
rapid disintegration as compared to the conventional oral
volume type. In order to identify the best formulation
different trials has been study for different batches of
different formulation methods. Here three methods with
different excipients combination has been studied i.e.
First method with direct compression, Second method
with Dry granulation method and the third method were
for wet granulation method was studied. In the first
method all the batches of direct compression the
disintegration time was found to be more than 1 min. In
second method the same problem was found for
dissolution and disintegration time was not suitable as the
tablet take more time to disperse. Lastly In wet granulation
method in which total four batches has been performed
with change in excipients amount. In all four batches 1st
and 4th trial was compared on dissolution basis study. In
both the trials the difference is only with one excipients
with MCC 101 in trial F-1 and MCC 102 in F4. On
comparison it was found that the F4 trial with excipients
MCC 102 showed good dissolution and disintegration
behaviour in respect to F1 trial of wet granulation method.
The stability performance has been done simultaneously
on initial condition and accelerated condition at 40 ℃ and
75% RH and it was found that the Short-term stability
studies on the promising formulation having no significant
changes in drug content. Final tablet was optimized on the
basis of drug content analysis, disintegration and by
dissolution study. The formulation of F4 with the
excipients MCC 102 by wet granulation was found to be
best in comparison to other batches of different methods
formulation.
Key Words:Dispersible tablets, Atorvastatin, Wet
granulation.
Introduction
The basic aim of every formulation is to provide a safe
and effective dosage form. Instead of having so many
benefits of conventional dosages form sometimes do not
prove useful in certain situation like in case of swallowing,
elder patient because of tremors and dysphasia, in
condition like nausea the patients who are disabled and
mentally ill. The objective behind the present study
formulation, development and characterization of
Atorvastatin calcium tablet is to provide a fast dissolution
and disintegration of drug in short time in order to provide
rapid action.
Introduction to Dispersible tablet
Definition is according to European pharmacopeia: They are the uncoated and film-coated tablets intended to
be dispersed in water before administration giving a
homogeneous dispersion. Oral dispersible tablets (ODTs)
are uncoated tablets intended to be placed in the mouth
where they disperse rapidly before being swallowed .
The ideal properties of a drug for oral dispersible
tablet having:
Having the ability to permeate the oral mucosa.

Ability to diffuse and partition into the
epithelium of the upper GIT.

Due to small size there will be no any moderate
in molecular weight.

Having low dose drug most preferable less than
50 mg.

Having good stability of drug in water and
saliva.

Introduction to drug (Atorvastatin calcium)
These drugs having the structural analogues of HMG –
coenzymes A reductase. They work on the principle of
inhibiting the rate limiting enzyme (HMG –coenzyme A
reductase) in the biosynthesis of cholesterol in the liver.
By inhibiting this enzyme, it significantly reduces plasma
levels of total cholesterol, Low density lipid and Apo B. It
also decreased the plasma triglycerides and a small
increase in plasma level of HDL [1].
Another HMG –CoA reductase inhibitors include the
diallyl disulphide (DADS) and diallylthiosulfinate. DADS
are an organosulphur compound derived from garlic. It
reduces the cholesterol synthesis by 10-25% at low
concentration.
Bis-(3-(4-nitrophenyl)
prop-2-ene)
disulfide, a new derivative of diallyldisulfide, is effective
in reducing plasma total cholesterol [2].
Introduction to Disease Hyperlipidemia is a disease
condition in which one or more of the plasma lipids
including triglycerides, cholesterol, cholesterol esters and
phospholipids and or plasma lipoprotein including very
low density lipoprotein and reduced high density
lipoprotein levels increase [3,4].
Experimental Method
Preparation Of Tablet By Wet Granulation Method
Weight intragranular part as per the formula. Pass through
the sieve number # 40.With the help of Rapid mixer
granulator, granulate with polysorbate 80 (1gm) and water
(50 gm).After that keep the blend in hot dry oven at 60℃
for drying purpose. Check the LOD until it comes to 1
%.Now weight the extra granular part as per the formula.
Pass the MCC 102, Acdisol and aerosil through the sieve
number # 40 and magnesium stearate through #60.Mix the
intragranular part with extra granular part by using the
double cone blender. The resulting powder mixture was
then compressed into tablets using rotary tablet machine
equipped with 6.40 mm round concave punch. Sufficient
pressure is applied to keep the hardness 4kg/cm2.
Invitro Drug Release Behaviour Of The Dispersible
Tablet By Wet Granulation Method
Buffer
0.05M phosphate buffer prepared as follows. Dissolve
6.8g of monobasic potassium phosphate in 900 mL of
water. Adjust with 6 N sodium hydroxide to get a pH of
6.8 and dilute with water to 1L. Medium: Buffer; 900mL
Apparatus 2: 75ppm Time: 5, 10, 15, 30 min. Diluent:
Acetonitrile and water (50:50).
Standard stock solution
Weigh and transfer about Atorvastatin calcium working
standard equivalent to 25 mg Atorvastatin into 25 ml
volumetric flask. Add 15 ml diluent and sonicate for
10min or until dissolve. Dilute with diluent to the volume.
Standard solution
For 10 mg: Pipette2 ml of above standard stock solution
to 200 ml volumetric flask. Dilute with dissolution media
to the volume.
Test Preparation
Drop one tablet in each dissolution vessel and run the
dissolution apparatus at specified time at specified rpm.
After specified time interval withdraw specified volume
and replace it with replenish dissolution medium. Filter
through 0.45µm nylon filter.
Calculation Formula
% Atorvastatin dissolved (C 33 H 35 FN 2 O 5
“Equation (1)”
AT/AS×WS/DS×900/
1×P/100×1/C × F×100
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COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN NATURAL SUPER DISINTEGRANT
AND SYNTHETIC SUPER DISINTEGRANT IN THE FORMULATION OF
IMMEDIATE RELEASE TABLET OF FENOFIBRATE
Amrita Mathur*, Somya Sharma, Shubham Sharma*, Kartik Sharma, Gaurav Bhardwaj, Anuj
Pathak*, Abhay Bhardwaj, Daksh Bhatia.
Department of Pharmaceutics, KIET School of Pharmacy, KIET Group of Institutions, Ghaziabad, UP201206 (India).
Abstract
Several dosage forms had been developed so as to release
the drug immediately after administration and drug will
slowly or incompletely dissolve in gastrointestinal tract.
BCS classify, Fenofibrate under Class II (Solubility low
and Permeability high). Fenofibrate is a drug used to lower
the lipids which is difficult to solubilize in water. It is
found that the rate of dissolution and bioavailability is
less. Hence, the drug is formulated using different Super
disintegrant such as Locust Bean Gum (Natural),
Croscarmellose Sodium and Sodium Starch Glycolate
(Synthetic) in addition to increase the release rate of drug
from dosage so as to raise thesolubility, oral usage rate and
dissolution. The evaluation based on physiochemical
substances and invitro dissolution examination was
operated for the planned granules and tablets. It was
observed that using the Locust Bean Gum, immediate
release tablets with proper hardness, disintegration time
and increased dissolution percentage can be formulated.
Keywords: Anti- hyperlipidaemic, Croscarmellose
Sodium, Locust bean gum, Fenofibrate
Introduction
The oral way is most prominent and exists as perfect way
for curative agent distribution due to small price therapy,
construction and calmness of direction leading to upraised
patient consent levels. Now appropriate therapeutic
situation, many patients desire rapid commencement of
action and wherefore immediate release of medication
desired. To overpower these advantages, the pharmaceutic
dosage form of immediate release has originated as
substituted oral dosage forms that immediately
disintegrate and dissolve to relief the medicines [1,2].
Immediate relief drug delivery system is based on a single
or multiple- unit reservoir or matrix arrangement, describe
to deliver immediate levels of drugs in a short time.Dose
delivery with immediate release is desirable for drugs with
long organic half-life, immense bioavailability, lower
approval and lower half-life elimination [3].
Disintegrants are the factorscombined to the tablet and in
certain enclosed formulations to stimulate the splitting of
tablet and capsule “slugs” into smallerpiece in an aqueous
conditionto rise of release of drug material. For
disintegrating function,ability to interact strongly with
water is crucial. The working of disintegrating
activityisfusion of swelling and/or wicking and/or damage
[3,4]. Disintegrating agent are required if a rapid event is
desired, as in the case of pain recovery or pain relievers.
Where the disintegrant starts to lose (part of) its
performance during storage, the desired effect can be
delayed or not occur at all [5]. Super disintegrant are
classified in naturaland synthetic super disintegrant.
Natural superdisintegrants include ispaghula husk
mucilage, locust bean gum, agar, alginates and so
on.Synthetic superdisintegrants comprised of cross-linked
polyvinyl pyrrolidone (Crospovidone, Polyplasdone xl,
xl10), microcrystalline cellulose (Avicel), modified
cellulose (Croscarmellose Sodium, ac-di-sol), sodium
starch glycolate (Explotab, Primogel) [6].There are three
approaches of disintegrating into the formulation:
intragranular (Inside Addition), extragranular (Extraneous

Addition), partly intragranular and extragranular [79].Fenofibrate can be classified as a BCS class II drug
which haspronounced bioavailability effect on food [10].
Fenofibrate is used primarily to treat primary
hypercholesterolemia or mixed dyslipidemia. It works by
lowering the levels of low-density lipoprotein (LDL), very
low-density lipoprotein (VLDL), and triglycerides and by
increasing levels of high-density lipoprotein (HDL) [1113].Moulding, lyophilisation, or freeze drying, direct
compression, spray drying, and sublimation are the highest
popular preparation methods.One of the approaches
allowing the fusion of a superdisintegrant into the
formulation is direct compression [14]. The aim of this
paper to examine the comparison of variance super
disintegrant and their efficacy in stimulating disintegration
and dissolution of active ingredients from Fenofibrate’s
directly compressed tablets.
Materials and Methods
Materials
Fenofibrate was procured fromKIET School of Pharmacy.
Microcrystalline Cellulose (MCC), Corn Starch,
Croscarmellose Sodium, Sodium Starch Glycolate, Locust
Bean Gum, Magnesium Stearate, Talc was obtained from
KIET School of Pharmacy.
Preparation of Fenofibrate Immediate Release Tablet
Using Direct Compression Method
Fenofibrate, Microcrystalline cellulose (MCC), Corn
Starch were mixed in a polybag for 15 min withSuper
disintegrant, passed through the 60# sieve. This
combination was 5 minutes long kneaded with magnesium
stearate and talc and processed as direct compression
using 6 mm flat-faced rotary tablet machine punch. For all
formulations, compression force was maintained constant.
The magnesium stearate level for all formulations was set
at 3per cent.
Different Synthetic (Croscarmellose Sodium, Sodium
Starch Glycolate) and Natural Super disintegrants (Locust
Bean Gum) were used at 5% & 7.5% in tablets.
Table 1: Different Composition of Fenofibrate Immediate
Release Tablets
Lot No.
Ingredients

Unit Formula (mg per tablet)

Fenofibrate

40

40

40

40

40

40

Microcrystallin
e Cellulose
(MCC)

13
0

12
5

13
0

12
5

13
0

12
5

Corn Starch

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

15

-

-

-

-

-

-

10

15

-

-

-

-

-

-

10

15

6

6

6

6

6

6

Croscarmellose
Sodium (Ac-disol)
Sodium Starch
Glycolate
Locust Bean
Gum
Magnesium
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F1
F2
F3
F4
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(5%) (7.5%) (5%) (7.5%) (5%) (7.5%)
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CURRENT UPDATES ON NANOTECHNOLOGY IN DRUG DELIVERY:
A REVIEW
Tanu Ruhela1*, Ashu Mittal1, Mahesh Bharati2, Jagannath Sahoo1
1KIET School of Pharmacy, 13 Km Stone, Delhi-Meerut Road, Ghaziabad-201206 (U.P.), India
2Department of Formulation and Development, IPCA Laboratory, Mumbai-400067, India
Abstract
The utmost developing wing in pharmaceutical science is known
as ‘Pharmaceutical nanotechnology’ which presents various new
devices, opportunity, extension in the application of disease
diagnosis and therapeutics. The potential of nanotherapeutics to
provide targeted drug delivery, enhance drug solubility, expand
drug half-life, improve a drug’s therapeutic index, and reduce a
drug’s immunogenicity has resulted to revolutionize the
treatment of many diseases. One of the most potent nanosystems
is nanoemulsion having the droplet size ranging to submicron
size. Nanoemulsion (also known as mini emulsion) are clear oilin-water (O/W) or water-in-oil (W/O) droplets with a mean
particle size between 100 and 500nm. The major components of
nanoemulsion are oil, water, surfactant and co-surfactant
(additionally). The stableness of nanoemulsion formulation can
be constant/continuous by a surfactant and co-surfactant.
Nanoemulsion has been considered as a promising method due
to its advantage such as easy preparation, optical clarity,
solubilizing for both hydrophilic and hydrophobic drug, less
energy required and an additional advantage of greatly bypass
the barrier and improve the drug targeting.

Recognized as Safe” (GRAS) by the FDA and additionally a cosolvent. These emulsions are easily composed in giant batches
by mixing a water-immiscible oil phase with an aqueous phase
under high shear stress, or mechanical extrusion process.2
The major advantages of nanoemulsion include targeted delivery
of drugs,solubilising for both hydrophilic and hydrophobic
drugs, competence to protect drugs from degradation with long
period stability thus making an ideal drug delivery system. The
repetition and dose of injections can be diminished throughout
the therapy as the release pattern of drugs takes place in a
sustained and controlled mode over long duration.3
Nanoemulsion show extreme potential for the future of
cosmetics, diagnostics, drug therapies and biotechnologies.
Nanoemulsion have applications in distinct fields such as in
cancer treatment, in drug targeting, as a mucosal vaccine, as a
vehicle for transdermal drug delivery and lipophilic drug as a
self-nanoemulsifying and solid self-nanoemulsifying drug
delivery system, etc.4
Diminishing droplet sizes to the nanoscale induce some
interesting physical properties, such as optical transparency and
unusual elastic behaviour. Nanoemulsions are part of a vast class
of multiphase colloidal dispersions. Despite some lyotropic
liquid crystalline phases, also known as “mesophases”, and
“micro-emulsions”, may occur to be related to nanoemulsion in
composition and nanoscale structure, such phases are actually
quite different.2
Nanoemulsion can be accomplished into several dosage forms,
like liquid, cream, spray, gel, aerosol, foam and can be
administered by variable routes like topical, oral,
intravenous(i.v.), nasal, pulmonary, and ocular.5

KEYWORDS: ANN, Characterization, Nanotechnology,
Nanoemulsion, Patent, Regulatory aspects, Techniques
Introduction
Nanomedicine is the practice of nanotechnology to medicine and
is vision to have animmense part on public health. It uses
nanosized tools for the diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of
diseases and enclosevarious definite application areas: drug
delivery, drugs and therapies, in vivo imaging, in vitro
diagnostics, biomaterials, and active implants. Over the decades,
momentous development has been made in the field of
nanomedicine, arise in a number of products, including
therapeutics and imaging agents, enabling more potent and less
toxic therapeutic and diagnostic interventions.1
Nanoemulsions are o/w emulsions with a nano-size from 50 to
1000 nm. Generally, the moderate droplet size is between 100
and 500 nm. The particles can prevailO/W or W/O, where the
core of the particle is either oil or water, respectively.
Nanoemulsion also include the surfactants approved for human
consumption and common food substances that are “Generally

Types of Nanoparticles6, 7
There are many types of nanoparticles (NP) with different size,
shape, composition and functionalities. The major characteristics
and functionalities of each NP are relevant for biomedical
research. Some of them are;
Nanoemulsion (NE) has been considered as a promising method
due to its advantage such as easy preparation, optical clarity,
solubilizing for both hydrophilic and hydrophobic drug, less
energy required and an additional advantage of greatly bypass
the barrier and improve the drug targeting.

Fig. 1 nanoparticles types
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3.2

Pre-clinical models of Depression:
Nehavioral and Molecular
Perspective
Ashok Jangra & Ashok Kumar Datusalia

Abstract
Depression is a common, recurring, heterogeneous and potentially
lethal psychiatric disorder that affects 350 million people across
the globe. Core symptoms of depression include depressed mood,
loss of interest, anhedonia, loss of energy, distorted thoughts,
self-guilt, irregular patterns of sleep and appetite, and suicidal
ideation. Animal models of depression play a crucial role in the
screening and development of new antidepressant drugs during
preclinical studies. Despite the high prevalence, substantial social
and economic burden of depression on human population, its
underlying etiology and pathological mechanisms are still not
completely explored. Because some unique and multifaceted
characteristics of depressive illness such as depressed mood,
suicidal tendency are the major obstacles to be modeled in
animals. An ideal animal model of depression offers opportunities
to understand underlying molecular and genetic pathological
mechanisms involved in the depression. Limited efficacy, delayed
action and more side effects of the current antidepressant
medications warrant a need to develop a novel antidepressant,
which will be more efficacious and show a promising approach
for the treatment of depression. In the past years, different animal
models of depression have been proposed to screen the new
pharmacological agents. Out of these, some animal models of
depression are pharmacologically sensitive, and can thus utilize
in the screening of new antidepressant drugs in rodents. These
models are mainly based on actions of known antidepressants
or responses to stress or both. The present chapter focuses on
1
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8.1 Introduction
Capacity building is required within government and the creation of general awareness
about e-governance among citizens. The consequent benefits can be a reduction in corruption, enhanced transparency, better convenience, growth in revenue, and/or cost reduction. Hence, e-governance has gained more popularity in the complex business world.
e-Governance allows citizens to communicate with the government, participate in the
government’s policy making, and to communicate with each other. e-Governance creates
opportunities for the government to revolutionize the procedure of the creation and execution of a sustainable approach from a system-focused to an actor-driven one.
Identifying the increasing use of electronics, the Government of India established the
Department of Electronics in 1970. By the 1980s, a large number of government officers had
computers but they were typically used for “word processing.” The escalation of e-governance first stared with the National Informatics Centre (NIC) being established in 1977, and
it was a first important footstep on the road to e-governance in India. The establishment
of NICNET in 1987 was the major pushing force for e-governance. The National e-Governance Plan (NeGP) commenced in 2006, which showed a striking agenda for embryonic
e-government services. “eKranti” or NeGP 2.0 was also gestated with a spotlight on electronically driven services. Later, Digital India, which commenced on July 1, 2015, became
69
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Abstract— In Non-Destructive Testing, when dye
penetration inspections are done, to rectify the flaws. The dye is
applied to the whole part or body so that it can fill up the cracks,
defect, etc. In this way, the process becomes
uneconomical,complex and tedious. So, idea is to incorporate,
the ultrasonic sensor with rotational motion on the borescope
tube, so that it can identify the defects in the bulk of the body.
As it increases the capability of a borescope to do both surface
and subsurface inspectionsimultaneously. This gives the
opportunity to identify the definite surface beneath the surface
the flaws or defects is encountered. Thus, a dye can be applied
to the particularly found surface beneath which flaws
arecountered.

B. ApplicationsNDT has a wide range of applications, in industries where
a defect in a component would cause significant hazard or
economic loss, such as in transportation, pressure vessels,
building structures, piping, and hoisting equipment.[10]
Relation to medical proceduresSeveral NDT methods are related to clinical procedures,
such as radiography, ultrasonic testing, and visual testing.
Technological improvements or upgrades in these NDT
methods have advanced over the years.[10]

I. INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1)

Non-destructive
testing
(NDT)[10] is
a
testingtechnique used by industry to inspect the
properties of a material, component, structure or system
fordefects and discontinuities without causing damage
to the object. NDT is also known as non-destructive
examination (NDE), Non-destructive inspection (NDI)
and non-destructive evaluation (NDE).
A. Non-Destructive Testing Methods [10]• Surface Inspection Methods
•

Subsurface(bulk) Inspection Methods

•

Visual-Optical Inspection

•

Liquid-Penetration Inspection (LPI)

•

Magnetic Particle Inspection (MPI)

•

Ultrasonic Testing (UT)

•

Radiographic Testing (RT)

•

Eddy Current Testing (ET)

•

Acoustic Emission Testing

Fig. 1. Chest radiography.[1]

C. BorescopeA borescope is an optical tool used to view areas that
would otherwise not be visible. A borescope is inserted into
the item being evaluated without destroying the item of
interest[11].
D. Why BorescopeThe borescope is used when flaws, defects cannot be
visualized by naked eye i.e. Visual optical Method which also
includes visual aides(magnifying glass, light microscope)
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HIJIKLÿNOPQKJIRÿSKÿTIJUQKSJQVÿWKXSKIIYSKXÿZZÿ[\]^[_`ÿaÿbSLIÿQR
TQKSRUÿcQKOIdefgÿ
NZYQhSLQÿcQLIVefgÿ
iRUSLSjÿkQSRlQVefgÿ
mQVSLÿiSYnVQefgÿ
opqnOUÿiprQYÿoUQYrQefgÿWrQSVÿQpLUnYÿeRpqnOUrIIYpLsXrQSVtJnrg
ftÿuIZQYLrIKLÿnvÿTIJUQKSJQVÿWKXSKIIYSKXwÿixWyÿzYnpZÿnvÿxKRLSLpLSnKRwÿwÿzUQjSQqQOw
xKOSQ
bnKvIYIKJIÿZQZIY
{SYRLÿ|KVSKI}ÿ\]ÿuIJIrqIYÿ\~\~
f[ÿunlKVnQOR
cQYLÿnvÿLUIÿmIJLpYIÿnLIRÿSKÿTIJUQKSJQVÿWKXSKIIYSKXÿqnnÿRIYSIRÿemTWg
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yUIÿZpYZnRIÿnvÿLUSRÿRLpOdÿSRÿLnÿQKQVdjIÿLUIÿPQYSQLSnKÿSKÿRLYIRRÿJnKJIKLYQLSnKÿvQJLnYÿlSLU
LUIÿJUQKXIÿSKÿnYSIKLQLSnKÿnvÿQÿJIKLYQVÿUnVIÿnKÿQÿYIJLQKXpVQYÿZVQLIÿnvÿRZIJSvSIOÿOSrIKRSnKRw
RpqhIJLÿLnÿpKSQSQVÿVnQOSKXtÿyUIÿRLpOdÿSRÿJQYYSIOÿnpLÿpRSKXÿvSKSLIÿIVIrIKLÿQKQVdRSRÿpKOIY
RLQLSJÿRLYpJLpYQVÿrnOpVIÿnKÿNo oÿRnvLlQYIÿePIYRSnKÿft̀gtÿynÿOSRLSVVQLIÿIvvIJLRÿnvÿRLYIRRn
JnKJIKLYQLSnKwÿvVQLÿZVQLIRÿnvÿRLYpJLpYQVÿRLIIVÿUQPSKXÿUnVIÿnYSIKLQLSnKÿQLÿ_~wÿ`wÿQKOÿ]~
vYnrÿVnKXSLpOSKQVÿQSRÿlIYIÿpRIOwÿQKOÿLUIÿpKSQSQVÿVnQOÿSRÿPQYSIOÿvYnrÿ̀~~~ÿLnÿ\~w~~~ÿt
NvLIYÿJnrZVILIÿSKPIRLSXQLSnKÿnvÿLUIÿvVQLÿRLYpJLpYQVÿRLIIVÿZVQLIRÿnKÿLUIÿRnvLlQYIwÿYIRpVLR
RUnlÿLUQLÿLUIÿPQVpIÿnvÿRLYIRRÿJnKJIKLYQLSnKÿvQJLnYÿYIOpJIRÿqdÿft\wÿlUIYIQRÿLUIÿLnLQV
OIvnYrQLSnKÿSKJYIQRIRÿqdÿ~t[ÿQLÿ`ÿSKÿJnrZQYSRnKÿlSLUÿLUIÿZVQLIÿUQPSKXÿPIYLSJQVÿUnVIt
NVVÿLUIÿPQVpIRÿnvÿRLYIRRÿJnKJIKLYQLSnKÿvQJLnYRÿlIYIÿQKQVdjIOwÿQKOÿSLÿSRÿvnpKOÿLUQLÿSL
SKJYIQRIRÿqdÿtfÿvYnrÿ_~ÿLnÿ]~ÿPQYSQLSnKÿnvÿUnVIÿSKJVSKQLSnKt
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oLYIRRÿJnKJIKLYQLSnKÿvQJLnYÿoLYIRRÿYSRIYRÿob{ÿoLYpJLpYQVÿRLIIVÿ{WNÿ
yUSRÿSRÿQÿZYIPSIlÿnvÿRpqRJYSZLSnKÿJnKLIKLwÿVnXÿSKÿLnÿJUIJÿQJJIRRt
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HIJIKLÿNOPQKJIRÿSKÿTIJUQKSJQVÿWKXSKIIYSKXÿZZÿ[\]^[\_ÿ̀ÿaSLIÿQR
bYQLScUQÿdefQYSghiÿWfQSVÿQeLUjYÿgZYQLScUQklefQYSmlSILkIOei
TjUOkÿbQYPIngoiÿ
defQYSÿNYJUQKQghiÿ
pecjOUÿdefQYÿpUQYfQghiÿ
qUQKQKrQsÿbYQOUQKghiÿ
dYSRUKQÿtSrQsÿurUQghiÿ
hkÿTIJUQKSJQVÿWKXSKIIYSKXÿqIZQYLfIKLvÿdwWxÿyYjeZÿjzÿwKRLSLeLSjKRvÿvÿyUQnSQcQOvÿwKOSQ
okÿNV^{QVQUÿpJUjjVÿjzÿWKXSKIIYSKXÿQKOÿxIJUKjVjXsvÿvÿqUQervÿ{QYSOQcQOvÿwKOSQ
ajKzIYIKJIÿZQZIY
{SYRLÿuKVSKI|ÿo}ÿqIJIfcIYÿo~o~
h}ÿqjKVjQOR
bQYLÿjzÿLUIÿIJLeYIÿjLIRÿSKÿTIJUQKSJQVÿWKXSKIIYSKXÿcjjlÿRIYSIRÿgTWi
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xUSRÿRLeOsÿRUjRÿLUIÿIzzIJLÿjzÿ{I^cQRIOÿUQYOzQJSKXÿQVVjsÿOIZjRSLIOÿcsÿyTNÿjKÿVj
JQYcjKÿRLIIVÿRecRLYQLIÿjKÿLUIÿfSJYjRLYeJLeYIÿQKOÿIQYÿYIRSRLQKJIkÿuZLSJQVÿfSJYjRJjZs
QKOÿRJQKKSKXÿIVIJLYjKÿfSJYjRJjZsÿIYIÿZIYzjYfIOÿLjÿIQfSKIÿQKOÿIPQVeQLIÿLUI
fSJYjRLYeJLeYIÿjzÿUQYOzQJSKXÿQVVjskÿNVRjvÿZSK^jK^OSRJÿIQYÿLIRLÿQRÿZIYzjYfIOÿjKÿLUI
IVOfIKLÿQKOÿIQYÿYIRSRLQKJIÿjzÿLUIÿIVOfIKLÿQRÿzjeKOÿLjÿSKJYIQRIvÿOeIÿLjÿLUI
zjYfQLSjKÿjzÿJQYcSOIkÿxUIÿjZLSJQVÿfSJYj^XYQZUÿjzÿIVOfIKLÿRUjRÿLUIÿzjYfQLSjKÿjz
JQYcSOIÿVIQOSKXÿLjÿSKJYIQRIÿSKÿLUIÿUQYOKIRRkÿjÿOSRJjKLSKeSLsÿQKOÿJYQJlÿIYIÿSKÿLUIÿIVO
njKIk
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QYOzQJSKXÿQYOKIRRÿNcYQRSPIÿIQYÿTSJYjRLYeJLeYIÿaQYcSOIÿ
xUSRÿSRÿQÿZYIPSIÿjzÿRecRJYSZLSjKÿJjKLIKLvÿVjXÿSKÿLjÿJUIJlÿQJJIRRk
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EFGFHIÿKLMNHGFOÿPHÿQFGRNHPGNSÿTHUPHFFVPHUÿWWÿXYZ[XXYÿ\ÿ]PIFÿNO
KLPI^Nÿ_VNINWÿ̀PHURabcÿTdNPSÿNeIRfVÿaNLPI^NgbXhiibbjkPFIgFLec
KMPHNORÿlNLNMabcÿ
`VNORIPÿQPORVNabcÿ
meHnNVÿoNPpÿKRdNLÿmRNHabcÿ
KHeVNUÿqeWINabcÿ
bgÿrFWNVIdFHIÿfsÿQFGRNHPGNSÿTHUPHFFVPHUtÿmuTvÿqVfeWÿfsÿuHOIPIeIPfHOtÿtÿqRNwPNxNLt
uHLPN
]fHsFVFHGFÿWNWFV
yPVOIÿzHSPHF{ÿ|ZÿrFGFdxFVÿ|i|i
b}iÿrfnHSfNLO
_NVIÿfsÿIRFÿoFGIeVFÿ~fIFOÿPHÿQFGRNHPGNSÿTHUPHFFVPHUÿxffkÿOFVPFOÿao~QTc

03/<23

uHÿUFHFVNStÿIRFÿGfdWfOPIFOÿNVFÿFSFGIVPGÿPHOeSNIfVOtÿxeIÿIRFVFÿNVFÿOfÿdNH^ÿNWWSPGNIPfHO
nRFVFÿIRFÿWVfWFVIPFOÿfsÿGfdWfOPIFOÿNVFÿVFpePVFLÿNSfHUÿnPIRÿWNVIPNSÿGfHLeGIPMPI^gÿuH
NFVfHNeIPGNSÿNWWSPGNIPfHOÿIfÿNMfPLÿIeVxeSFHGFtÿPIÿPOÿVFpePVFLÿIfÿWVfMPLFÿFSFGIVfdNUHFIPG
ORPFSLPHUÿFssFGIÿNSfHUÿnPIRÿNHÿPHGVFNOFÿPHÿFSFGIVPGNSÿGfHLeGIPMPI^gÿRPSFÿPdWVfMPHU
FSFGIVPGNSÿGfHLeGIPMPI^ÿIfÿOFVMFÿIRFÿWeVWfOFÿsfVÿnRPGRÿIRFÿsPxFV[VFPHsfVGFLÿWfS^dFVÿayE_c
POÿsNxVPGNIFLtÿxNSNHGPHUÿfIRFVÿWVfWFVIPFOÿOeGRÿNOÿdFGRNHPGNSÿNHLÿIRFVdNSÿWVfWFVIPFOÿPOÿNH
FOOFHIPNSÿINOkgÿuHÿIRPOÿWNWFVtÿNÿxVPFsÿVFMPFnÿfsÿIRFÿWVFMPfeOÿnfVkÿPOÿGNVVPFLÿfeIÿIf
eHLFVOINHLÿIRFÿFssFGIÿfsÿMNVPfeOÿdFINSSPGÿsPSSFVOÿfHÿIRFÿGRNVNGIFVPOIPGOÿfsÿyE_ÿGfdWfOPIFg
KsIFVÿVFMPFnPHUÿIRFÿOGfWFÿfsÿeOPHUÿdFINSSPGÿsPSSFVÿPHÿyE_ÿGfdWfOPIFOtÿPIÿPOÿsPUeVFLÿfeIÿIRNI
IRFÿFSFGIVPGNSÿGfHLeGIPMPI^ÿfsÿyE_ÿGNHÿxFÿPdWVfMFLÿx^ÿNLfWIPHUÿdFINSÿWNVIPGeSNIFOÿNO
sPSSFVOÿPHÿIRFÿWVfGFOOÿfsÿyE_ÿsNxVPGNIPfHgÿvRFOFÿWVfGFLeVFOÿWSN^ÿNHÿNLLPIPfHNSÿVfSFÿPHÿIRF
yE_ÿOIVeGIeVFtÿNHLÿIRFÿFSFGIVPGNSÿGfHLeGIPMPI^ÿVPOFOÿOPUHPsPGNHIS^ÿPHÿOfdFÿfsÿIRFÿGNOFOg

.B7/@0

yE_ÿTSFGIVPGNSÿGfHLeGIPMPI^ÿTSFGIVfdNUHFIPGÿORPFSLPHUÿyPSSFVÿ
vRPOÿPOÿNÿWVFMPFnÿfsÿOexOGVPWIPfHÿGfHIFHItÿSfUÿPHÿIfÿGRFGkÿNGGFOOg
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MNONPQÿSTUVPONWÿXPÿYNOZVPXOV[ÿ\P]XPNN^XP]ÿ__ÿ̀abc`aaÿdÿeXQNÿVW
f^XWZPVÿgXhVijklÿ\mVX[ÿVnQZo^ÿjp^XWZPVqohZVrpXNQqNTTnl
sntoTZÿfnmV^ÿsZV^mVjklÿ
u^VWZVPQÿgVWZXWZQZVjklÿ
ShViÿfnmV^jklÿ
fnmV^XÿS^OZVPVjklÿ
u^VQXtZVÿfnmV^Xjklÿ
kqÿfv\wÿx^on_ÿoyÿvPWQXQnQXoPWzÿzÿxZV{XVtVTzÿvPTXV
eoPyN^NPONÿ_V_N^
|X^WQÿ}P[XPN~ÿaÿNONmtN^ÿ
kkÿoP[oVTW
uV^QÿoyÿQZNÿNOQn^NÿoQNWÿXPÿYNOZVPXOV[ÿ\P]XPNN^XP]ÿtoopÿWN^XNWÿj Y\l

C452715

SQomX{VQXoPÿOVWQXP]ÿXWÿVÿQNOZPXnNÿQoÿ_^oTnONÿQZNÿWNmXcyXPXWZNTÿ_^oTnOQÿXPÿVÿWXP][NÿWQN_
y^omÿQZNÿ^VÿmNQV[qÿoÿyn^QZN^ÿZNVQÿQ^NVQmNPQÿXWÿ^NnX^NTÿXPÿQZNÿ_^oTnOQqÿvPÿQZNÿXP]oQ
OVWQÿV[[oizÿQZNÿWN]^N]VQXoPÿoyÿWNOoPTÿ_ZVWNÿOVPÿtNÿWNNPÿXPÿQZNÿmXO^oWQ^nOQn^NqÿnNÿQo
OoV^WNÿmXO^oWQ^nOQn^NÿoyÿXP]oQÿOVWQÿV[[oizÿQZNÿmNOZVPXOV[ÿ_^o_N^QXNWÿV^NÿPoQÿ]ooTÿVW
Oom_V^NTÿQoÿVQomX{VQXoPÿOVWQÿV[[oiqÿwZNÿOoPyXPNTÿOoPUN^]NPQÿTXUN^]NPQÿPo{{[NÿXWÿnWNTÿXP
QZNÿVQomX{VQXoPÿOVWQXP]ÿoyÿS[`ÿsXqÿwZNÿmNOZVPXOV[ÿ_^o_N^QXNWÿoyÿVQomX{NTÿOVWQÿVPT
XP]oQÿOVWQÿV[[oiWÿV^NÿOom_V^NTzÿVPTÿQZNÿ_^o_N^QXNWÿoyÿVQomX{NTÿOVWQÿV[[oiWÿV^NÿyonPT
tNQQN^ÿQZVPÿXP]oQÿOVWQÿV[[oiWq

?L32=4

SQomX{VQXoPÿOVWQXP]ÿYXO^oWQ^nOQn^NÿwNPWX[Nÿ_^o_N^QXNWÿ
eoPUN^]NPQÿTXUN^]NPQÿPo{{[Nÿ
wZXWÿXWÿVÿ_^NUXNÿoyÿWntWO^X_QXoPÿOoPQNPQzÿ[o]ÿXPÿQoÿOZNOpÿVOONWWq

?B?2?<1?4
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QRSRTUÿWXYZTSR[ÿ\Tÿ]RS^ZT\SZ_ÿ̀Ta\TRRb\Taÿccÿd2dedffÿgÿh\URÿZ[
ijZbkkcÿQZlZ[jZlmÿn\__Z\o2pÿ̀lZ\_ÿZqU^kbÿo[c\__Z\rZl\UmqT\YRb[\Um3ZRp
WcqbYÿsZXZYo2pÿ
t\TRRUÿuqlZbÿtZ[^\[^U^Zofpÿ
23ÿWl\UmÿvT\YRb[\UmÿwqxZ\yÿyÿwqxZ\yÿvW`
f3ÿub\[^TZÿzT[U\UqURÿk{ÿ̀Ta\TRRb\Taÿ|ÿ}RS^Tk_kamyÿyÿ~^Z\ZxZXyÿzTX\Z
hkT{RbRTSRÿcZcRb
\b[UÿT_\TRÿfÿwRSRlxRbÿff
ÿh\UZU\kT[
22ÿwkjT_kZX[
nZbUÿk{ÿU^RÿRSUqbRÿkUR[ÿ\Tÿ]RS^ZT\SZ_ÿ̀Ta\TRRb\Taÿxkkÿ[Rb\R[ÿo]`p

NF:5E9:

\TXÿckjRbÿ\[ÿXRcRTXRTUÿkTÿ[RYRbZ_ÿ{ZSUkb[yÿZTXÿ\U[ÿcbRX\SU\kTÿxmÿSklc_RÿlZU^RlZU\SZ_
lkXR_ÿlZR[ÿ\UÿcbkTRÿUkÿRbbkb[3ÿWbU\{\S\Z_ÿTRqbZ_ÿTRUjkbexZ[RXÿcbRX\SU\kTÿlkXR_[
cbkY\XR[ÿZÿ[k_qU\kTÿUkÿU^\[ÿcbkx_Rl3ÿzTÿU^\[ÿjkbyÿZbU\{\S\Z_ÿTRqbZ_ÿTRUjkbÿ\[ÿRlc_kmRX
{kbÿU^RÿRTRbamÿcbRX\SU\kTÿq[\Taÿj\TXÿX\bRSU\kTÿZTXÿj\TXÿ[cRRX3ÿ}^kqa^ÿU^RÿckjRbÿSqbYR
\[ÿxZ[RXÿkTÿ{ZSUkb[ÿ_\Rÿj\TXÿYR_kS\UmyÿZ\bÿXRT[\UmyÿZTXÿ[jRcUÿZbRZyÿU^RbRÿZbRÿlZTmÿkU^Rb
XmTZl\S[ÿj^\S^ÿZ{{RSUÿU^RÿcRb{kblZTSRÿk{ÿU^Rÿj\TXÿUqbx\TR[3ÿWÿlZU^RlZU\SZ_ÿlkXR_ÿ\[
aRTRbZURXÿ\TÿU^RÿcbR[RTUÿjkbÿ{kbÿj\TXÿRTRbamÿcbkXqSU\kT3ÿ}^RÿXZUZÿ\[ÿUZRTÿZTXÿ{RXÿUk
U^RÿxZSÿcbkcZaZU\kTÿZ_akb\U^lÿ\TÿTRqbZ_ÿTRUjkb[3ÿ}^RÿZ_akb\U^lÿ\[ÿbqTÿ{kbÿU^kq[ZTX
\URbZU\kT[yÿZTXÿxmÿZXq[U\TaÿU^RÿjR\a^U[yÿU^RÿlkXR_ÿ\[ÿSbRZURX3ÿzUÿ\[ÿkx[RbYRXÿU^ZUÿU^R
cbRX\SU\kTÿZ_lk[Uÿ{k__kjÿU^RÿZSUqZ_ÿckjRbÿSqbYRÿZTXÿ^RTSRÿSZTÿxRÿq[RXÿUkÿcbRX\SU
X\{{RbRTUÿXZUZÿk{ÿ[cRRXÿZTXÿX\bRSU\kT3
}^\[ÿ\[ÿZÿcbRY\Rjÿk{ÿ[qx[Sb\cU\kTÿSkTURTUyÿ_kaÿ\TÿUkÿS^RSÿZSSR[[3

6>656<96F

23 u^ZbRyÿt3yÿRlZyÿi3yÿZbRXZbyÿn3ÿiUZUq[ÿk{ÿ[k_Zbÿj\TXÿbRTRjZx_RÿRTRbamÿ\TÿzTX\Z3
QRTRj3ÿiq[UZ\T3ÿ̀TRbamÿQRY3ÿyÿ22ÿof2p
hbk[[QR{ÿo^UUc[Xk\3kba23223b[Rb3f2332p
% &11"'787' (1%87154'5440)2*+0,-+,5-5.-,04/-0013
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ABCBDEÿGHIJDCBKÿLDÿMBCNJDLCJOÿPDQLDBBRLDQÿSSÿTUUVTUWÿXÿYLEBÿJK
ZJD[J\ÿ]JDKJO^U_ÿP[JLOÿJ`ENaRÿ^EbJDKJOcdUefggThQ[JLOcCa[_
i`RJjÿMJOLk^U_ÿ
Z`KNJRÿ]JERJ^U_ÿ
M`DDJÿiNJN^U_ÿ
GD`RJQÿl`SEJ^m_ÿ
ncÿocÿGcÿnNJD^p_ÿ
Ucÿ]cZBCNcÿiE`HBDEqÿrBSJRE[BDEÿasÿMBCNJDLCJOÿPDQLDBBRLDQqÿntPZÿlRa`SÿasÿtDKELE`ELaDKqÿq
lNJuLJbJHqÿtDHLJ
mcÿGKKaCLJEBÿvRasBKKaRqÿrBSJRE[BDEÿasÿMBCNJDLCJOÿPDQLDBBRLDQqÿntPZÿlRa`Sÿas
tDKELE`ELaDKqÿqÿlNJuLJbJHqÿtDHLJ
pcÿvRasBKKaRÿwÿxBJHqÿrBSJRE[BDEÿasÿMBCNJDLCJOÿPDQLDBBRLDQqÿntPZÿlRa`Sÿas
tDKELE`ELaDKqÿqÿlNJuLJbJHqÿtDHLJ
YaDsBRBDCBÿSJSBR
yLRKEÿzDOLDB{ÿm|ÿrBCB[bBRÿmgmg
UeWÿra}DOaJHK
vJREÿasÿENBÿoBCE`RBÿ~aEBKÿLDÿMBCNJDLCJOÿPDQLDBBRLDQÿbaakÿKBRLBKÿ^o~MP_

;5:745

GÿsLbBRVRBLDsaRCBHÿSaO\[BRÿ^yAv_ÿCa[SaKLEBÿ[JEBRLJOÿ[J\ÿbBÿHBsLDBHÿJKÿJÿj̀HLCLa`K
Ca[bLDJELaDÿasÿE}aÿ[JEBRLJOKqÿLcBcqÿRBLDsaRCLDQÿsLbBRÿJDHÿSaO\[BRÿ[JERLcÿZNBÿ̀KBÿasÿsLOOBR
[JEBRLJOÿLKÿJOKaÿIBR\ÿCa[[aDÿEaÿJOEBRÿENBÿCNJRJCEBRLKELCKÿyAvÿCa[SaKLEBKcÿGÿDB}ÿJRBJÿas
yAvÿCa[SaKLEBÿ}LENÿDJDasLOOBRKÿNJKÿB[BRQBHÿsaRÿKCLBDELsLCÿJDHÿLDH`KERLJOÿRBKBJRCNÿLD
RBKBDEÿSJKEcÿZNBÿLDCÒKLaDÿasÿDJDasLOOBRKÿLDEaÿENBÿyAvÿCa[SaKLEBÿCJDÿBDNJDCBÿENB
[BCNJDLCJOqÿENBR[JOqÿK`RsJCBÿ`JOLE\qÿBRaKLaDÿRBKLKEJDCBqÿbJRRLBRqÿJDHÿsOJ[[JbLOLE\
SRaSBRELBKqÿ}LENa`EÿJOEBRLDQÿENBLRÿSRaCBKKJbLOLE\cÿZNBÿabjBCELIBÿasÿENBÿRBILB}ÿLKÿEa
K`[[JRLuBÿENBÿRBKBJRCNÿ}aRkÿCJRRLBHÿa`EÿLDÿENBÿsLBOHÿyAvÿCa[SaKLEBÿsLOOBHÿ}LENÿDJDasLOOBR
JDHÿEaÿHRJ}ÿENBÿRBKBJRCNÿQJSÿsaRÿs`E`RBÿ}aRkc

,/1: ;

~JDaÿsLOOBRKÿyAvÿCa[SaKLEBÿiLzÿGOzÿZL
bOJCkÿiLYÿYJYzÿY~Zÿ
m m p zÿYJ
m RbaDÿ
p
lRJSNBDBÿ
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ABCBDEÿGHIJDCBKÿLDÿMBCNJDLCJOÿPDQLDBBRLDQÿSSÿTUTVTWXÿYÿZLEBÿJK
[RJ\]JOÿ^LDQN_)`ÿ
aKNLÿbJLD_)`ÿ
[RJKNJDEÿcJHJI_)`ÿ
dLeNLO_)`ÿ
^fghHNÿifjJRÿ^NJRjJ_)`ÿPjJLOÿJfENhRÿ_KfghHNjBBRfEkQjJLO*Chj`
)*ÿlBSJREjBDEÿhmÿMBCNJDLCJOÿPDQLDBBRLDQnÿioPpÿqRhfSÿhmÿoDKELEfELhDKnÿnÿqNJrLJgJHn
oDHLJ
ZhDmBRBDCBÿSJSBR
sLRKEÿaDOLDBtÿuvÿlBCBjgBRÿuXuX
)Uvÿlh]DOhJHK
[JREÿhmÿENBÿwBCEfRBÿdhEBKÿLDÿMBCNJDLCJOÿPDQLDBBRLDQÿghheÿKBRLBKÿ_wdMP`

+x0<5-><

GÿCRJDBÿNhheÿhRÿJÿOLmELDQÿNhheÿLKÿfKBHÿmhRÿSLCeLDQÿfSÿENBÿOhJHÿ]LENÿENBÿNBOSÿhmÿHBILCBKÿKfCN
JKÿJÿNhLKEnÿCNJLDÿhRÿ]LRBÿRhSBK*ÿoEÿLKÿKfg\BCEBHÿEhÿgBDHLDQÿKERBKKBKÿ]NLCNÿjJeBKÿLEÿNLQNOy
SRhDBÿEhÿmJLOfRB*ÿphÿSRBIBDEÿKERfCEfRJOÿmJLOfRBÿhmÿJÿCRJDBÿNhhenÿ]BÿjfKEÿKEfHyÿENBÿKERBKKBK
LDHfCBHÿHfBÿEhÿOhJHLDQÿJDHÿfDOhJHLDQÿJKÿ]BOOÿJKÿKERBKKÿChDCBDERJELhDÿSJEEBRD*ÿpNLKÿRBILB]
SJSBRÿOhheKÿJEÿENBÿmLDHLDQKÿBKEJgOLKNBHÿLDÿSRBILhfKÿSfgOLCJELhDKÿEhÿHBEBRjLDBÿENB
hSELjfjÿCRhKKÿKBCELhDÿJDHÿjJEBRLJOÿChjgLDJELhD*

z6/{85?0

ZRJDBÿNhheÿwLmELDQÿNhheÿ|BDHLDQÿKERBKKÿ^ERfCEfRJOÿmJLOfRBÿ
pNLKÿLKÿJÿSRBILB]ÿhmÿKfgKCRLSELhDÿChDEBDEnÿOhQÿLDÿEhÿCNBCeÿJCCBKK*

}6:656,>60

)* ^NJgJDnÿM*nÿMhNJjBHnÿM*o*nÿGgfBOBrrnÿG*P*nÿiNJOLmJnÿp*tÿlBEBRjLDJELhDÿhmÿKERBKK
HLKERLgfELhDÿLDÿZRJDBÿ~hheÿgyÿCJfKELC*ÿoDE*ÿb*ÿoDDhI*ÿABK*ÿ^CL*ÿPDQ*ÿpBCNDhO*ÿ_T`n
)W)WXÿ_uX)`
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_\XQPVX

U]\ÿPOQÿT]\V\\O\ÿXUOÿ[OPQÿPSTÿ]X\ÿOOVXÿYSÿXUOÿOQZYQWPSVOÿPSTÿ]ZOÿ\PSÿYZÿXUOÿVYWYSOSX\
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cRZMTdReÿcfgRZhijÿ
OSVTSVÿcfgRZÿkflJehijÿ
OLdTMÿmTLYVhijÿ
nVRQeRÿmTLYVRWhijÿ
OSVodÿcfgRZhijÿ
pTLJJMÿcfgRZÿpRSVTSVMVRhijÿ
mRLPJJ[hijÿXgRTWÿRfMVoZÿhSRLPJJ[qKVVRlZRrdTJMqJPfj
iqÿcsXtÿuZof[ÿovÿsLSMTMfMToLSwÿkJWVT_xbIwÿwÿuVRyTRlRPwÿsLPTR
boLvJZJLKJÿ[R[JZ
zTZSMÿ{LWTLJ|ÿ}^ÿkJKJglJZÿ}~}~
i]ÿkoLWoRPS
RZMÿovÿMVJÿJKMfZJÿxoMJSÿTLÿUJKVRLTKRWÿXLYTLJJZTLYÿloodÿSJZTJSÿhxUXj
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RMJZÿTSÿQJZeÿJSSJLMTRWÿMoÿVfgRLÿWTvJqÿtVJÿoZTYTLÿRLPÿMVJÿKoLMTLfRMToLÿovÿMVJÿgRLdTLPÿRZJ
lRSJPÿoLÿRMJZqÿtVJÿSf[[WeÿovÿPZTLdTLYÿRMJZÿTSÿRLÿTg[oZMRLMÿ[ZolWJgÿvoZÿMVJÿPJQJWo[TLY
KofLMZTJSqÿtVJÿ[ZoQTSToLÿovÿvZJSVÿRMJZÿTSÿlJKogTLYÿRLÿTLKZJRSTLYWeÿTg[oZMRLMÿTSSfJÿTL
gRLeÿRZJRSÿovÿMVJÿoZWPqÿkJSRWTLRMTLYÿRMJZÿfSTLYÿSoWRZÿSMTWWÿTSÿRÿYZJJLÿRLPÿJKoLogTKRW
o[MToLqÿpRZTofSÿJ[JZTgJLMSÿVRQJÿlJJLÿKoLPfKMJPÿoLÿPTvvJZJLMÿPJSTYLSÿovÿSoWRZÿSMTWWSqÿsM
VRSÿlJJLÿvofLPÿMVRMÿSoWRZÿSMTWWÿTMVÿLRLo[RZMTKWJSÿVRSÿlJMMJZÿ[ZoPfKMTQTMeqÿtVJSJ
SfS[JLPJPÿ[RZMTKWJSÿ[WReÿRÿQTMRWÿZoWJÿMoÿTLKZJRSJÿMVJÿVJRMÿMZRLSvJZÿZRMJÿMoÿRMJZÿle
KVRLYTLYÿMVJÿMZRLS[oZMÿRLPÿJQR[oZRMToLÿ[ZoKJSSÿovÿlRSJÿvWfTPqÿtVTSÿ[R[JZÿSfggRZTyJSÿMVJ
oZdÿovÿQRZTofSÿZJSJRZKVJZSÿfSTLYÿLRLo_[RZMTKWJSq
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ABCBDEÿGHIJDCBKÿLDÿMBCNJDLCJOÿPDQLDBBRLDQÿSSÿTUVWTXYÿZÿ[LEBÿJK
\L]J^ÿ_LDQNÿ̀JRLNJRaUbÿPcJLOÿJdENeRÿaIL]J^KLDQNUTfXVghQcJLOiCecb
GDjLEÿkJRJDlJOaUbÿ
\LjJKÿmJdEJc aUbÿ
_NLjNJRÿkJ]SJLaUbÿ
GDdRJQÿmdSEJaUbÿ
niÿoiÿGiÿnNJDaXbÿ
UiÿnpPqÿmRedSÿerÿpDKELEdELeDKsÿsÿmNJtLJuJHsÿpDHLJ
XiÿvBSJREcBDEÿerÿMBCNJDLCJOÿPDQLDBBRLDQsÿnpPqÿmRedSÿerÿpDKELEdELeDKsÿsÿmNJtLJuJHs
pDHLJ
[eDrBRBDCBÿSJSBR
wLRKEÿxDOLDByÿXVÿvBCBcuBRÿXfXf
UgYÿvelDOeJHK
`JREÿerÿENBÿoBCEdRBÿzeEBKÿLDÿMBCNJDLCJOÿPDQLDBBRLDQÿueejÿKBRLBKÿaozMPb
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pDÿENBÿSRBKBDEÿELcBKsÿHBcJDHÿerÿrLuBRWRBLDreRCBHÿSeO^cBRÿawA`bÿCecSeKLEBKÿcJEBRLJOKÿLK
IBR^ÿNLQNÿuBCJdKBÿerÿENBLRÿBDNJDCBHÿcBCNJDLCJOsÿH^DJcLCÿJDHÿENBRcJOÿSReSBRELBKÿeIBR
ENBÿCeDIBDELeDJOÿcJEBRLJOiÿqNBÿlLHBÿKSRBJHÿJSSOLCJELeDKÿJDHÿQRelENÿerÿwA`ÿCecSeKLEB
HBcJDHÿDBBHÿerÿSReEBCELIBÿCeJELDQKÿJDHÿuJRRLBRÿOJ^BRKÿHBIBOeSBHiÿqNBÿSBRreRcJDCBÿer
CecSeKLEBÿLDÿOeDQÿEBRcÿLKÿNBJILO^ÿHBSBDHBDEÿdSeDÿENBÿHBQRBBÿerÿSReEBCELeDÿSReILHBHÿEe
RBKLKEÿENBÿCeRReKLIBÿJDHÿHBEBRLeRJELDQÿBDILReDcBDEÿEeÿlNLCNÿENBKBÿCecSeKLEBKÿlLOOÿuB
B}SeKBHiÿqNBÿdKBÿerÿDJDerLOOBRÿCeJELDQÿeDÿwA`ÿCecSeKLEBÿLKÿB}SBCEBHÿEeÿQLIBÿKLQDLrLCJDE
SReEBCELeDÿJQJLDKEÿCeRReKLeDsÿuOLKEBRÿeRÿHBOJcLDJEBiÿGÿRBILBlÿerÿRBCBDEÿHBIBOeScBDEÿLD
DJDerLOOBRÿCeJELDQÿerÿwA`ÿCecSeKLEBÿJOeDQÿlLENÿeIBRILBlÿerÿDJDeCecSeKLEBÿCeJELDQ
SReSBRELBKÿJDHÿCNJRJCEBRLtJELeDÿcBENeHKÿLKÿSRBKBDEBHÿLDÿENLKÿSJSBRi
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wA`ÿzJDerLOOBRÿ[eJELDQÿ
qNLKÿLKÿJÿSRBILBlÿerÿKduKCRLSELeDÿCeDEBDEsÿOeQÿLDÿEeÿCNBCjÿJCCBKKi
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HIJIKLÿNOPQKJIRÿSKÿTIJUQKSJQVÿWKXSKIIYSKXÿZZÿ[\]^[\_ÿ̀ÿaSLIÿQR
HQKbIILÿcdeQYfghÿWeQSVÿQdLUiYÿfYQKbIILjkdeQYlkSILjIOdh
NKdYQXÿmdZLQfghÿ
cdKnQYÿoQSpÿNUeQOÿcUQKfghÿ
gjÿqIZQYLeIKLÿirÿTIJUQKSJQVÿWKXSKIIYSKXsÿctWuÿmYidZÿirÿtKRLSLdLSiKRsÿsÿqIVUS^vaHs
mUQwSQxQOsÿtKOSQ
aiKrIYIKJIÿZQZIY
ySYRLÿzKVSKI{ÿ\_ÿqIJIexIYÿ\|\|
g_}ÿqinKViQOR
~QYLÿirÿLUIÿoIJLdYIÿviLIRÿSKÿTIJUQKSJQVÿWKXSKIIYSKXÿxiikÿRIYSIRÿfovTWh
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aieZiRSLIÿeQLIYSQVRÿQYIÿLUIÿbdOSJSidRÿJiexSKQLSiKÿirÿLniÿiYÿeiYIÿOSrrIYIKLÿZUQRI
eQLIYSQVÿnUSJUÿZYiOdJIRÿLUIÿRKIYXILSJÿIrrIJLÿnUIKÿJiexSKIOjÿuUIÿLniÿIRRIKLSQV
JieZiKIKLRÿirÿJieZiRSLIÿQYIÿeQLYSÿJQVVIOÿZYSeQYÿZUQRIÿQKOÿYISKriYJIeIKLÿJQVVIO
RIJiKOQYÿZUQRIsÿQKOÿLUIÿJiexSKQLSiKÿirÿLUIRIÿLniÿZYiOdJIRÿZYiOdJLRÿUQPSKXÿOSrrIYIKL
ZYiZIYLSIRÿrYieÿSLÿJiKRLSLdLIRjÿySxIYÿYISKriYJIOÿZiVeIYÿfyH~hÿJieZiRSLIRÿRUinÿLUISY
SeZiYLQKJIÿSKÿLUIÿQZZVSJQLSiKRÿnUIYIÿVinÿnISXULÿQKOÿUSXUÿRLYIKXLUÿSRÿLUIÿZYSeI
YIpdSYIeIKLjÿydYLUIYsÿLUIÿOIPIViZeIKLÿirÿUxYSOÿyH~ÿJieZiRSLIÿSRÿQKiLUIYÿeSVIRLiKIÿQR
UxYSOÿJieZiRSLIRÿZYiPSOIÿrYIIOieÿLiÿLQSViYÿLUIÿZYiZIYLSIRÿirÿyH~ÿJieZiRSLIÿQRÿZIY
YIpdSYIeIKLjÿxYSOÿJieZiRSLIRÿUQPSKXÿeiYIÿLUQKÿiKIÿLZIÿirÿYISKriYJIeIKLÿQKOÿUQPI
ILIKRSPIÿIKXSKIIYSKXÿQZZVSJQLSiKRÿnUIYIÿLUIÿKIJIRRSLÿirÿUSXUÿRLYIKXLUÿeQLIYSQVÿnSLUÿVIRR
nISXULÿQKOÿJiRLÿSRÿYIpdSYIOjÿtKÿLUSRÿZQZIYsÿLUIÿQdLUiYRÿUQPIÿZYIRIKLIOÿQÿRUiYLÿYIPSInÿir
LUIÿJdYYIKLÿQKOÿZQRLÿOIPIViZeIKLÿSKÿLUIÿrSIVOÿirÿyH~ÿUxYSOÿJieZiRSLIÿeQLIYSQVRjÿuUI
QdLUiYRÿOSRJdRRIOÿLUIÿZiRRSxSVSLSIRÿirÿOSrrIYIKLÿrSxIYÿUxYSOSwQLSiKÿQRÿYISKriYJIeIKLÿSK
yH~ÿJieZiRSLIÿQKOÿLUISYÿJUQYQJLIYSwQLSiKÿSKÿxYSIrj
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aieZiRSLIÿyH~ÿWZiÿ
uUSRÿSRÿQÿZYIPSInÿirÿRdxRJYSZLSiKÿJiKLIKLsÿViXÿSKÿLiÿJUIJkÿQJJIRRj
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aPOHNÿMTbHNc\dÿ
ePXNRfÿghPWRc\dÿ
iPXKRfHhÿajQTRc\dÿ
kPlXPOÿmTPXNnPoc\dÿ
MQTjfÿilbPXc\dÿ
pRJHHKÿilbPXÿpPQTRQTKTPc\dÿ
qPJNHHYc\dÿVbPRUÿPlKTjXÿcqPJNHHYrITTPsXPtfRHKrHNld
\rÿiuVgÿkXjlYÿjvÿuJQKRKlKRjJQwÿxHUTR]y`GwÿwÿkTPzRPsPNwÿuJNRP
`jJvHXHJIHÿYPYHX
{RXQKÿ|JURJH}ÿ~ÿxHIHbsHXÿ~~
\^ÿxjnJUjPNQ
PXKÿjvÿKTHÿHIKlXHÿyjKHQÿRJÿSHITPJRIPUÿVJWRJHHXRJWÿsjjfÿQHXRHQÿcySVd
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PKHXÿKjlITHQÿHPITÿvHPKlXHÿjvÿURvHÿPJNÿPIIHQQÿKjÿYlXHÿnPKHXÿKlXJQÿNRUHbbPÿKjÿIUPXRKhr
gjNPhwÿjlKÿjvÿ[r~ÿbRUURjJÿTlbPJQwÿHOHXhÿjJHÿjlKÿjvÿJRJHwÿUPIfÿPIIHQQÿKjÿYlXHÿnPKHXÿPJN
PsjlKÿr\[ÿjvÿPUUÿnPKHXÿjJÿjlXÿYUPJHKÿRQÿYjKPsUHÿÿHPQRUhÿjsKPRJPsUHÿPQÿnHUUrÿ TRUHÿKTH
^ÿjvÿnPKHXÿRQÿQPUKhÿPJNÿUHQQÿKTPJÿ~ÿRQÿNRvvRIlUKÿKjÿjsKPRJrÿxlHÿKjÿKTRQwÿPsjlKÿ\rÿjv
KTHÿnjXUNÿYjYlUPKRjJÿRQÿQTjXKÿjvÿNXRJfPsUHÿnPKHXrÿgjÿjOHXIjbHÿKTHQHÿYXjsUHbÿOPXRjlQ
KHITJRlHQÿnHXHÿNHOHUjYHNÿURfHÿSq{xwÿSVxwÿG|wÿvXHHzRJWwÿTlbRNRvRIPKRjJÿPJN
NHTlbRNRvRIPKRjJwÿQjUPXÿNHQPURJPKRjJwÿHKIrÿgTRQÿXHORHnÿYPYHXÿNRQIlQQHQÿKTHÿnjXfQÿNjJHÿQj
vPXÿjJÿQjUPXÿNRQKRUUPKRjJrÿgTHÿQjUPX]QKRUUÿRQÿPÿsjjJÿRJÿKTRQÿvRHUNÿjvÿQjUPXÿNHQPURJPKRjJÿKTPK
lQHQÿJPKlXPUÿXPRJÿnPKHXÿIhIUHÿRJÿRKQÿjYHXPKRjJÿPJNÿYXjORNHQÿKTHÿYlXHÿnPKHXrÿgTHÿsPQRI
QjUPX]QKRUUÿRQÿKTHÿQRJWUH]QKPWHÿQjUPXÿQKRUUÿnTjQHÿHvvRIRHJIhÿURHQÿsHKnHHJÿ[ÿPJNÿr
ejnHOHXwÿRKQÿHvvRIRHJIhÿIPJÿsHÿsXjlWTKÿlYÿKjÿÿnRKTÿNRvvHXHJKÿNHQRWJÿPJNÿjYHXPKRjJPU
bjNRvRIPKRjJQr
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qjUPXÿHJHXWhÿ`SQÿqjUPX]QKRUUÿxRQKRUUPKRjJÿ
gTRQÿRQÿPÿYXHORHnÿjvÿQlsQIXRYKRjJÿIjJKHJKwÿUjWÿRJÿKjÿITHIfÿPIIHQQr
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HIJIKLÿNOPQKJIRÿSKÿTIJUQKSJQVÿWKXSKIIYSKXÿZZÿ[\]^[_`ÿaÿbSLIÿQR
cdefOUÿgdhQYÿcUQYhQi[jÿWhQSVÿQdLUfYÿiRdefOUhIIYdLkXhQSVlJfhj
gYSRUKQÿmlÿnoUQi[jÿ
plÿqYQOUQKi[jÿ
qYQLSeUQÿgdhQYSi[jÿ
NoQrÿsdhQYi[jÿ
[lÿTIJUQKSJQVÿWKXSKIIYSKXÿpIZQYLhIKLtÿguWvÿwYfdZÿfxÿuKRLSLdLSfKRtÿtÿwUQySQeQOtÿuKOSQ
bfKxIYIKJIÿZQZIY
zSYRLÿnKVSKI{ÿ\|ÿpIJIheIYÿ\}\}
[]~ÿpfKVfQOR
qQYLÿfxÿLUIÿIJLdYIÿfLIRÿSKÿTIJUQKSJQVÿWKXSKIIYSKXÿeffsÿRIYSIRÿiTWj

,1:9.A:

vUSRÿfYsÿSRÿJQYYSIOÿfdLÿLfÿOILIJLÿLIhZIYQLdYItÿLUIYhQVÿRLYQSKÿQKOÿRLYIRRÿPQYSQLSfKÿSK
ZVQRhQ^RZYQrIOÿySYJfKSQ^JfQLIOÿPQVPIÿUIQOÿQKOÿxdYLUIYÿLfÿIKUQKJIÿLUIÿxdKJLSfKÿfxÿQ
OSIRIVÿIKXSKIlÿuhZQJLRÿfxÿLUIYhQVÿeQYYSIYÿJfQLSKXÿivbjÿLUSJsKIRRIRÿfKÿIKXSKIÿPQVPIÿQYI
QKQVryIOtÿQKOÿQOOSLSfKQVVrtÿIQhSKQLSfKRÿSLUÿYIRdVLRÿxYfhÿQKÿdKJfQLIOÿPQVPIÿUQPIÿeIIK
ZYIZQYIOlÿvIhZIYQLdYItÿLUIYhQVÿRLYQSKÿQKOÿRLYIRRÿSKPIRLSXQLSfKÿQYIÿZIYxfYhIOÿxfY
OSxxIYIKLÿLUSJsKIRRIRÿfxÿySYJfKSQÿJfQLSKXtÿUSJUÿPQYSIRÿxYfhÿ}l\ÿLfÿ[l}ÿhhlÿuLÿQRÿxfdKO
LUQLÿLUIÿPQVPIÿUIQOÿUIYIÿJfQLSKXÿQRÿOfKIÿSRÿJfKRSOIYQeVrÿUQPSKXÿUSXUÿLIhZIYQLdYIÿQR
JfhZQYIOÿLfÿLUIÿdKJfQLIOÿPQVPIÿUIQOÿRdYxQJIÿQKOÿQVRfÿxfdKOÿLUQLÿLUIÿJfQLIOÿRdYxQJI
LIhZIYQLdYIÿYSRIRÿSLUÿJfQLSKXÿLUSJsKIRRÿerÿOIJVSKSKXÿYQLIlÿHIRdVLÿRUfRÿLUQLÿLUIÿUSXUIRL
LIhZIYQLdYIÿIZQKOIOÿdZÿLfÿ__l[ÿxfYÿ[l}ÿhhÿLUSJsÿvbÿQRÿJfhZQYIOÿLfÿLUIÿLYQOSLSfKQV
dKJfQLIOÿPQVPIlÿSLUÿLUIÿUIVZÿfxÿvbtÿLIhZIYQLdYIÿVIPIVÿSRÿSKJYIQRIOÿSKÿJfhedRLSfK
JUQheIYtÿUSJUÿIKUQKJIOÿLUIÿLUIYhQVÿIxxSJSIKJrÿfxÿLUIÿIKXSKIÿQKOÿOIJVSKIOÿLUIÿRdeRLYQLI
LIhZIYQLdYIlÿvUIÿQPIYQXIÿRLYIRRÿfKÿLUIÿJfQLIOÿRdYxQJIÿSKJYIQRIRÿSLUÿSKJYIQRSKXÿJfQLSKX
LUSJsKIRRÿdZÿLfÿQÿJIYLQSKÿVShSLlÿTQShdhÿRLYIRRÿQJUSIPIRÿfKÿLUIÿLfZÿJfQLÿRdYxQJItÿQKO
QZZYfShQLIVrtÿSLRÿPQVdIÿSRÿ[l~ÿLShIRÿUSXUIYÿLUQKÿLUIÿRdeRLYQLIlÿNOOSLSfKQVÿeIKIxSLR
SKJVdOIÿZYfLIJLSfKÿfxÿJfhZfKIKLÿhILQVÿRdYxQJIÿxYfhÿLUIYhQVÿOSRLfYLSfKÿQKOÿYIOdJIO
JffVSKXÿKIJIRRSLSIRl
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ABSTRACT
Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR) mediated electromagnetic field enhancement play
a vital role in enhancing the performance of bio-molecular sensors, photovoltaic cells and Raman
spectroscopy (e.g., in SERS) etc., to name only a few. It is now well established that the field
amplification factor (mode squared field) ~106 for spherical shaped plasmonic nanoparticle dimers is
significantly higher than the amplification factor of a monomer which is ~103. In this work, a theoretical
and semi-analytical approach based on multipole spectral expansion is used to investigate the electric
field enhancement in the gap region of spherical nanoparticle dimers of Al, Rh, Ag, and Au. The dimer
exhibit rich spectra compared to its isolated counterpart. For example, in contrast to a monomer, the
dimer spectra consists of multiple resonant peaks which can be fine tuned by varying particle size and/or
inter-particle separation. Moreover, the enhancement in dimer is several orders higher than that in
monomers. Rich spectral features in dimer spectra arise from the interaction between particle plasmons
of constituent NPs and their hybridization, which results in the splitting of plasmonic energy levels. We
carry out, systematic investigation of these systems to quantify the effect of particle size, interparticle
separation and metal type (Al, Ag, Au, Rh) on electric field enhancement.
Keywords: Enhancement, nanoparticle, dimer, plasmonics, hybridization
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ABSTRACT
In modern era, coding theory has found various applications in almost every field whether it is
theoretical or practical. Such as: digital data transmission, medical science, space science, geographical
sciences etc. It is natural that bursts have different behavior in different channels. But the burst errors
are found to occur mostly in various communication channels. In some of the systems, lightening and
other short term irregular disturbances introduce various types of repeated burst errors. Usually they
operate in such a way that over a specific length, some digits in a message are received correctly, while
all other are corrupted. It is very common in some extra noisy channels that all the digits in a burst are
corrupted. Such type of errors is called ‘solid burst errors’. It may also be mentioned that cyclic codes
play a significant role in error detection and correction. In this paper, we obtain results for cyclic codes
that are capable of detecting 2-repeated solid bursts of length b.
Keyword: Repeated solid burst errors, cyclic codes, burst error detection, parity-check digits

1. INTRODUCTION
It is perceptible that from last few decades, communication devices and computing have
become essential parts of human life. Although current communication devices are very
efficient and reliable yet unlimited usage causes interrupted data transmission. There may be
any cause of that e.g., server fading, call-drop, dynamic noise, jamming multi access
interference etc. These problems arise due to the occurrence of various types of multiple burst
errors in the channel in use.
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10.1 INTRODUCTION

A green building is one which uses less water, optimizes energy efficiency,
conserves natural resources, generates less waste, and provides healthier
spaces for occupants as compared to a conventional building. Considering
the tremendous benefits that it offers, green building concept is gaining
major importance in India. A common man wants an affordable house to
live in which may fit in his pocket whereas the demand of the society is
to go green as the pollution is increasing day by day. Affordable housing
refers to housing units that are affordable by that section of society whose
income is below the median household income. Though different countries
have different definitions for affordable housing, it is largely the same, that
is, affordable housing should address the housing needs of the lower or
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Abtract: This paper includes details about a project to

[10] A remote village has limited access to electrical

build a human powered generator with the help of a bicycle.

power and, as a result, the village homes are lit with

This can be used for upto 120watts DC. This project will

candles and kerosene lamps after dark. Narrow

help to develop a clean way of generating electricity. It is

mountain paths limit the access to neighbouring

intended to be both achievable and affordable.

villages and limits the supply of diesel for the

Keywords: portable generator, clean electricity, low cost

village’s generators. The task is to develop a small

power generation

and sustainable source of electricity for the village. [7]
The intention is to create a system that can be used to

I. INTRODUCTION

generate and store enough energy to light an LED or
any other small appliance for about 10

The purpose of this project is to build a human
powered generator with the help of a bicycle which is

minutes.It is intended to be both achievable and

also portable and can be used to power small

affordable. [1] The chemical energy in a person’s

appliances such as dc fans, light bulbs etc. This

body is converted into mechanical energy with the use

project will help to develop a clean way of generating

of bicycle and then further into the electrical energy

electricity. It is intended to be both achievable and

with the motor. By hand-cranking the bicycle pedal at

affordable. By using principles of energy conversation

different speeds we will discover that at higher speeds

a small amount of power source can be developed

the lamp will get brighter. We shall also discover that

which can be used in rural and remote areas. The

the sound emitted by the speaker gets higher in

chemical energy in a person’s body is converted into

frequency and amplitude (volume) as the pedaling

mechanical energy using a bicycle and then further

speed is increased. If the speaker or lamp has weak

into the electrical energy with the motor. This energy

output, we will connect one at a time. An oscilloscope

is stored in a battery for further use.

can also be connected to the dynamo to show the
sinusoidal waveform. The loads provided should be
appropriately matched to the dynamo’s output. This

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

energy can be measured by using a microcontroller
and LCD display to display instantaneous power.
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Abstract—In this paper, we compare the performance of
symmetrical dual material double gate (SDMDG) SOI MOSFETs
and asymmetrical dual material double gate (ADMDG) SOI
MOSFETs. We investigate the influence of gate engineering on
the analog performances of both the device structure for systemon-chip applications using a 2D device simulator (Silvaco TCAD).
The gate engineering technique used here is the dual metal gate
technology. The SDMDG structure shows better immunity to
DIBL, near ideal Sub-threshold Slope (SS), high Ion/Ioff ratio and
improved analog performance like trans conductance generation
factor, TGF (gm/Id), output conductance (gd).
Keywords— SDMDG, ADMDG, DIBL, trans conductance
generation factor.

I.

INTRODUCTION

As the bulk MOSFET is scaled down, the control of short
channel effects becomes increasingly difficult leading to
increased sub-threshold leakage current.[1] This is because the
source/drain influence over the channel potential becomes
significant relative to the gate control. Advanced transistor
structures such as the UTB and the DG-MOSFET eliminate
sub-surface leakage paths and extend the scalability of Si
CMOS technology.[2] In the DMDG SOI MOSFETs
structure, the surface potential is characterized by a step
function, due to this potential profile the drain voltage is
screened, reducing the drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL).
The step potential profile is achieved by the use of different
gate materials.[3] The use of DMG also increases the carrier
transport efficiency and in turn increases the Ion of the
device.[4] In the DMDG MOSFETs structure, P+ poly is close
to the source end, named M1, and N+ poly is close to the drain
end, named M2. In conventional single metal gate device, the
electric field near the source is lowest and reaches the peak
value at the drain end. Due to this reason, the hot electron
injection between the gate and drain makes the device
unreliable, and reduces its lifetime. Thus, the primary
intention is to keep the peak electric field under the gate, and
not near the drain end, without degrading the Ion. Hence,
DMDG architecture is implemented for which the carriers will
be accelerated more rapidly and the hot electron injection
problem is also avoided. This architecture will thus improve
the average carrier velocity which in turn enhances the Ion. The
improvement in Ion and DIBL suppression is achieved for

lower work-function metal near the drain side (M1 > M2). [59]
In this paper, the parameters considered for the comparison
between SDMDG and ADMDG SOI MOSFETs are drain
induced barrier lowering (DIBL), the Sub-threshold Slope
(SS), the Ion/Ioff ratio, the threshold voltage (Vth), the trans
conductance (gm), the trans conductance generation factor
(gm/Id) and the intrinsic gain (Av). For ultralow-power, high
gain analog/RF circuits, the gate oxide thickness, (tf = tb = tox)
and the silicon body thickness, tsi are optimized with the help
of ATLAS 2-D numerical device simulator and a comparison
is performed between these devices.
The model used in the simulation are the inversion-layer
Lombardi constant voltage and temperature (CVT) mobility
model, that takes into account the effect of transverse fields,
along with doping and temperature dependent parts of the
mobility and the Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH) model simulates
the leakage currents that exist due to thermal generation. The
Gummel’s method (or the decoupled method) which performs
a Gummel iteration for Newton solution.
II. DEVICE STRUCTURE
Depending upon the way the gate material used, DMDG
MOSFETs may be categorized as following:
A. Asymmetrical DMDG (ADMDG)
An asymmetric DMDG-MOSFET consist of front gate
having P+ poly and N+ poly Si material contacting laterally
whereas the back gate have N+ poly Si material only. The
device structure is shown below as:
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Abstract
In the recent decades, there has been a huge energy demand due to the exponential increase
of the human population and consequently, the depletion of non-renewable energy sources. This
creates the need to explore alternate routes for renewable energy resources. The solar energy was the
best alternative of the conventional energy system in last few decades, but because of intermittent
energy and huge land area requirement it is the need of the hour to look for an alternate solar energy
system. Space-based solar power (SBSP) is a step towards this technology to overcome the limitation
of intermittent supply as solar energy is always available in the space. SBSP is the concept of
collecting solar power in outer space and distributing it to Earth. Potential advantages of collecting
solar energy in space include a higher collection rate and a longer collection period due to the lack of
a diffusing atmosphere, and the possibility of placing a solar collector in an orbiting location where
there is no night.
1.

Introduction
Energy generation to meet the demand is a very big issue, and almost 10-15% of the total
economic expenditures in the world are used for meeting this supply and demand [1]. The total
resources which can be used for energy generation in the world can be broadly categorized into fossil
fuels, renewable sources and nuclear resources. The fossil fuels and nuclear sources comes under the
category of non-renewable sources further[2]out of these three sources of energy, fossil fuels are the
conventional sources which are used to meet the major portion of the energy requirements in the
world but they are depleting with time and also have adverse consequences such as global warming.
Nuclear sources are also harmful for the living beings. This lead to shift towards renewable sources
which is the best promising alternative of energy generation as compared with the above two
categories of energy sources. The renewable energy source includes solar energy, wind energy, and
hydel energy. Out of these solar energy was used and researched in last few decades, but because of
its intermittent supply, it is not a very efficient energy generation system. So, the researchers thought
to overcome this limitation by generating the energy directly in space where the availability of
sunlight is always there using satellite and then transmit it to the earth. SBSP is an effort related to
this initiative. Although the proposed system is in research state and not in use anywhere till now, but
the researchers are targeting to achieve it till the end of 2025. In the present system which converts
solar energy in to electrical energy, a considerable fraction of incoming solar energy (55–60%) is lost
on its way through the Earth's atmosphere by the effects of reflection and absorption. But in Spacebased solar power, the system convert sunlight to microwaves outside the atmosphere, avoiding these
losses and the downtime due to the Earth's rotation, but at great cost due to the expense of launching
material into orbit. SBSP is considered a form of sustainable or green energy, renewable energy, and
is occasionally considered among climate engineering proposals. It is attractive to those seeking largescale solutions to anthropogenic climate change or fossil fuel depletion (such as peak oil).

1.1 History
In 1941, science fiction writer Isaac Asimov published the science fiction short story
"Reason", in which a space station transmits energy collected from the Sun to various planets using
microwave beams. The SBSP concept, originally known as satellite solar-power system (SSPS), was
first described in November 1968[6]. In 1973 Peter Glaser was granted U.S. patent number 3,781,647
for his method of transmitting power over long distances (e.g. from an SPS to Earth's surface)
using microwaves from a very large antenna (up to one square kilometer) on the satellite to a much
larger one, now known as a rectenna, on the ground[7]. Glaser then was a vice president at Arthur D.
Little, Inc. NASA signed a contract with ADL to lead four other companies in a broader study in
1974. They found that, while the concept had several major problems – chiefly the expense of putting
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Abstract–High information rate applications in smart grid can
incredibly increase energy consumption, which has incited to an
emerging trend of addressing the energy efficiency aspect of
communication technology. Green energy powered cognitive
radio (Green-CR) network is important technology to meet the
high information rate prerequisites as well as to improve
spectrum and energy efficiency. However, designing Green-CR
networks for smart grid is challenging as it requires not only the
optimization of dynamic spectrum access but also the optimal
utilization of green energy sources. In this paper, spectrum aware
and energy efficient Green-CR network model is introduced to
overcome spatio-temporally varying spectrum characteristics
and harsh environmental conditions for smart grid applications.
Subsequent to presenting fundamental outline standards
potential advantages and network architecture of Green-CR, a
multi layered approach with small cells for efficient design
methodology is proposed to provide energy efficient CR network
at the smart grid utility.
Keywords–green cognitive radio network, smart grid, energy
harvesting, green communication.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless communication plays an imperative part in
realizing all essential features of smart grid such as, efficiency,
reliability, resilience, sustainability and security [1], as it can
offer smart grid a much greater degree of freedoms for
information accumulation, dissemination, and processing than
wired communication infrastructure. With the unique features
of dynamic spectrum access technique, CR networks have the
potential to make best utilization of scarce spectrum and
support increasing demand for wireless applications including
smart grid.
CR networks are context-aware reconfigurable wireless
networks consisting two frameworks: the primary user (PU)
framework and the secondary user (SU) framework. PUs are
licensed users i.e. the have selected benefit to get to the
licensed bandwidth, while the SUs are the unlicensed users in
cognitive radio, which can just get to the bandwidth that is not
utilized by the PUs [2]. Proposed CR framework based
communications infrastructure guarantees to use possibly all
spectrum resources efficiently in the smart grid. The idea of
applying CR technology to smart grid was first proposed by A.
Ghassemi et al. [3] in which the authors proposed to utilize
CR based IEEE 802.22 standard in wireless regional area
networks (WRANs) for smart grid backhaul data streams.
Different from current CR systems powered by the reliable
on-grid energy source, continuous advances in green energy
978-1-5386-6472-8/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE

motivated us to concentrate on green energy powered networks.
On the off chance that the green energy source is ample and
stable in the sense of accessibility, CR system can be powered
to opportunistically exploit the underutilized spectrum by
harnessing free energy without requiring energy supplement
from external power grid or battery [4]. As the smart grid
advances and develops, green power farms that harvest energy
from green sources can substantially reduce carbon footprints.
The need for adopting green communication has been realized
worldwide. There is a focus on following holistic approach for
power optimization. The next generation architectures focus on
developing new technology, cell deployment strategies and
resource allocation policies to improve the energy efficiency of
a wireless communication network. Akshita et al [5] surveyed
various techniques for power optimization of the next
generation wireless networks. Further, [6] developed green
communication model for next generation wireless networks,
which considers both the access and backhaul network
elements. So far, a green communication architecture for smart
grid communication architecture has not been premeditated.
The aim of this paper is to offer a comprehensive review on
the recent works on the applications of CR network technology
in smart grid, based on which we want to show an evolutional
path of smart grid development based on spectrum aware and
energy efficient Green-CR networks.
The rest of this paper is outlined as takes after Section II
expounds energy challenges in cognitive radio. Section III
presents the Green-CR network technology in the smart grid
communication infrastructure. In the same segment, energy
efficient CR systems with small cells are additionally talked
about. Step by step instructions to green energy utilization in
the smart grid environment, is examined first, in which only the
energy dynamics is considered. This will provide some insights
for the information transmissions in the CR system. At that
point, with the introduction of spectrum dynamics, the energy
utilization is discussed in Green-CR networks. Section IV
discusses system model for smart grid communication
infrastructure, followed by the conclusion drawn in Section V.
II. COGNITIVE RADIO ENERGY CHALLENGES

A CR system must make real-time decisions on continuous
choices about which spectrum hole to sense, when, and for what
surviving. The detected range data must be adequately sufficient
to achieve exact conclusions with respect to the radio
environment. Besides, spectrum sensing must be quick so as to
track the transient varieties of the radio environment. Such
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Abstract— Energy generated from either conventional or nonconventional resources are generally not fully utilized in
efficient way results in overconsumption, reduced energy
efficiency & increased cost. Effective energy scheduling
through energy audit results in smart & efficient energy
consumption. Energy auditing had been conducted based on
one year KWH consumption in KIET Group of Institutions
Ghaziabad and various recommendations through this paper
will be necessarily helpful for all educational buildings to
minimize energy consumption & improving energy
conservation.
Keywords-- Energy audit, energy scheduling, energy
consumption

I.

INTRODUCTION

Krishna
Institute
of
Engineering
and
Technology (KIET) is a private engineering institute
affiliated to Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Technical University,
situated in Ghaziabad in the National Capital Region of
India 30 km from Delhi. The institute is ISO certified and
NBA accredited. The institute was started in 1998 under the
aegis of the Krishna Charitable Trust. The institute has 8
academic departments, 3 boys hostels, 3 girls hostel,
Auditorium, TBI, Central Library, a Multi-Purpose
Complex with a focus on education in engineering, sciences,
pharmacy and management. As on the date, the student
strength of the institute is about 5341 with total faculty plus
staff strength of about 529 and over an area of about 21
acre. The institute connected load is 1112 KVA and annual
electricity bill keeps up in several (Cr). This huge electricity
bill attracts the attention naturally. Making the institute
energy efficient will not only concern with reduction in
electricity expenses but also helps us to remind our moral
responsibilities of not wasting this precious resource which
may be used by people of the country in need.
A. Objective of the work
The objective of Energy Audit is to promote the idea of
Energy Conservation in the Campus of KIET Ghaziabad.
The purpose of the energy audit is to identify, quantify,

XXX-X-XXXX-XXXX-X/XX/$XX.00 ©20XX IEEE
978-1-5386-6472-8/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE

describe and prioritize cost saving measures relating to
energy use in the Hostels, Departments and Institute Central
Facilities [3].
The work eligible for Energy Audit Study should be
directed towards:
•Identification of areas of energy wastage and estimation of
energy saving potential in Hostels, Departments and Central
Facilities.
• Suggesting cost-effective measures to improve the
efficiency of energy use.
• Estimation of implementation costs and payback periods
for each recommended action.
• Documenting results & vital information generated
through these activities.
•Identification of possible usages of co-generation,
renewable sources of energy (say Solar Energy) and
recommendations for implementation, wherever possible,
with cost benefit analysis, and to reduce environmental
effects.
B. Audit Methodology
The methodology adopted for this audit was a three step
process comprising of:
1. Load Calculation & Testing of measuring devices In
preliminary load calculation phase, exhaustive data
collection was performed using different tools such as
observation, interviewing key persons, and measurements.
Power analyzer, lux meter used for this purpose is well
tested by Lamp Load methods [14].
Following steps were taken for Load collection:
•
•
•
•
•

The team walk through each department, center, hostel
etc.
Information about the general electrical appliances
was collected by observation and interviewing.
The power consumption of appliances was measured
using power clamp meter.
The details of usage of the appliances were collected
by interviewing key persons e.g. Warden (in case of
hostels), caretaker (in case of departments) etc.
Light intensity was measured using lux meters at
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Abstract—Solar Photovoltaic array is non-linear power
source and under varying environmental conditions it is
time consuming and extravagant to obtain operating
characteristics. In order to overcome these restrictions
an improved model of solar module/array has been
proposed, this paper presents a step-by-step method for
the
simulation
of
SPV
panels/arrays
in
MATLAB/Simulink. The governing curves of SPV array
are also investigated for vast range of environmental
conditions,
substantial
parameters
and
array
configurations. The proposed method gives an exact
decisive and easy to tune model of SPV array. Moreover,
it provides an improved analysis of SPV array for
various substantial parameters (series, parallel
resistance, diode factor etc.) and environmental
conditions (irradiance, temperature and partial shading)
aspects.
Keyword—photo-voltaic
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Solar power is a fast-growing industry in India and as of
December 2016, the country's solar grid had a total capacity
of 9 giga watts (GW). In January 2016, the Indian
government expanded its solar plans to 100 GW of
capacity, including 40 GW directly from solar rooftop, by
2022. The infinite, renewable, clean and noiseless nature of
the solar energy makes it the most preferred sources of
renewable energies which are increasingly finding
application areas in today’s human life [1]. However,
despite of the mentioned advantages, this clean energy
source has some disadvantages which should be overcome

for an efficient use. High production costs of Photo Voltaic
panels, less availability of efficient energy storage devices
and dependency of energy production on the environmental
conditions is some of the main issues which comes while
production of solar energy[2,3,4].
The elemental entity responsible for the conversion of solar
energy directly into electrical energy in a Solar Photo
Voltaic (SPV) system is referred as SPV cell [6, 7]. The
congregation of these SPV cells generally connected in
series forms a SPV module. In order to get desired voltage
level these modules are connected in series and to get
desired current level modules are connected in parallel or
surface area of each cell is increased. A SPV array can be a
module or combination of modules in series and parallel
configuration [8].
There are two ways to use output of SPV array 1) using DC
output of array without any processing 2) using Power
electronics converter for further processing of output power
[16, 21]. The second method helps operates SPV array at
optimal point by altering parameters at load side and
controlling flow of power in grid connected system [4]. In
order to study the performance of SPV system we require
model that correctly stand for SPV cells, modules and
arrays.
The main work in this paper is improved mathematical
modeling of SPV cell/module/array and development of
simulation model of module as well as array that correctly
represents prevailing modules/array.
II.

IDEAL PV CELL

When PV cell is exposed to light (photon), electrons are
pushed out creating electron-hole pair in semiconductor
material. If positive and negative terminals are connected to
the conductors, having a closed electric network, constitutes
photon generated current IPh. Therefore PV cell is PN

A Bibliographical View on Research
and Developments of Photovoltaic
and Thermal Technologies
as a Combined System: PV/T System
Anmol Gupta, Sourav Diwania, Sanjay Agrawal, Anwar S. Siddiqui
and Yash Pal
Abstract In this hybrid photovoltaic thermal (PV/T) system, air or water is utilized
as a circulating fluid which helps in maintaining electrical efficiency as well as utilization of thermal energy (space heating, crop drying, etc.) at the output. In this
article, a review of innovative work in the field of PV/T system and thermal modelling of PV/T collector is presented. The thermal model having different equations
for PV-integrated flat plate collector, energy balance for air or water heating system stored thermal energy, the instantaneous energy efficiency and the instantaneous
exergy efficiency has been presented. Analytical articulations for different thermal
parameters and electrical parameters, considering energy balance for several segments or components of PV/T collector is obtained. Various optimization techniques
used in the field of PV/T collector, in view of the exergy concept is also presented.
Keywords Exergy efficiency · Photovoltaic thermal · Optimization · Genetic
algorithm
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Area of the solar cell (m2 )
Solar radiation intensity (W m−2 )
Efficiency of the solar cell (%)
Specific heat of air/water (J kg−1 K)
Mass flow rate of air/water in the channel (kg/s)
Useful heat gain for N no. of channels (kWh)
Penalty factor due to the presence of solar cell material, glass and EVA
Ambient temperature (°C)
Solar cell temperature (°C)
Temperature of the back surface (°C)
Temperature of air/water (°C)
Absorptivity of solar cell
Packing factor of solar cell
Heat transfer coefficient of tedlar (W/m2 K)
Transmittivity of glass
An overall heat transfer coefficient from the solar cell to ambient (W/m2 K)
Convective heat transfer coefficient through the tedlar (W/m2 K)
Penalty factor due to the presence of an interface between tedlar and working
fluid

1 Introduction
Hybrid PV/T technology is a combination of both solar thermal and solar photovoltaic
technology. A solar photovoltaic system changes sunlight into electric power while
solar thermal changes sunlight into heat yet a PV/T system converts sunlight into
heat and electricity simultaneously. The temperature of the PV module increases
tremendously when light radiations of certain intensity fall on it, causing reduction
in electrical efficiency. It is found that for every 1°C rise in temperature of PV surface,
it will cause 0.4–0.5% decrement in its electrical efficiency.
PV/T system has gained greater attention in the last four decades because of
its quality to generate both electric power/energy and thermal energy all the while
and joins the electrical and thermal parts in one element over the conventional PV
system and solar thermal system. The application areas of PV/T technology are space
heating, water heating, drying, integration of photovoltaic thermal in buildings, etc.
[1] (Fig. 1).
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Exergetic Analysis of Glazed
Photovoltaic Thermal (Single-Channel)
Module Using Whale Optimization
Algorithm and Genetic Algorithm
Sourav Diwania, Anmol Gupta, Anwar S. Siddiqui and Sanjay Agrawal

Abstract Photovoltaic thermal (PV-T) system gains greater attention in the last four
decades because of its quality to produce both electrical and thermal energy simultaneously and unites the electrical and thermal components in a single unit over the
conventional photovoltaic system and solar thermal system which are capable of
producing electricity and thermal energy, respectively. There are various parameters
which affects the performance of the PV-T system such as dimensions of the channel (duct), depth of the tedlar, thickness of insulation layer, solar cell fabrication
technology, velocity of fluid flowing through the channel, temperature of the fluid
at the inlet and outlet of the channel ,and cell temperature but in this paper, only
four of the above parameters have been considered for optimization study. But in
the proposed work, only four parameters such as air channel length (L M ), depth of
the air duct (d), fluid velocity through the duct (V F ), and temperature of the air at
the inlet of duct (T in ) have been considered for optimization using two dissimilar
optimization algorithms such as whale optimization algorithm (WOA) and genetic
algorithm (GA). The outcomes show that an improvement around 31.147% in exergy
efficiency and 41.29% in thermal efficiency of glazed PV-T (single-channel) module
is observed using WOA technique when compared with GA. Furthermore, WOA
is better in contrast to GA because of faster rate of convergence in identifying the
parameters.
Keywords Exergy efficiency · Photovoltaic thermal (PV-T) · Whale optimization
algorithm (WOA)
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Abstract. A photovoltaic integrated thermal (PVT) collector with thermoelectric material has
been proposed in this communication, where a channel or duct has been used below the
photovoltaic module in which air has been circulated to extract the heat taken by the
photovoltaic module. Hence in PVT system, electrical energy from photovoltaic and thermal
energy from duct are taken at the output. In this collector, thermoelectric (TE) is used to
change the thermal energy by removing the waste heat of photovoltaic module into electric
energy. In proposed PVT with thermoelectric system, TEs are generally appended at the back
of the photovoltaic to improve the efficiency of PVT collectors. Thermal modelling has been
presented for PVT collector with thermoelectric. The effect of thermoelectric material has been
analysed for PVT collector. The electrical energy gain for photovoltaic collector and overall
electrical energy gain with thermoelectric has been theoretically calculated. From the computed
results, the overall electrical output is observed of PVT system with thermoelectric material; it
is higher than only PVT system due to thermoelectric. As PVT system without thermoelectric
generates only electrical energy due to PV and thermal energy but PVT system with
thermoelectric generates electrical energy due to PV and thermoelectric both as well as thermal
energy so overall exergy of PVT system with thermoelectric is higher than only PVT system.
Hence PVT system with thermoelectric shows better results than only PVT system in respect
of electrical, thermal and overall exergy gain.
Keywords: PVT collector, PVT collector with thermoelectric, thermal modelling, electrical
gain, exergy gain

1. Introduction
Nowadays the renewable energy resources are very popular in terms of the energy generation process.
As per the survey, the production of energy through the renewable sources was 9% in the year 2009
will be expected to grow 23% in 2035. Solar power plant is an important source of clean energy and
generates a large amount of power in the present scenario. In solar photovoltaic, maximum of the
incident sunlight is transformed into heat and only 15%-20% is changed into useful output electrical
energy. The generated heat decreases its electrical efficiency as well as reduces the life time of PV
module [1]. An integration of photovoltaic with thermal technology has been presented as photovoltaic
thermal (PVT) system to use this waste heat. A channel or duct is applied below the PV panel in which
air/water is applied to take the heat energy from the photovoltaic by conductive or convective process
so as to improve the electrical performance of this hybrid system [2]. Hence both electrical and
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Abstract. In the last few decades, enormous attention is drawn towards PV/T systems due to
their advantages as compared to solar PV or solar thermal systems individually. In this
proposed paper, hybrid Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA)-Cuckoo Search (CS) has been
implemented to optimize the parameters of glazed hybrid PVT air collector. Although there are
various parameters which affects the thermal and electrical performance of PVT system but in
this paper only four parameters namely Channel length below the PV panel, channel depth,
velocity of fluid flowing through the channel and temperature of fluid at the inlet of the
channel have been considered for optimization using the hybrid approach. The outcomes shows
that GSA-CS algorithm is proved to be very efficient techniques to be used to optimized the
parameters of hybrid PVT module. The result of the analysis shows that the average value of
exergy efficiency is 14.8228% when the parameters are optimized using hybrid GSA-CS
algorithm.

Key Words: Gravitational Search Algorithm; Cuckoo Search; PVT module

1. Introduction
The industrial reformation in the 18th century has tremendously hiked the energy demand globally.
Around 14% of total energy consumption globally is provided by sustainable power sources [1].
Amongst all the available renewable energy sources, the solar PV has the highest capital cost, but due
to its lower operational cost and maintenance [2], this technology is acknowledged around the world.
Other advantages of solar PV are increased efficiency and pollution free energy [3]. The installed
capacity of solar PV is increasing day by day worldwide due to its above-mentioned point of interests.
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Abtract: This paper includes details about a project to

[10] A remote village has limited access to electrical

build a human powered generator with the help of a bicycle.

power and, as a result, the village homes are lit with

This can be used for upto 120watts DC. This project will

candles and kerosene lamps after dark. Narrow

help to develop a clean way of generating electricity. It is

mountain paths limit the access to neighbouring

intended to be both achievable and affordable.

villages and limits the supply of diesel for the

Keywords: portable generator, clean electricity, low cost

village’s generators. The task is to develop a small

power generation

and sustainable source of electricity for the village. [7]
The intention is to create a system that can be used to

I. INTRODUCTION

generate and store enough energy to light an LED or
any other small appliance for about 10

The purpose of this project is to build a human
powered generator with the help of a bicycle which is

minutes.It is intended to be both achievable and

also portable and can be used to power small

affordable. [1] The chemical energy in a person’s

appliances such as dc fans, light bulbs etc. This

body is converted into mechanical energy with the use

project will help to develop a clean way of generating

of bicycle and then further into the electrical energy

electricity. It is intended to be both achievable and

with the motor. By hand-cranking the bicycle pedal at

affordable. By using principles of energy conversation

different speeds we will discover that at higher speeds

a small amount of power source can be developed

the lamp will get brighter. We shall also discover that

which can be used in rural and remote areas. The

the sound emitted by the speaker gets higher in

chemical energy in a person’s body is converted into

frequency and amplitude (volume) as the pedaling

mechanical energy using a bicycle and then further

speed is increased. If the speaker or lamp has weak

into the electrical energy with the motor. This energy

output, we will connect one at a time. An oscilloscope

is stored in a battery for further use.

can also be connected to the dynamo to show the
sinusoidal waveform. The loads provided should be
appropriately matched to the dynamo’s output. This

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

energy can be measured by using a microcontroller
and LCD display to display instantaneous power.
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Abstract—In this paper, we compare the performance of
symmetrical dual material double gate (SDMDG) SOI MOSFETs
and asymmetrical dual material double gate (ADMDG) SOI
MOSFETs. We investigate the influence of gate engineering on
the analog performances of both the device structure for systemon-chip applications using a 2D device simulator (Silvaco TCAD).
The gate engineering technique used here is the dual metal gate
technology. The SDMDG structure shows better immunity to
DIBL, near ideal Sub-threshold Slope (SS), high Ion/Ioff ratio and
improved analog performance like trans conductance generation
factor, TGF (gm/Id), output conductance (gd).
Keywords— SDMDG, ADMDG, DIBL, trans conductance
generation factor.

I.

INTRODUCTION

As the bulk MOSFET is scaled down, the control of short
channel effects becomes increasingly difficult leading to
increased sub-threshold leakage current.[1] This is because the
source/drain influence over the channel potential becomes
significant relative to the gate control. Advanced transistor
structures such as the UTB and the DG-MOSFET eliminate
sub-surface leakage paths and extend the scalability of Si
CMOS technology.[2] In the DMDG SOI MOSFETs
structure, the surface potential is characterized by a step
function, due to this potential profile the drain voltage is
screened, reducing the drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL).
The step potential profile is achieved by the use of different
gate materials.[3] The use of DMG also increases the carrier
transport efficiency and in turn increases the Ion of the
device.[4] In the DMDG MOSFETs structure, P+ poly is close
to the source end, named M1, and N+ poly is close to the drain
end, named M2. In conventional single metal gate device, the
electric field near the source is lowest and reaches the peak
value at the drain end. Due to this reason, the hot electron
injection between the gate and drain makes the device
unreliable, and reduces its lifetime. Thus, the primary
intention is to keep the peak electric field under the gate, and
not near the drain end, without degrading the Ion. Hence,
DMDG architecture is implemented for which the carriers will
be accelerated more rapidly and the hot electron injection
problem is also avoided. This architecture will thus improve
the average carrier velocity which in turn enhances the Ion. The
improvement in Ion and DIBL suppression is achieved for

lower work-function metal near the drain side (M1 > M2). [59]
In this paper, the parameters considered for the comparison
between SDMDG and ADMDG SOI MOSFETs are drain
induced barrier lowering (DIBL), the Sub-threshold Slope
(SS), the Ion/Ioff ratio, the threshold voltage (Vth), the trans
conductance (gm), the trans conductance generation factor
(gm/Id) and the intrinsic gain (Av). For ultralow-power, high
gain analog/RF circuits, the gate oxide thickness, (tf = tb = tox)
and the silicon body thickness, tsi are optimized with the help
of ATLAS 2-D numerical device simulator and a comparison
is performed between these devices.
The model used in the simulation are the inversion-layer
Lombardi constant voltage and temperature (CVT) mobility
model, that takes into account the effect of transverse fields,
along with doping and temperature dependent parts of the
mobility and the Shockley–Read–Hall (SRH) model simulates
the leakage currents that exist due to thermal generation. The
Gummel’s method (or the decoupled method) which performs
a Gummel iteration for Newton solution.
II. DEVICE STRUCTURE
Depending upon the way the gate material used, DMDG
MOSFETs may be categorized as following:
A. Asymmetrical DMDG (ADMDG)
An asymmetric DMDG-MOSFET consist of front gate
having P+ poly and N+ poly Si material contacting laterally
whereas the back gate have N+ poly Si material only. The
device structure is shown below as:
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Abstract
In the recent decades, there has been a huge energy demand due to the exponential increase
of the human population and consequently, the depletion of non-renewable energy sources. This
creates the need to explore alternate routes for renewable energy resources. The solar energy was the
best alternative of the conventional energy system in last few decades, but because of intermittent
energy and huge land area requirement it is the need of the hour to look for an alternate solar energy
system. Space-based solar power (SBSP) is a step towards this technology to overcome the limitation
of intermittent supply as solar energy is always available in the space. SBSP is the concept of
collecting solar power in outer space and distributing it to Earth. Potential advantages of collecting
solar energy in space include a higher collection rate and a longer collection period due to the lack of
a diffusing atmosphere, and the possibility of placing a solar collector in an orbiting location where
there is no night.
1.

Introduction
Energy generation to meet the demand is a very big issue, and almost 10-15% of the total
economic expenditures in the world are used for meeting this supply and demand [1]. The total
resources which can be used for energy generation in the world can be broadly categorized into fossil
fuels, renewable sources and nuclear resources. The fossil fuels and nuclear sources comes under the
category of non-renewable sources further[2]out of these three sources of energy, fossil fuels are the
conventional sources which are used to meet the major portion of the energy requirements in the
world but they are depleting with time and also have adverse consequences such as global warming.
Nuclear sources are also harmful for the living beings. This lead to shift towards renewable sources
which is the best promising alternative of energy generation as compared with the above two
categories of energy sources. The renewable energy source includes solar energy, wind energy, and
hydel energy. Out of these solar energy was used and researched in last few decades, but because of
its intermittent supply, it is not a very efficient energy generation system. So, the researchers thought
to overcome this limitation by generating the energy directly in space where the availability of
sunlight is always there using satellite and then transmit it to the earth. SBSP is an effort related to
this initiative. Although the proposed system is in research state and not in use anywhere till now, but
the researchers are targeting to achieve it till the end of 2025. In the present system which converts
solar energy in to electrical energy, a considerable fraction of incoming solar energy (55–60%) is lost
on its way through the Earth's atmosphere by the effects of reflection and absorption. But in Spacebased solar power, the system convert sunlight to microwaves outside the atmosphere, avoiding these
losses and the downtime due to the Earth's rotation, but at great cost due to the expense of launching
material into orbit. SBSP is considered a form of sustainable or green energy, renewable energy, and
is occasionally considered among climate engineering proposals. It is attractive to those seeking largescale solutions to anthropogenic climate change or fossil fuel depletion (such as peak oil).

1.1 History
In 1941, science fiction writer Isaac Asimov published the science fiction short story
"Reason", in which a space station transmits energy collected from the Sun to various planets using
microwave beams. The SBSP concept, originally known as satellite solar-power system (SSPS), was
first described in November 1968[6]. In 1973 Peter Glaser was granted U.S. patent number 3,781,647
for his method of transmitting power over long distances (e.g. from an SPS to Earth's surface)
using microwaves from a very large antenna (up to one square kilometer) on the satellite to a much
larger one, now known as a rectenna, on the ground[7]. Glaser then was a vice president at Arthur D.
Little, Inc. NASA signed a contract with ADL to lead four other companies in a broader study in
1974. They found that, while the concept had several major problems – chiefly the expense of putting
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Abstract–High information rate applications in smart grid can
incredibly increase energy consumption, which has incited to an
emerging trend of addressing the energy efficiency aspect of
communication technology. Green energy powered cognitive
radio (Green-CR) network is important technology to meet the
high information rate prerequisites as well as to improve
spectrum and energy efficiency. However, designing Green-CR
networks for smart grid is challenging as it requires not only the
optimization of dynamic spectrum access but also the optimal
utilization of green energy sources. In this paper, spectrum aware
and energy efficient Green-CR network model is introduced to
overcome spatio-temporally varying spectrum characteristics
and harsh environmental conditions for smart grid applications.
Subsequent to presenting fundamental outline standards
potential advantages and network architecture of Green-CR, a
multi layered approach with small cells for efficient design
methodology is proposed to provide energy efficient CR network
at the smart grid utility.
Keywords–green cognitive radio network, smart grid, energy
harvesting, green communication.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless communication plays an imperative part in
realizing all essential features of smart grid such as, efficiency,
reliability, resilience, sustainability and security [1], as it can
offer smart grid a much greater degree of freedoms for
information accumulation, dissemination, and processing than
wired communication infrastructure. With the unique features
of dynamic spectrum access technique, CR networks have the
potential to make best utilization of scarce spectrum and
support increasing demand for wireless applications including
smart grid.
CR networks are context-aware reconfigurable wireless
networks consisting two frameworks: the primary user (PU)
framework and the secondary user (SU) framework. PUs are
licensed users i.e. the have selected benefit to get to the
licensed bandwidth, while the SUs are the unlicensed users in
cognitive radio, which can just get to the bandwidth that is not
utilized by the PUs [2]. Proposed CR framework based
communications infrastructure guarantees to use possibly all
spectrum resources efficiently in the smart grid. The idea of
applying CR technology to smart grid was first proposed by A.
Ghassemi et al. [3] in which the authors proposed to utilize
CR based IEEE 802.22 standard in wireless regional area
networks (WRANs) for smart grid backhaul data streams.
Different from current CR systems powered by the reliable
on-grid energy source, continuous advances in green energy
978-1-5386-6472-8/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE

motivated us to concentrate on green energy powered networks.
On the off chance that the green energy source is ample and
stable in the sense of accessibility, CR system can be powered
to opportunistically exploit the underutilized spectrum by
harnessing free energy without requiring energy supplement
from external power grid or battery [4]. As the smart grid
advances and develops, green power farms that harvest energy
from green sources can substantially reduce carbon footprints.
The need for adopting green communication has been realized
worldwide. There is a focus on following holistic approach for
power optimization. The next generation architectures focus on
developing new technology, cell deployment strategies and
resource allocation policies to improve the energy efficiency of
a wireless communication network. Akshita et al [5] surveyed
various techniques for power optimization of the next
generation wireless networks. Further, [6] developed green
communication model for next generation wireless networks,
which considers both the access and backhaul network
elements. So far, a green communication architecture for smart
grid communication architecture has not been premeditated.
The aim of this paper is to offer a comprehensive review on
the recent works on the applications of CR network technology
in smart grid, based on which we want to show an evolutional
path of smart grid development based on spectrum aware and
energy efficient Green-CR networks.
The rest of this paper is outlined as takes after Section II
expounds energy challenges in cognitive radio. Section III
presents the Green-CR network technology in the smart grid
communication infrastructure. In the same segment, energy
efficient CR systems with small cells are additionally talked
about. Step by step instructions to green energy utilization in
the smart grid environment, is examined first, in which only the
energy dynamics is considered. This will provide some insights
for the information transmissions in the CR system. At that
point, with the introduction of spectrum dynamics, the energy
utilization is discussed in Green-CR networks. Section IV
discusses system model for smart grid communication
infrastructure, followed by the conclusion drawn in Section V.
II. COGNITIVE RADIO ENERGY CHALLENGES

A CR system must make real-time decisions on continuous
choices about which spectrum hole to sense, when, and for what
surviving. The detected range data must be adequately sufficient
to achieve exact conclusions with respect to the radio
environment. Besides, spectrum sensing must be quick so as to
track the transient varieties of the radio environment. Such
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Abstract— Energy generated from either conventional or nonconventional resources are generally not fully utilized in
efficient way results in overconsumption, reduced energy
efficiency & increased cost. Effective energy scheduling
through energy audit results in smart & efficient energy
consumption. Energy auditing had been conducted based on
one year KWH consumption in KIET Group of Institutions
Ghaziabad and various recommendations through this paper
will be necessarily helpful for all educational buildings to
minimize energy consumption & improving energy
conservation.
Keywords-- Energy audit, energy scheduling, energy
consumption

I.

INTRODUCTION

Krishna
Institute
of
Engineering
and
Technology (KIET) is a private engineering institute
affiliated to Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Technical University,
situated in Ghaziabad in the National Capital Region of
India 30 km from Delhi. The institute is ISO certified and
NBA accredited. The institute was started in 1998 under the
aegis of the Krishna Charitable Trust. The institute has 8
academic departments, 3 boys hostels, 3 girls hostel,
Auditorium, TBI, Central Library, a Multi-Purpose
Complex with a focus on education in engineering, sciences,
pharmacy and management. As on the date, the student
strength of the institute is about 5341 with total faculty plus
staff strength of about 529 and over an area of about 21
acre. The institute connected load is 1112 KVA and annual
electricity bill keeps up in several (Cr). This huge electricity
bill attracts the attention naturally. Making the institute
energy efficient will not only concern with reduction in
electricity expenses but also helps us to remind our moral
responsibilities of not wasting this precious resource which
may be used by people of the country in need.
A. Objective of the work
The objective of Energy Audit is to promote the idea of
Energy Conservation in the Campus of KIET Ghaziabad.
The purpose of the energy audit is to identify, quantify,

XXX-X-XXXX-XXXX-X/XX/$XX.00 ©20XX IEEE
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describe and prioritize cost saving measures relating to
energy use in the Hostels, Departments and Institute Central
Facilities [3].
The work eligible for Energy Audit Study should be
directed towards:
•Identification of areas of energy wastage and estimation of
energy saving potential in Hostels, Departments and Central
Facilities.
• Suggesting cost-effective measures to improve the
efficiency of energy use.
• Estimation of implementation costs and payback periods
for each recommended action.
• Documenting results & vital information generated
through these activities.
•Identification of possible usages of co-generation,
renewable sources of energy (say Solar Energy) and
recommendations for implementation, wherever possible,
with cost benefit analysis, and to reduce environmental
effects.
B. Audit Methodology
The methodology adopted for this audit was a three step
process comprising of:
1. Load Calculation & Testing of measuring devices In
preliminary load calculation phase, exhaustive data
collection was performed using different tools such as
observation, interviewing key persons, and measurements.
Power analyzer, lux meter used for this purpose is well
tested by Lamp Load methods [14].
Following steps were taken for Load collection:
•
•
•
•
•

The team walk through each department, center, hostel
etc.
Information about the general electrical appliances
was collected by observation and interviewing.
The power consumption of appliances was measured
using power clamp meter.
The details of usage of the appliances were collected
by interviewing key persons e.g. Warden (in case of
hostels), caretaker (in case of departments) etc.
Light intensity was measured using lux meters at
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Abstract—Solar Photovoltaic array is non-linear power
source and under varying environmental conditions it is
time consuming and extravagant to obtain operating
characteristics. In order to overcome these restrictions
an improved model of solar module/array has been
proposed, this paper presents a step-by-step method for
the
simulation
of
SPV
panels/arrays
in
MATLAB/Simulink. The governing curves of SPV array
are also investigated for vast range of environmental
conditions,
substantial
parameters
and
array
configurations. The proposed method gives an exact
decisive and easy to tune model of SPV array. Moreover,
it provides an improved analysis of SPV array for
various substantial parameters (series, parallel
resistance, diode factor etc.) and environmental
conditions (irradiance, temperature and partial shading)
aspects.
Keyword—photo-voltaic
array,
photo-generated
current, solar irradiance, ambient temperature, singlediode model, series and parallel resistance

I.

INTRODUCTION

Solar power is a fast-growing industry in India and as of
December 2016, the country's solar grid had a total capacity
of 9 giga watts (GW). In January 2016, the Indian
government expanded its solar plans to 100 GW of
capacity, including 40 GW directly from solar rooftop, by
2022. The infinite, renewable, clean and noiseless nature of
the solar energy makes it the most preferred sources of
renewable energies which are increasingly finding
application areas in today’s human life [1]. However,
despite of the mentioned advantages, this clean energy
source has some disadvantages which should be overcome

for an efficient use. High production costs of Photo Voltaic
panels, less availability of efficient energy storage devices
and dependency of energy production on the environmental
conditions is some of the main issues which comes while
production of solar energy[2,3,4].
The elemental entity responsible for the conversion of solar
energy directly into electrical energy in a Solar Photo
Voltaic (SPV) system is referred as SPV cell [6, 7]. The
congregation of these SPV cells generally connected in
series forms a SPV module. In order to get desired voltage
level these modules are connected in series and to get
desired current level modules are connected in parallel or
surface area of each cell is increased. A SPV array can be a
module or combination of modules in series and parallel
configuration [8].
There are two ways to use output of SPV array 1) using DC
output of array without any processing 2) using Power
electronics converter for further processing of output power
[16, 21]. The second method helps operates SPV array at
optimal point by altering parameters at load side and
controlling flow of power in grid connected system [4]. In
order to study the performance of SPV system we require
model that correctly stand for SPV cells, modules and
arrays.
The main work in this paper is improved mathematical
modeling of SPV cell/module/array and development of
simulation model of module as well as array that correctly
represents prevailing modules/array.
II.

IDEAL PV CELL

When PV cell is exposed to light (photon), electrons are
pushed out creating electron-hole pair in semiconductor
material. If positive and negative terminals are connected to
the conductors, having a closed electric network, constitutes
photon generated current IPh. Therefore PV cell is PN

A Bibliographical View on Research
and Developments of Photovoltaic
and Thermal Technologies
as a Combined System: PV/T System
Anmol Gupta, Sourav Diwania, Sanjay Agrawal, Anwar S. Siddiqui
and Yash Pal
Abstract In this hybrid photovoltaic thermal (PV/T) system, air or water is utilized
as a circulating fluid which helps in maintaining electrical efficiency as well as utilization of thermal energy (space heating, crop drying, etc.) at the output. In this
article, a review of innovative work in the field of PV/T system and thermal modelling of PV/T collector is presented. The thermal model having different equations
for PV-integrated flat plate collector, energy balance for air or water heating system stored thermal energy, the instantaneous energy efficiency and the instantaneous
exergy efficiency has been presented. Analytical articulations for different thermal
parameters and electrical parameters, considering energy balance for several segments or components of PV/T collector is obtained. Various optimization techniques
used in the field of PV/T collector, in view of the exergy concept is also presented.
Keywords Exergy efficiency · Photovoltaic thermal · Optimization · Genetic
algorithm
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Exergetic Analysis of Glazed
Photovoltaic Thermal (Single-Channel)
Module Using Whale Optimization
Algorithm and Genetic Algorithm
Sourav Diwania, Anmol Gupta, Anwar S. Siddiqui and Sanjay Agrawal

Abstract Photovoltaic thermal (PV-T) system gains greater attention in the last four
decades because of its quality to produce both electrical and thermal energy simultaneously and unites the electrical and thermal components in a single unit over the
conventional photovoltaic system and solar thermal system which are capable of
producing electricity and thermal energy, respectively. There are various parameters
which affects the performance of the PV-T system such as dimensions of the channel (duct), depth of the tedlar, thickness of insulation layer, solar cell fabrication
technology, velocity of fluid flowing through the channel, temperature of the fluid
at the inlet and outlet of the channel ,and cell temperature but in this paper, only
four of the above parameters have been considered for optimization study. But in
the proposed work, only four parameters such as air channel length (L M ), depth of
the air duct (d), fluid velocity through the duct (V F ), and temperature of the air at
the inlet of duct (T in ) have been considered for optimization using two dissimilar
optimization algorithms such as whale optimization algorithm (WOA) and genetic
algorithm (GA). The outcomes show that an improvement around 31.147% in exergy
efficiency and 41.29% in thermal efficiency of glazed PV-T (single-channel) module
is observed using WOA technique when compared with GA. Furthermore, WOA
is better in contrast to GA because of faster rate of convergence in identifying the
parameters.
Keywords Exergy efficiency · Photovoltaic thermal (PV-T) · Whale optimization
algorithm (WOA)
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Effect of thermoelectric materials in electrical and thermal
performance of photovoltaic thermal (PVT) collector
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Abstract. A photovoltaic integrated thermal (PVT) collector with thermoelectric material has
been proposed in this communication, where a channel or duct has been used below the
photovoltaic module in which air has been circulated to extract the heat taken by the
photovoltaic module. Hence in PVT system, electrical energy from photovoltaic and thermal
energy from duct are taken at the output. In this collector, thermoelectric (TE) is used to
change the thermal energy by removing the waste heat of photovoltaic module into electric
energy. In proposed PVT with thermoelectric system, TEs are generally appended at the back
of the photovoltaic to improve the efficiency of PVT collectors. Thermal modelling has been
presented for PVT collector with thermoelectric. The effect of thermoelectric material has been
analysed for PVT collector. The electrical energy gain for photovoltaic collector and overall
electrical energy gain with thermoelectric has been theoretically calculated. From the computed
results, the overall electrical output is observed of PVT system with thermoelectric material; it
is higher than only PVT system due to thermoelectric. As PVT system without thermoelectric
generates only electrical energy due to PV and thermal energy but PVT system with
thermoelectric generates electrical energy due to PV and thermoelectric both as well as thermal
energy so overall exergy of PVT system with thermoelectric is higher than only PVT system.
Hence PVT system with thermoelectric shows better results than only PVT system in respect
of electrical, thermal and overall exergy gain.
Keywords: PVT collector, PVT collector with thermoelectric, thermal modelling, electrical
gain, exergy gain

1. Introduction
Nowadays the renewable energy resources are very popular in terms of the energy generation process.
As per the survey, the production of energy through the renewable sources was 9% in the year 2009
will be expected to grow 23% in 2035. Solar power plant is an important source of clean energy and
generates a large amount of power in the present scenario. In solar photovoltaic, maximum of the
incident sunlight is transformed into heat and only 15%-20% is changed into useful output electrical
energy. The generated heat decreases its electrical efficiency as well as reduces the life time of PV
module [1]. An integration of photovoltaic with thermal technology has been presented as photovoltaic
thermal (PVT) system to use this waste heat. A channel or duct is applied below the PV panel in which
air/water is applied to take the heat energy from the photovoltaic by conductive or convective process
so as to improve the electrical performance of this hybrid system [2]. Hence both electrical and
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Abstract. In the last few decades, enormous attention is drawn towards PV/T systems due to
their advantages as compared to solar PV or solar thermal systems individually. In this
proposed paper, hybrid Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA)-Cuckoo Search (CS) has been
implemented to optimize the parameters of glazed hybrid PVT air collector. Although there are
various parameters which affects the thermal and electrical performance of PVT system but in
this paper only four parameters namely Channel length below the PV panel, channel depth,
velocity of fluid flowing through the channel and temperature of fluid at the inlet of the
channel have been considered for optimization using the hybrid approach. The outcomes shows
that GSA-CS algorithm is proved to be very efficient techniques to be used to optimized the
parameters of hybrid PVT module. The result of the analysis shows that the average value of
exergy efficiency is 14.8228% when the parameters are optimized using hybrid GSA-CS
algorithm.

Key Words: Gravitational Search Algorithm; Cuckoo Search; PVT module

1. Introduction
The industrial reformation in the 18th century has tremendously hiked the energy demand globally.
Around 14% of total energy consumption globally is provided by sustainable power sources [1].
Amongst all the available renewable energy sources, the solar PV has the highest capital cost, but due
to its lower operational cost and maintenance [2], this technology is acknowledged around the world.
Other advantages of solar PV are increased efficiency and pollution free energy [3]. The installed
capacity of solar PV is increasing day by day worldwide due to its above-mentioned point of interests.
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of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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Through the previous decade, an ever increasing demand of wireless radio spectrum
has been observed due to expeditious use of various wireless applications and devices.
However, current fixed radio spectrum policy holds up the efficient use of radio spectrum
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I. Introduction
The unprecedented essential technological revolutions in the area of
wireless communications that we are witnessing today is majorly due to
the radio spectrum and, also make a positive impact on the economic
growth of a country [1], [2]. The advancement in wireless technology has
allowed seamless connectivity across various wireless devices. The
enhanced Quality of Experience and Quality of Service provided by the
service providers has seen exponential growth in mobile data traffic and
it is predicted that by 2020, there will be approximately ten times
increase in the data traffic globally as compared to the year 2015 [3], [4].
Therefore, it has now become exceedingly hard to meet the increasing
spectrum re-quirment through the current fixed spectrum assignment
policy where spectrum channels are particularly used by licensed users
only for the exclusive applications which also led to wastage of a
Sign in to Continue Reading
considerable spectrum channels like TV bands [5]. Practically it is not
possible to obtain new frequency bands from the already inadequate
spectrum resources to enhance overall capacity of the wireless system.
This fact has inspired the development of various wireless technologies,
like exposure of millimeter wave spectrum [6], femtocells [7], [8], multiinput multi-output systems (MIMO) [9], and dynamic spectrum access
with the help of cognitive radio technology [10]. To address these
challenges, the “Federal Communications Commission (FCC)” has
recently proposed to allow interference less use of the licensed spectrum
to the primary license holders by the unlicensed users [11]. By making
dynamic spectrum access possible with the help of cognitive radio, FCC
has intended to achieve the solution to this problem [12]. Next,
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